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The impressive ‘Newspaper Rock’ petroglyph in Utah. Photo by Wendy Shattil/Bob Rozinski.
						

See our feature story on petroglyphs of the San Luis Valley on page B-1
To see this photo and more in color, visit our website at www.crestoneeagle.com

Colorado voters get to decide;
General election ballot certification underway
by Lisa Cyriacks
Six statewide ballot questions
have already qualified for the 2016
ballot. And there could be as many
as five more, including two controversial anti-fracking measures.
Ballot issues are popular nationwide this year. According to
nonpartisan, online news sources,
147 statewide ballot measures in
35 states have been certified for
the 2016 General Election ballot.
Of the 147, 67 are the result of ini-

tiative petition drives, more than
in any other year since 2008.
This election cycle millions of
dollars are being spent by corporations, lobbying groups, wealthy individuals and other interest groups
to influence the outcome of ballot
issues. Yet initiatives provide a
unique opportunity to affect the
outcome of national elections. Historically voters energized about
a particular ballot initiative are
more likely to register and turn out

to vote. In this election year, where
subsets of the electorate who are
otherwise turned off at the notion
of having to vote for one of two of
the most unpopular major party
presidential candidates ever, voters may just turn up to vote their
passion on a chosen issue they are
passionate about.
Raise the bar
The most recent petition certified to have sufficient signatures
to make the ballot, Raise the Bar,

Hemp: A $600 million industry looks to the San Luis Valley
by Sandia Belgrade
“Why use up the forests in the
making for centuries if we can get
the equivalent in the annual growth
of hemp?” -Henry Ford
In June the Saguache Board
of County Commissioners (BOCC)
heard two presentations on hemp
that made a case for industrial
hemp in our county.
Caren Kershner, who is on the
board of the American Hemp Association and has studied botany,
knows the plant thoroughly. Her
first point was that while hemp

has a visual similarity to marijuana and both hemp and marijuana
come from the cannabis sativa species, they are genetically and chemically different. Hemp contains less
than 0.3% of THC (tetrahydrocannabinol), the main psychoactive component in marijuana. Her
slide presentation showed details
of planting, cultivating, and water
usage. Hemp requires little irrigation and is suited to arid regions
such as the San Luis Valley (SLV).
25,000 products derived
from hemp

According to Kershner, hemp
may have been the first fiber plant
cultivated by indigenous people
around the world. Caren brought
in matting and material samples
to show its versatility. Products
that can be made from hemp include textiles, cordage, furniture,
food, beverages, paper and personal care. Construction materials include hempcrete, a mixture
of hemp hurds (inner core of stem)
and lime. Hemp fiberglass is used
for automobile dash boards and
continued on page B-3

concerns amending the Colorado
constitution. Proponents of the
measure say that the requirements
included in the measure would
make it harder to amend the Colorado Constitution.
A proposal to make it more
difficult to amend the state constitution was killed in the legislature in 2012 and voters defeated a
referendum on the issue in 2008.
Governor John Hickenlooper and
a bipartisan coalition of business
interests launched the petition
drive in June of this year. Vital for
Colorado, an organization of civic
continued on page 9
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Editor’s Notes
Small homes

What does Crestone need?
Small affordable homes.
Are you a single person or
maybe a couple looking to move
to Crestone? Wanting to rent or
buy just a cottage, studio or apartment? Something inexpensive?
Good luck. There is a big lack of
small living spaces.
We have 3-, 4- or 5-bedroom
homes you may be able to share
with roommates, but maybe that’s
not your thing. Or you could maybe finance a bigger house, stretching your budget for more space
than you want or need.
The Crestone/Baca area
greatly needs small affordable living spaces. We need 4 or 6 unit
apartment buildings with 1- or
2-bedroom units, common laundry, shared grounds. We need
apartments over garages, extra
bedrooms turned into apartments
with their own entrance, cottages,
cabins or studio homes behind the
main house that help bring in income to the owners. Duplexes. Or
small clustered houses.
The Town of Crestone is currently working on regulations to
allow small “Accessory Dwelling
Units” (ADUs) if the owner also
lives on site. The Baca has allowed
some ADUs in the past but is now
strict in enforcing the non-building
of such. The Town has a minimum
house size requirement of 300 sq.
ft. In the Baca it’s 900 sq. ft.
We often come here seeking
a simpler life. We want to conserve
natural resources—yet homes
take up lots of them. We have
older retired people on limited income, young people just starting
out, people of all ages who only
want or can afford a small comfortable home.
Let me encourage builders,
investors and governing bodies
to focus on making small, energyefficient affordable homes and
apartments happen here.
It’s
what we really need. Thanks.
Happy almost autumn,
—Kizzen

Thank you letter to the
community

Dear Editor,
We want to thank the greater
Crestone community. We have received tremendous support in our
time of incomprehensible loss and
are extremely grateful. Everything
from positive energy and hugs to
food and assistance with sleeping
accommodations and so much more
have been bestowed upon our family. We would like to thank each of
you by name and deed but fear that
it would require the entire newspaper. Please know that all contributions, no matter how small, are appreciated. We are fortunate to live
in such an amazing community.
Thank you all.
The family of Karen Potter

In support of Steve
Dossenback for POA

Dear Editor,
This letter is in support of
Steve Dossenback in the upcoming
POA Board of Directors election.
Not only is Steve professional, experienced, and committed he also listens and is open to hearing all sides.
He understands the challenges that
face the community and wants to
foster the positive steps for consistency and fairness, and yes, growth,
this POA is making.
Suganda Brooks

Dossenback’s a keeper

Fellow Citizens,
Steve Dossenback is running
for the POA board this October and
I wanted to say a few words about
him. I have had ample opportunity
to see Steve in action in his role
as EAC (Environmental and Architectural Committee) committee
person and I am impressed. He is
knowledgeable and considered and
genuinely wants to make life better
here, including for people who may
have different viewpoints than he
does. This empathy and desire for
inclusiveness is much needed as
the animosity and disruptiveness
of some board members over the
last four years has left our community aching for competent and
good-hearted leadership. I hope
you’ll give Steve a chance, he is
definitely a keeper.
Sincerely,
John Rowe

Far & away the best
POA candidates

To the Editor,
For once we are spoiled for
choice in the upcoming POA Board
elections. Who might we vote for?
For what it is worth here are my 2
cents:
I believe that Steve Dossenback is far and away the best
candidate. He has been a stalwart
member of the EAC since 2012, is
deeply committed to our POA and

www.crestoneeagle.com
the covenants, has been involved
both electrically and from the EAC
in many of our projects and has
been unfailingly fair and positive.
Vote Steve Dossenback.
As for the second Board position, Alison McClure is in a unique
position, having been the POA
Manager. She knows the POA inside and out and brings a wealth of
experience to the job. Vote Alison
McClure.
Many thanks,
Martin C. Macaulay

Thanks for your
support

Dear Editor,
My name is Steve Dossenback.
My wife Jill and I have been members of the POA since 2003. We
moved here in 2008 and began the
construction of our off-grid straw
bale home. Our most favorite home.
I have been involved in the building
industry since 1979 as a builder,
electrician and electrical contractor. This part of the country and the
community here struck my interest
when I first came to visit a friend in
2000. I envisioned being a part of
this small mountain community.
I have been a member of the
Environmental and Architectural
Committee (EAC) since 2012. I volunteered to be on the EAC to create
stability in the Baca Grande POA
with regard to property value, the
aesthetics of the landscape and solvency of the POA. I have found it a
very challenging and yet rewarding
task. The current board of directors
has made great endeavors to address these concerns.
I am running for the board of
directors to maintain the positive
direction this POA is heading. I will
sustain my commitment as a volunteer for the Baca Grande community and create an environment that
is honest, thoughtful and considerate. I am extremely optimistic for
the future of the Baca Grande POA.
If I am elected to the board, I
will do my best to preserve property
values through the fulfillment of
land use covenants, create a healthy
and fulfilling work environment for
our great POA staff and volunteers,
enhance POA amenities, maintain
financial stability of the POA and
make sure our emergency services
and fire department are the best
they can be.
Let’s keep this ball rolling.
Thank you for your support in the
forthcoming election.
Steve Dossenback

Vote for Strathearn

Dear Editor,
In anticipation of the upcoming election for the Property Owners’ Association (POA) Board of Directors, I would like to endorse the
candidacy of my friend and neighbor, Bill Strathearn.
While Bill has extensive work
experience in both finance and
engineering, it is impressive to
consider his volunteer activities,
including serving for five years on
the board of his local home owners association, thirteen years with
the Colorado Division of Wildlife
and nineteen years assisting with
the restoration of our local narrow
gauge Cumbres and Toltec Scenic
Railroad.

Since moving to the Baca, Bill
and Kathy have joined CrestoneBaca Village, a volunteer organization providing services to seniors
and others in need of assistance.
The POA can be well served
by Bill, who will bring experience,
maturity and commitment to our
community.
Please vote.
Judy DeLuca, former president, NHN, recent board member
BW&S

Commentary on July
editorials

Dear Editor,
There was much of interest in
the August editorial page. One Mr.
Mago suggests defining “locals” by
what history they can remember. I
remember when the page two editorial wished for revolution, so that
must make me something. Respectfully, I question the current editorial
claim that a progressive Democratic
Party is now the most progressive
ever, and I note that the Eagle editorial staff seen at the county convention seemed to caucus, like crows
perhaps, on the less-revolutionary
aisle. Party platform and political
intentions are more about energizing the followers than about what’s
gonna happen after the election.
Obama’s presidency didn’t stop police assassination of people of color,
or extended military conflict and
wounded returnees. Nor will a Clinton presidency be a silver bullet for
women, though she has shown the
ability to yodel when her feet are
held to the fire.
Pulver’s comments about
NATO remind us that a progressive
government must have a progressive foreign policy, not the belligerence heard from Ms. Clinton as
Secretary of State. America has a
long history of propping up despotic
regimes, Israel among them. The
state of Israel established itself using wanton acts of terror to displace
the British and the Palestinians.
Slim Wolfe

A critical moment of
truth for Crestone/Baca

Dear Editor,
Issues confront our community that will determine our future.
Serious drug problems gnaw at the
temptations of our young people
like never before . . . leading to social instability and crime. Blight
poses a critical threat, due in part to
the green rush of legalization.
To counter, we have a new gentrification lobby, striving to make
homesteading more challenging if
not impossible. The thousand-pound
gorillas in the room are the developers/speculators hovering from afar,
checkbooks at-the-ready, to unleash
untold millions into “ticky tacky”
development. They ponder, “Wow,
if only we could attract the wealthy
crust set 2nd-home-buyers and increase real estate prices, we could
build on every single lot in the Baca
and make a few hundred million on
the deal. Maybe this blight thing is
our opportunity to debut a drastic
demographic change with the promise of fewer dead cars and art projects in the yards.”
I disagree that our only two
choices are blight or wholesale gen-
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Ronald Edward Lane

June 8, 1932-May 28, 2016
Ron Lane, along with his
loving wife, Bethany, an accomplished pianist, was drawn to
Crestone in the early 1980s by
the presence of the Spiritual Life
Institute. In 1986 and several
years thereafter, as a Professor
of Philosophy at the College of St.
Benedict in St. Joseph, Minnesota, Ron, with Bethany, brought
the first of seven groups of CSB/
SJU students on Contemplative
Retreats to the Spiritual Life Institute’s Nada Hermitage. Those
retreats also involved centers
in Crestone with the Kagyu Order of Tibetan Buddhism along
with Hindu-based traditions at
the Haidakhandi Universal Ashram and Sri Aurobindo Learning
Center. Those were lively and
very good times showing Ron’s
capacity for deep friendship and
an innate kindness.
On Saturday, May 28, 2016
Ronald Edward Lane’s Circle of
Life peacefully drew to a close. Up
to that moment, Ron remained
engaged, concerned about the life
of his church, his country and his
world and most especially, the
well-being of Bethany, his wife
trification. We must think outside
the box that has been applied to the
rest of “developed” America. There
are more organic solutions to these
challenges than the ones that have
recently divided our community
into competing factions. We must
promote and evolve the alternative homesteading traditions rather
than repeal them. We must create
jobs, opportunity and affordable
housing as our answer to social despair and the cabin fever that drives
our young people to self-destruction.
We must become again a spiritual
oasis for working young people and
alternative-minded but less-affluent retirees of the Woodstock generation. I hope our community itself
will also stand for these values rather than playing into the propaganda
of real estate developers. It is our
future at stake. We must imagine it
carefully and with creativity rather
than from a place of fear.
Sincerely,
Alder Lakish

Thanks for CrestFest

Dear Editor,
Give a big thanks to Crestone
Performances Inc. (crestfest.org),
the Crestone Energy Fair crew and
all involved for an awesome event
this last weekend!
Also, thanks to all the Grangers (14) who volunteered at the
Grange booths.
We fed over 35 folks in our

of 59 years, and their children
and grandchildren who are left to
mourn and celebrate his life.
He loved to explore the
meaning of ideas and of life,
with family and friends around
the dinner table as well as with
students and colleagues in the
college. He was genuinely interested, even fascinated, by the
perspectives and the lives of others, and in the insights about realities like the good, the true, and
the beautiful that emerged from
such conversations.
His life was shaped by his
heart as well as his mind. His
love for us was deep, he delighted
in seeing or hearing about what
brought us joy, and our experiences of suffering wrung him
to the core. He could always be
counted upon to listen and to be
there for us, never giving up on
any of us. He encouraged us to be
compassionate—by asking us to
reflect on how a Twins or Vikings
victory might be affecting young
people rooting for the team that
lost, by sharing about (and voting
for) people like Mother Theresa
and Mahatma Gandhi, by how
he cared for his parents as they
aged, by encouraging us to consider ways of using our gifts and
talents for the sake of the wellbeing of others.
Ron, Dad, Grandpa—we
miss your physical presence with
us, but we are deeply grateful for
how your faith, your wisdom, and
your compassion, your integrity
and your joy have shaped our
lives in far-reaching ways, and
for how your spirit continues to
nourish us. Each of us will, forever, hold you close to our heart.

soup kitchen, educated over 150
people on the new regulation allowing gray water in Colorado, and
helped the sustainable mission of
the community reach even further.
Many out-of-town folks were excited to see what our local Grange is
up to here in Crestone.
We, by example, brought
awareness to simple cooperation
with a spirit of celebration to the
festival, thank you Crestone.
Our next meeting will be in
September. Does anyone want to
host the next meeting? Around 30
folks may attend, and since it’s pot
luck you’ll need a kitchen and large
room for the roundtable talks.
Also, suggestions for date and
time are most welcome. Call, if interested, 256-4768.
Thanks,
Nathan Good

Festival thanks

by Tom Dessain
A big “Thank you” to all who
attended, vended, volunteered,
cheered, worked, sponsored, played
or smiled and swayed at the 18th
Annual Crestone Music Festival.
Over-all, the festival had a nice mix
of musical styles, vendors, food, libations, contests and activities. Festival feedback has been very positive and mishaps were negligible.
We’re still sweeping up the settling
dust. Stay tuned and check-out the
October Eagle for more info.

Karen Stevens Potter

May 12, 1967-July 24, 2016
Karen Stevens (Mama Bear)
Potter traversed from this world
to the next on July 24, 2016.
She was born May 12, 1967 in
Brigham City, Utah. Shortly before high school she moved to Port
Orchard, WA. Here, as if to atone
for her sins, she blossomed from a
Mormon wallflower into a gregarious bombshell wild child. At 17
she consented to a blind date with
a sailor, the only stipulation: he
must have facial hair. That fateful decision led her to marry the
man of her dreams: Mark E. Potter of Grand Haven, MI less than
6 months later. Their love stood
the test of time.
Eight years and 3 children
later they relocated to the not-yeta-dot-on-a-map town of Crestone,
CO. Here they constructed their
home (literally) and birthed their
next 3 children. If you knew Karen, or even heard about her, you
knew two things: she was a lover
and a fighter.
Family was paramount to
Karen. She loved her husband
and children with an unmatched
fierceness akin to a mother bear.
Her fierceness often spilled into
words of reprimand of unruly
This would be a good time
to step up and become a member.
Members get different perks for
different levels but they all know
they are supporting our community by supporting us. We also listen
so if you want to comment, complain, commend, conject or connect,
please call 719-256-4533 or email
crestfest@crestfest.org.
Thanks
again to everyone.
We need members!
Please consider becoming a
member of Crestone Performances
Inc. and help us continue our programs. Those programs are the
Crestone Music Festival, our Youth
Enrichment Program and our Community Service Program. There are
three ways to contribute. First, just
make a donation online at crestfest.
org and receive a tax deduction.
Next would be to become a member
and donate annually. Thirdly, my
favorite, is to have a monthly withdrawal. It’s totally safe through San
Luis Valley Savings and Loan. Even
$5 a month would be huge so please
consider. There are levels of support
that have great perks, including an
“All Access Pass” to next year’s festival, so check them out below.
We have five levels of membership

youths. Just as often it flowed into
big warm hugs. All her children
continue to benefit from her stern
guidance, insightful wisdom, high
expectations and above all else,
her unconditional love.
Her family extended beyond
bloodlines, out into the community. She was a mother to many
of the children of Crestone. Often
stray people were brought in on
holidays lest they be alone. No one
went hungry in her house.
Driven by passion, Karen
fearlessly advocated her views and
opinions. The most obvious case is
the Crestone Charter School. She
fought hard to bring the CCS into
existence to provide an excellent
education. Karen gave continually
to the school, from fundraisers to
serving on the governing council
and everything in between. Her
20-plus years of contributing culminated in teaching the LINK
high school program for a semester. Five of her six children graduated from CCS.
Karen is survived by her
husband Mark and children Gary,
Kailee, Rebecca, Zachariah, Benjamin and Matthew, all of whom
she was very proud of. It should
be noted that she survived getting all of her children into adulthood which at times was no small
feat. She is also survived by three
grandchildren, four siblings and
numerous extended family. She
was predeceased by her parents,
Harold and Joan Stevens, stepdad
and oldest sister.
Karen, like a cairn, steadfastly marked her own path of intentional morals and philosophies.
She held herself and those around
her to a high level of standards,
always striving to inspire the best
in people. Her wisdom provided
guidance to many within the community and her love touched even
more. The Potter clan has lost its
Mama Bear; its cairn. She is loved
and missed eternally.
1. Copper Member - $50, receives a Crestone Music Festival
Compilation CD.
2. Bronze Member - $150 single/$250 couple, the above plus an
invitation to be on the guest list at
schools for our Youth Enrichment
Programs.
3. Silver Member - $250 single/$350 couple, all above plus a
one-day ticket and backstage pass
to the Crestone Music Festival.
4. Gold Member - $400 single/$500 couple/family, all of the
above plus all access passes to the
Crestone Music Festival.
5. Platinum Member - all of
the above and the moon.
We have a new, fast, easy &
secure way to become a member!
Go to www.crestfest.org and click
on MEMBERSHIP-DONATE! You
can also mail your Membership/
Donation Form to CMF, PO Box 6,
Crestone, CO 81131, or call 719256-4533 for more information. So
please remember every little bit
helps and know that you are investing in community by investing
in Crestone Performances. Make
checks payable to CPI. All donations receive a tax-deductible receipt. Thanks and stay tuned!
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Commentary
Get smart on smart meters Part III
by Lonnie Nichols
Update on SLVREC’s position on smart meter installation:
On July 26, three Crestonians
(myself, Dorje Root, and Dr. Dean
Lloyd) presented our case for an
individual, no-cost “opt out” of the
smart meter installation, along
with the hazards of these smart
meters, to the SLVREC Board of
Directors in Monte Vista. The key
concerns of health and fire risks,
along with a long list of municipalities putting moratoriums and
“opt out” programs in place, were
presented to the board. We distributed to each board member a
105-page packet, which included
detailed research data sheets, pictures with dates of specific fires,
testimonials, and much more. At
the close of our brief presentation,
the president of SLVREC, Loren
Howard, stated that the board
was to discuss and possibly vote
on an “opt out” program that very
afternoon.
Subsequently, he has informed us that they are still in
discussions on an “opt out” change
to their contracts. He implied that
the decision for such an individual
“opt out” would be made prior to
the next meeting on August 30.
Most likely, the SLVREC will need
to update and revise various internal contracts and agreements
with their manufacturers and
suppliers, and certainly their attorneys are involved. We are cautiously optimistic on their decision, however, there is a concern
that an “opt out” program may
have a significant fee attached to
it. Clearly in our economic condition, a high fee to “opt out” of an
installation that is unnecessary
is not acceptable. We will keep
everyone apprised of the status of
their actions, as well as all followup actions. If the SLVREC chooses
NOT to offer an individual “opt
out” program to our community,
we will need to re-calibrate and
re-assess our approach. We have
done some good research and
have a good basis upon which to
respond and “push back” if necessary. One strategy we are taking
is to have them offer an individual

“opt in”, or in other words, no action to keep the meters we now
have, but have the choice to “opt
in” if one wishes to receive a new
“smart meter”.
One “eye opener” for our
team during our research was the
fact that the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture often provides loans to electric companies for upgrading their
current electric infrastructure. For
example, they are loaning electric
companies in the state of Georgia
millions of dollars, much of which
will be used for the new “smart
grid” roll out. The new “smart
grid” technology is being pushed
by the U.S. Dept. of Energy. On
their website one can find the
high level architecture of the new
“smart grid”, which of course includes the smart meters. Of greater interest is the fact that the U.S.
Dept. of Energy recently awarded
several companies a total $1B in
free grants for this same roll out
of the “smart grid” technology. I
seriously doubt that such loans
and free grants from departments
of the United States government
would be so easily available for solar or wind energy. So why spend
billions on a “smart grid” that, in
their words, will save money, but
not provide those same funds for
green energy? Most likely, I believe, is because it’s not about saving money or being more efficient
with individual electric usage, but
this implementation is more about
the monitoring our personal lives
and sharing personal data.
The key is to get informed
so we can make a choice to “opt
out”, or, in some cases, “opt in”.
Feel free to google “smart meters”
or “take back your power” (a great
video) for a great introduction to
this subject. There’s a small group
that meets each Thursday at 10am
if anyone is interested (location is
TBD until the POA water leak issue is resolved)—all are welcome.
Get informed. We have choices.
Many municipalities have placed
moratoriums on these smart meters, and that may be our next option. Feel free to write me at ljenterprises@yahoo.com for more info
or our current meeting location.

The glorious starry night sky over Crestone. Photo taken by Kevin Cotham in August.
Amazing.

SAT SHREE in CRESTONE

Public Satsang - Sept. 28, 2016, 7:00-8:30 pm
Colorado College Auditorium, Crestone, CO
Donations welcomed

COME VISIT OUR
2ND LOCATION!
680 GRAND AVE
DEL NORTE, CO
719-657-9902
719

OUTDOOR GEAR • BIKE REPAIR 589-9759
KristiMountain
BIKE RENTALS • TRAIL INFO! Sports.com

Sat Shree’s satsangs explore the nature of the new consciousness that is
presently descending to the planet and how it can be integrated into
one’s daily life.

6-day Retreat Sept. 30-Oct. 5, 2016,
Blazing Mountain Retreat Center, Crestone, CO
SAT SHREE is now the spiritual director and co-founder along with his wife,
Satyamayi, of the New Dharma community in Nevada. Sat Shree’s mission is
to manifest a new spiritual culture aligned with universal spiritual principles,
and by doing so inspire mankind to create a sustainable future.

http://www.satshree.org/
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Crestone woman missing,
reward offered
by Mary Lowers
Kristal Anne Reisinger, 29,
has been missing from the Crestone area for weeks and her
friends and family are very concerned and have been trying
find out what’s happened to her.
Kristal’s foster father, Rodney Ervine, and the father of her beautiful daughter, Elijah Guada, have
been in the area getting the word
out about their missing loved one.
They are offering a $1000 reward
for information about Kristal’s
disappearance. “We will see if this
reward springs anything.” Ervine
said.
They say they are worried because she took nothing with her .
. . no cell phone, no wallet, and no
personal effects. Guada said that
he was in close communication
with Kristal about their daughter. “She would not have gone
anywhere without her phone. She
left everything behind. Something
happened to her,” Guada confided
in a worried voice. The couple was
not together but is all about their
daughter and being good parents.
Guada said they co-parented well.
According to Ervine, Kristal
became part of his Denver area
family fourteen years ago. His
son became friends with Kristal
who had been a ward of the state
in Arizona and was living on the
streets of Denver. “We helped her
get her GED and she attended
Western State in Gunnison. It
was difficult for Kristal to stay in
school. She felt unstable due to
past trauma which made her attendance sporadic.” She went in
and out of counseling but Ervine
said she did not find the help she
needed. There were rumors that
Kristal may have been involved
with drugs locally and that this
may be a factor in her disappearance. Ervine said, “Common theme
is that people who encounter her
liked her. She came up to visit on
Father’s Day and if she was doin’
drugs she fooled us.”
According to friends Kristal
has a beautiful singing voice,

Helmet saves mountain climber
by Mary Lowers
Rexford, NY resident Tim Huneck, 57, fell 25’ off the Crestone Needle
Saturday morning August 13. Custer County Search and Rescue (CCSAR)
credits the man’s helmet for saving his life. Huneck suffered from numerous fractures and injuries and was airlifted out. He had been climbing with
his twenty-one-year-old son. As of this rescue CCSAR has flown fifteen
days of consecutive missions. Saguache County Search and Rescue (SCSAR) have responded to nearly as many rescues with their total at twelve
missions so far this season.

Two vehicle crashes, one fatal

Kristal Anne Reisinger.

amazing tattoos, and never disappears in a crowd. She’s 5’-5”
tall and has a pierced nose and
gauge ear piercings. Her family
said like many here, Kristal came
on a spiritual quest. Ervine said,
“She would go out on retreat in the
woods. She connected with nature
on her spiritual journey and was
looking for community.”
There are few to no leads.
There’s no one who has yet come
forward with information on what
Kristal was wearing, doing or feeling right before she disappeared.
According to Sheriff Dan Warrick,
Kristal disappeared sometime between July 13 and July 30.
On the morning of Monday,
August 22 the Saguache County
Sheriff ’s Office and Saguache
County Search and Rescue mounted a comprehensive search operation. This hunt included a helicopter that was in the valley doing
training, and ground search crews.
The plan is to explore trails and
drainages up the Sangres east of
Crestone and the Baca Grande. My
source tells me there’s no reason to
think that Kristal is up there but it
is important to explore all the places she may have wandered.
If you have any information
at all, no matter how insignificant,
please contact the Saguache County Sheriff ’s Office at 655-2525.

Martial Arts Classes
at Crestone Charter School

by Mary Lowers
According to press releases issued by the Colorado State Patrol (CSP),
two crashes in the valley a day apart were caused in part by excessive
speed. The CSP responded to reports of a rollover crash at 7:38am the
morning of August 21 on County Road T, seven miles west of Moffat. Casey
Steen, 23, of Germfask, MI was ejected from the 1998 Ford Expedition he
was driving as it rolled over one and a half times, landing on its roof. He
was pronounced dead at the scene. Investigation shows the SUV was travelling at a high rate of speed when Steen lost control of the vehicle.
At 8pm on August 20 CSP was called to the scene of a rollover accident in Conejos County, on County Rd V, seven miles east of Sanford.
Blas Angel Madril, 20, of La Jara and two juvenile males were cruising in
a 1990 Jeep Cherokee. Madril lost control of the vehicle while travelling
at a high rate of speed. The Jeep left the road, rolled over twice landing on
its wheels. Madril and the juvenile in the backseat were ejected from the
vehicle. The passenger in the front seat was wearing a seat belt and was
not thrown from the Jeep. Madril was transported to the Conejos County
Hospital and airlifted from there in serious condition to St. Anthony’s Hospital in Denver. The two juvenile passengers were taken to the San Luis
Valley Regional Medical Center in Alamosa. CSP thinks excessive speed
and alcohol were factors in this crash.

Saguache County Crime report
by Mary Lowers
A Moffat man, 53, was jailed with no bail amount listed on charges
including third degree assault and criminal mischief. According to his
citation and summons to appear in court, “he knowingly in the course
of a single criminal episode did unlawfully and knowingly damage real
and personal property and cause bodily injury.” A Baca man, 28, was
jailed on $20,000 bail on charges of second degree assault. Another Baca
man, 50, was jailed on domestic violence and menacing charges with no
bail listed. A Center man, 25, was jailed with $20,000 bail on charges of
sexual contact without consent. A Saguache woman, 54, was arrested by
the Colorado State Patrol and jailed in Saguache with bail set at $1000
for violating a restraining order.
A Monte Vista man, 37, went to jail in Saguache on charges including theft, procession of a controlled substance, and unlawful use of a
controlled substance. His bail was set at $1000. A Center man was jailed
on charges including driving under the influence (DUI), not signaling to
turn and having an open container of alcohol in his vehicle; bail was set
at $500. Another Center man, 30, was also charged with DUI, careless
driving, leaving the scene of an accident and not having a valid driver’s
license; his bail amount was $500. A Center man, 20, spent three days
in jail with no bail on charges of driving while license is under legal restraint and no evidence of insurance.
Three failure to appear charges resulting in $3000 bail sent a Thorton man, 35, to jail. An Albuquerque, NM man, 55, was jailed on two
failure to appear counts; his bail was set at $2000. A Saguache woman,
35, was taken into custody on a felony fugitive from justice warrant out
of Adams County; her bail was $1500.
Along with speeding tickets, Saguache County deputies have given
out quite a few citations this past month for no seat belts and failure to
stop at stop signs. Enjoy the fall colors . . . go slowly, breathe deeply, wear
your seatbelt and stop at those red signs.

6pm Mondays and Wednesdays
Sliding Fee Schedule
Private Instruction Available

Contact John Wall 719.580.4094

Crestone Kenpo

**Galactic Trading Post**
719-639-6664 * 719-480-2489
Oxygen Therapy
4 Sessions For $100


Home Decor, Many Fun Gifts &
Services to meet your Cosmic needs!

OPEN
Wednesday - Sunday

Come in and see us!
Located at Sangre De Cristo Inn, Crestone, CO
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Saguache
County
		 News
by Sandia Belgrade
County airports update
Wendi Maez, Manager of the
county’s two airports, and Mike
Spearman reported that the County
is moving forward to complete the
infrastructure needed if the County is to garner commercial benefits
from the airports. Spearman noted
that the sales tax grant permitted
many renovations, including painting, new carpet. bathroom improvements, ceiling tile and lights. He
suggested a camera be installed to
know who’s coming and going. SLV
Rural Electric Coop waived over
$3500 in fees for high speed internet in the name of economic development. The Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS drones) people are
excited about low monthly costs,
as it lets people fly and collect data
and send and receive data at Leach
instead of leaving the county. Ken
Anderson reported that the county
is still waiting for a commitment
from UAS which is the intermediary bringing companies in. They
need an office here, but they’ve not
sent an agreement/contract. The
County is looking into becoming an
airport development zone to qualify for more grants. Now that fuel is
available planes from all over the
region can land here. In June the
County sold $1400 in fuel. Leach
airport needs a new pump with a
100 gallon/hr capacity to provide
water.
Feasibility study
DOLA sent notice approving a
grant written by Maez for the Saguache County airports feasibility
study. The County is requesting
proposals for a feasibility study
to be completed for the Saguache
County Airports. The Board of
County Commissioners would like
to have this study done for possible future uses of Saguache Airport
and Leach Airport.
Proposals are due by September 16 at 3pm at the Land Use office at the Saguache County Courthouse, 501 4th Street, Saguache, or
they may be emailed to wmaez@saguachecounty-co.gov. For questions
concerning the proposals you may
call Wendi Maez at 719-655-2321
or email wmaez@saguachecountyco.gov.
Other economic developments
A company from Colorado
Springs that makes fine furniture
and flooring is going to join Mountain Valley Lumber at the sawmill
site in Saguache. They envision up
to 26 jobs with the expansion in the
near future.
With large amounts of beetle
kill in the Rio Grand National Forest, the Commissioners are seeking
how to utilize the tree material in
order to benefit people and businesses and create more jobs in the
county.
Collection of excise tax
As detailed in last month’s issue, our County will be collecting

matters. There was praise for Deputy Wayne Clark’s services in Crestone, though he and his family are
in need of housing and cannot stay
without it. David Hamell of Northern Saguache County Ambulance
reported on safety problems related
to the jail. Getting gurneys in and
out is risky. A separate emergency
medical dispatch center would be
very helpful. Center charges a dispatch fee for each district—fire,
water, sanitation etc.—to help offset costs. Ninety percent of 911
calls go through the Sheriff ’s office.
Audit
CPA Kimberley Temple of
Wall, Smith and Bateman reviewed
a draft version of the audit with the
Commissioners during a work session and flagged some items to be
corrected related to internal controls.
Co-Administrator
Lynn
Zimmer-Lambert is taking steps
to correct them. One issue is that
the treasurer overcollected fees
from Rio Grande Water District
for 9 months, The monies, totaling $61,995, have not yet been reimbursed. In September Lyn will
meet with departments and tighten up budgeting practices.
Water issues affecting cattlemen
Commissioner Tim Lovato
was invited to a meeting in Denver to help in forming language for
the Colorado Cattlemen’s Association water policy. Lovato was able
to give a voice on how water is administered in the Rio Grande Basin
and see which option is viable for
land owners who have conservation
easements on Saguache Creek. The
State Engineer has filed proposed
rules and regulations with the court
to require that wells be curtailed if
there is no replacement water to offset their depletions. The advantages of cattlemen doing their own augmentation plan (using the state’s
model) would be that if they had
replacement water for Saguache
Creek, San Luis Creek and the Rio
Grande River, there would be a onetime fee to customize a plan to fit
their needs. If cattlemen don’t have
augmentation water for San Luis or
the Rio Grande, an individual could
replace their depletions by forbearance, meaning by other means other
than wet water. By joining a subdistrict they would be part of a large
group and have to replace all of the
depletions as a group, plus have a
fee for their wells and depletions on
an annual basis, and would encumber their land for perpetuity.
Marijuana facility
Steve Collier of KW Vending
management submitted a conditional use request for a marijuana

cultivation facility two miles south
of Villa Grove. They had been first
approved by the Planning Commission and paid all fees including
the access fee with the Road and
Bridge Department. They are OK
with a 5% excise tax, as are most
growers, it seems. Collier is leasing
to Mike Miller, who has a license
to operate and will grow 1800 recreational plants. They will make
arrangements for water.
Public Health
The County is seeking a Public Health Director. In the interim,
Commissioner Tim Lovato will
oversee the department until a
new director is appointed. Crowfox Fleming, Financial Coordinator, and Holly Kauffman, RN, BSN
Public Health Nurse/School Nurse,
urged the BOCC to take time to appoint a new department head. The
position requires a master’s degree in a public health discipline;
a nurse candidate shall be licensed
to practice in Colorado within six
months of hire or similar experience to a nurse with exemplary
history and at least two years of
administrative experience in public
health. Also there is no flu vaccine
yet. The Wildlife Refuge has hanta
virus there; flea collars on household pets are recommended.
Cutthroat trout
The Center for Biological Diversity is suing the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service over its denial of
Endangered Species Act protection
to the Rio Grande cutthroat trout,
a cold-water fish of the headwaters
of the Rio Grande, Pecos and Canadian rivers in Colorado and New
Mexico. The agency determined in
2008 that the rare trout warranted protection due to habitat loss,
introduction of nonnative trout,
climate change and other factors.
But in 2014 the Service reversed
course and denied protection to the
species. The Rio Grande cutthroat
trout survives only in a limited few
isolated head waters in only 11%
of its historic range. The lawsuit
not only seeks endangered status
for the cutthroat trout, but also
challenges a new Fish and Wildlife
Service policy of disregarding historic range and instead assessing
species’ viability only within their
current range, regardless of how
diminished that might be from historic levels. To make sure species
are protected before they disappear,
species qualify for endangered protection when “in danger of extinction in all or a significant of portion
of its range.” Saguache County has
previously made a commitment to
protect the species.

KATHLEEN WILLOW

LICENSED MASSAGE THERAPIST

PHOTO BY JENNIFER ESPERANZA

a 5% excise tax from retail marijuana growers. However, all registered voters get to approve the
measure and benefit from it.
According to Ben Gibbons,
County
Attorney,
the
Colorado
Department
of Revenue says counties can now collect
the excise tax. Ouray
may provide a model
of the best way to collect it. Their excise tax is due the
20th of the month for the previous
month. The monthly submittal will
be to the County Treasurer’s office.
The County will set up internal
procedures. Pueblo is using the tax
to create the world’s first college
scholarships funded by marijuana
growers. The excise tax is projected
to bring in about $350,000 from
approved growers. What could our
County do to benefit its citizens
with this increase in revenue?
Title III funds
The BOCC handled the task
of distributing Title III funding to
Daniel Johnson, Firewise Community, Kundalini Fire Management,
the Town of Crestone and the Baca
Grande as well as the Sheriff ’s
Department Search and Rescue.
Noting that Crestone and the Baca
will be umbrellaed under Daniel
Johnson’s Firewise, and that Johnson is the only one mitigating on
the western side of the county, the
Commissioners awarded Johnson
$35,231.24.
Kundalini received $12,000
and $5,000 went to Search and
Rescue, totaling $50,231.24. One
resident expressed disapproval of
funds from the County being used
on spiritual properties, such as
the Kundalini Fire management’s
use of Title III funds. Ben Gibbons, attorney, clarified that this
isn’t support of a religious activity.
Mitigation is for the greater public
good—a fire can start anywhere.
The intention is to protect the
county and all residents.
Social Services Dept. evaluation
Linda Warsh, Social Services Director, was accompanied by
a contingent that evaluated the
department: an
Administrator
from Pueblo, a specialist from the
State, and a State child protection
administrator. They assessed the
Department’s measurement and
practices. Colorado, which monitors 54 counties, noted that while
Saguache struggles with measurements and needs more statistics,
the dedicated staff and their practices show they care deeply about
and are doing right by the families
and children they serve. Building on past experiences and more
mentorship will help get desired
outcomes. With the complexity of
funding streams, they joked that
there ought to be a “Social Services for Dummies” handbook. They
observed that urban needs drive
legislation and rural services must
struggle to get their voices heard.
Justice & safety require
money
Sheriff Dan Warwick is driving a car that has to be fed a quart
of oil daily. It costs $40,000 for a
new, fully equipped car. The jail,
which was built in the 50s, needs
to be replaced with a 40-bed jail
center or justice center. Putting a
person with mental health issues
in an 8’x8’ cell only exacerbates

www.crestoneeagle.com

Nurturing Your Body
Soothing Your Mind
Nourishing Your Soul
Specializing in LaStone Therapy
& therapeutic massage
with exquisite Floracopeia &
Dr. Hauschka aromatic oils

719. 256. 5469
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by Allyson Ransom,
Crestone Town Clerk
Retail marijuana store application packets, including rules and regulations, are available at Crestone
Town Hall during an open application period from September 1-September 30, 2016. Applicants are
advised to have already begun their
background checks, fingerprinting and permitting process through
the State of Colorado’s Marijuana
Enforcement Division (M.E.D.). Detailed information on State requirements may be found online at www.
colorado.gov/pacific/enforcement/
marijuanaenforcement.
Local applications require a
Department of Revenue M.E.D. permit number, $800 non-refundable
application fee to the Town of Crestone, and applicants will need to
schedule an appointment to discuss
legal requirements, procedures,
and the fee schedule with the Town
Clerk. Allowing retail marijuana
sales was a referred measure on the
ballot on April 5, 2016 with approximately 70% of voter approval.
A maximum of three stores
may be allowed in Crestone for retail sales and only within the commercial district while maintaining 500’ distance from schools and
youth centers. Grow facilities, testing facilities, medical marijuana
stores and product manufacturing
facilities are not permitted within
the Town of Crestone.
Other news
•A permanent payment drop
slot has been installed next to the
front entry of Town Hall at 108 W.
Galena Ave. Look for the narrow

cream-colored box with an envelope
slot. Due to finding a water payment
left in our front door after hours, we
want to remind customers not to
leave payments outside as we cannot be held responsible if they are
stolen or blow away in the wind.
•Please check out our updated
town website at www.townofcrestone.org where you can find meeting minutes, agendas and current
announcements. Town of Crestone
meeting agendas are also posted in
the locked bulletin boards at Town
Hall and in the US Post Office.
Board meetings are still held on the
second Monday of each month from
1:30-6pm, and there is always time
for the public to share comments
at the end of each meeting. If you
would like to contact Board members, their town email addresses
may be found on the website or feel
free to come into Town Hall to leave
a message. For anyone who would
like to be included on the agenda
and present an item to the Board,
requests and materials must be
submitted one week in advance.
•We have a Certified Notary
Public available during regular office hours in Town Hall from 9am1pm, Mondays-Fridays. The cost to
notarize each certificate is $5 as per
Secretary of State guidelines, and a
current, valid ID must be presented.
•On a serious note, we have
had concerned citizens contacting
the Town Hall to report disturbing
activity seen in our parks and next
to the children’s playground. Notify
the Saguache County Sheriff ’s Office immediately if you see any suspicious activity at 655-2544.

Little Pearl Park installation construction continues.

Little Pearl Park installation
Community mosaic
For the mosaic we have chosen a geometric motif called a Lute
Rose. A lute rose is the opening
that is cut into a lute to create the
soundbox. The installation of the
mosaic, which will be composed of
stone, ceramics and concrete, is being implemented by local artists.
The project is funded in part by a
grant from the Saguache County
Tourism Council.
The medallion project
Little Pearl Plaze Mosaic Design: Fountain
To convey the richness, diversurrounded by Lute Rose pattern with
sity and depth of our community,
flagstone, ceramic and stone inlays.
the plaza will incorporate bronze
plaques identifying participating
civic, educational, historic, and
spiritual organizations. These cast medallions will give a public face for
our important institutions, revealing to visitors something of who we are
as a community.
Disappearing water fountain
At the center of the mosaic a disappearing water fountain provides
the presence of the water element. This bubbling feature symbolizes the
community well, and represents an awareness of the fragility and sanctity of this precious life-giving resource. Crestone conglomerates (stones
unique to this area) will be placed around the bubbler to allow their colors
to be amplified by the moisture.

Rolfing® Structural Integration
Ashley van Wart. Certified Rolfer™, RN
Alignwithashley@Gmail.Com
215.589.0864

Accepting consignments daily

Men’s and Women’s Clothing & Accessories
134 F Street, Salida
312 E. Main Buena Vista
(719) 539-5490
(719) 966-5159
Furniture, Housewares, & Home Decor
222 F Street, Salida
(719) 539-4580
Fall Hours:
Monday-Saturday ~ 10am-6pm • ❉ • Sunday ~ 10am-5pm
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Asbestos found in POA Hall during renovation
by John Rowe
August’s POA Board meeting
was held on August 18 at the Crestone Baptist Church. Vice President Bruce McDonald presided as
President Nigel Fuller resigned his
post a few weeks ago. Directors Matie Belle Lakish, Sughanda Brooks,
and Joanna Theriault were also
present. The public portion of the
meeting began at 6:30pm after a
brief executive session.
There was no Member Forum
discussion and the agenda and last
meetings’ minutes were approved
without incident. Only Fire Chief
Chris Botz was on hand to give a
department report and he stated
that all was well with the fire department and he was in the mist of
preparing all personnel for his leaving at the end of the year.
There was an appeal of an EAC
(Environmental and Architectural
Committee) denial of a permit for a
studio in Chalets I that was stated
by the homeowner and her contrac-

tor to be used primarily for the member’s professional activities. The
EAC was concerned that because
the plans had a bathroom, including
a shower and what the committee
perceived to be a kitchenette, that it
might be used as a second dwelling.
Saguache County regulations state
that only one dwelling can be on any
given lot and the EAC felt it was
supporting this county provision.
The POA Board was satisfied that
the homeowner was not going to use
this as a secondary residence now or
in the future and voted to go ahead
and permit the structure. This is
becoming more and more an issue
as many homeowners in the Baca
have turned “studios” into residential homes or vacation rentals. Occasionally as many as three or four
households of people have occupied
one lot in the Baca, causing widespread concern among neighbors.
Another dispute was settled
amicably as a Baca resident wanted
some compensation for a mistake

Prana Regina Barrett, BS, MIA, E-RYT, CYT
Specializing in personal growth, intimacy cultivation
& energy balancing

*Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy
*Therapeutic Yoga
*Private Qigong
and Yoga Instruction
*Spiritual Counseling
*Aromatherapy Treatments
*Tantra Instruction

(Couples Getaways at Joyful Journey Hot Springs!)

www.PranaHeals.com & www.TantraToLove.com

719.345.6007

made by a previous board concerning a lot line adjustment. This cost
the homeowner over $1000 to rectify
and she wanted the Board to pay at
least half of that. The Board agreed
on a three to one vote to pay $500 to
correct the board error.
New business included a suggestion by a the board that perhaps
a temporary board member should
be appointed to fill the spot vacated
by Nigel Fuller. It was noted during discussion that only one board
meeting is left before October elections and the majority of the board
felt that to appoint someone to fill
the vacancy for only one week was
unnecessary and the measure was
voted down, three to one.
The big news of the evening
was the report on the discovery of
widespread asbestos during the
renovation of the POA Hall. The
hall has been temporarily shut
down and all POA offices moved a
mile west on Road 17 to the ambulance building. The contractor doing
the renovations submitted a bid for
an additional $76,000 to remedy
this situation, causing much consternation among Board members.
Charlie Sommers of the EAC stated

that during his career as a contractor, he had been approved for fifteen
years by the state of California for
asbestos abatement and was very
knowledgeable on the subject. He
is certain that the kind of asbestos
found in the walls and carpet is not
banned and not found to be harmful
to people. He stated that he had disposed of this kind of asbestos here
locally without any elaborate precautions and taken to the Saguache
County Landfill with no special
preparation.
Baca resident Dr. Frank Judson spoke up from the audience at
this time and told everyone that
he also was very familiar with this
type of asbestos, having been the
Director of Denver Public Health
for 25 years. He stated that he
concurred with Charlie Sommers
completely on the lack of any danger with this kind of asbestos. Mr.
Sommers said he would be willing
to supervise the removal of affected
carpet for a nominal fee and anticipated that it would be far less than
the $76,000 figure given. The POA
staff will, however, still stay in the
ambulance building until renovations are complete as people should
not be present and breathing the air
as the old hall ceiling is removed
and replaced.

"The Art of Dentistry"
Family and Cosmetic Dentistry

❖ Emergencies Welcome
• Root Canal Therapy • Mercury Free Fillings • Preventive Care
• Conservative & Surgical Treatment of Gum Disease
• Cosmetic Veneers / Whitening • Crowns & Bridges
• Dentures Partial & Complete • Wisdom Teeth Extractions
• Nitrous Oxide Sedation • Adult Invisalign

Permanent Crowns

prepared and delivered in one appointment
All General and Specialty Services performed by Dr. Filter

427 East First St., Salida • 539-6142
Modern Technology
Digital X-Rays

PO BOX 237 CRESTONE, COLORADO 81131 PHONE: 719.256.4171 FAX: 719.256.4173

WWW.BACAPOA.ORG INFO@BACAPOA.ORG

Seven candidates are running for two open POA Director seats.
They are:
Steve Dossenback
Bruce McDonald
Robert Garnett
Donovan Spitzman
Robert McClure
Bill Strathearn
Alison McClure

Call for Election Tellers:
The Baca Grande POA is in need of two (2) volunteers
to count the ballots for this year’s
Board of Director’s election.
If interested, please contact the POA office at
719-256-4171 by September 30th if you would like to
volunteer to help your community!
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General election
continued from page 1
leaders formed in 2014 to support
the oil and gas industry, has contributed $300,000 toward the campaign.
The measure to make future
measures harder would require
those seeking signatures to gather them in all 35 Senate districts
throughout Colorado. Currently ballot measure committees can gather
signatures anywhere, which usually
just means along the densely populated Front Range. The measure
would also make passing a ballot
measure harder by requiring a vote
of 55% or more, not just a simple
majority.
Opponents of the measure—
Colorado Common Cause and The
Independence Institute—don’t believe the constitutional amendment
will make the process better, only
more expensive. “A change like this
won’t hurt wealthy people who can
put millions into amendment campaigns,” Caldara said. “But it will
make it much more expensive for
grassroots campaigns.”
Since Colorado established an
initiative process (1912), voters have
approved 112 amendments to the
state constitution—70 amendments
were referred to voters by the General Assembly and 42 were placed on
the ballot by citizen petition.
In recent years, the trend of
state legislators proposing more
amendments to Colorado’s constitution than have been proposed
through the citizen initiative has
continued. In the last 20 years,
there have been 38 new amendments—20 of them placed on the
ballot by legislators and 18 by way
of citizen petition.
In addition to the frequency of
amendment, content is just as worthy of consideration. If Raise the
Bar were in place today, what would
Coloradans be missing from their
state constitution? Sixty-eight percent of ballot measures approved by
a majority of Coloradans would be
gone—including the Taxpayer Bill of
Rights (TABOR), Amendment 23 on
funding for schools, term limit measures, medical and retail marijuana,
and Colorado minimum wage.
Colorado End-of-Life Options Act
The Medical Aid in Dying
Initiative would change state law
and permits mentally capable
adults within the final stages of a
diagnosed terminal illness to selfadminister life-ending medication.
The measure also provides immunity from civil and criminal liability to
any person who assists or is present
when a patient self-administers the
medication.
Currently five states already
authorize medical aid in dying: California, Montana, Oregon, Vermont
and Washington. This act is modeled after Oregon’s law—the longest-term law in effect (19 years).
The main opponent, Not Dead
Yet, is a national grassroots disability rights group that opposes
legalization of assisted suicide and
euthanasia as deadly forms of discrimination against old, ill, and disabled people.
Increasing state minimum
wage
The Colorado Families for a
Fair Wage proposal would incrementally raise the minimum wage

to $12 an hour by 2020. The current
statewide minimum wage is $8.31
per hour.
The constitutional amendment—which will be opposed by a
number of major business groups—
collected over 189,000 signatures.
If approved, the amendment
would replace the 2006 citizen-initiated amendment to raise the minimum wage.
ColoradoCare Single Payer
Health Insurance
Amendment 69 was approved to the ballot in November
2015 when proponents submitted
158,831 signatures. The proposal
would eliminate private insurance
for a 10% wage tax to cover health
expenses. Employers would share
employees’ costs. (See August Crestone Eagle article for more information) Despite Progress Now and
other Democratic leaders coming
out in opposition mid-August, Senator Aguilar and activists have decided not to pull the ballot question
at this point.
In a recent interview, Senator Aguilar shared, “When Sen.
(Bernie) Sanders left the race, I said
to my colleagues that my concern
was apathy on the part of the people
because there would be nothing on
the ballot of interest to them. Colo-

radoCare had the potential to be
that something. I saw it as a place
for the Bernie people to put their
energy now that Bernie isn’t there.
It still could be. There are people
making efforts to get him out here
personally to campaign for us.
“. . . Besides, of all the election years to try something way out
there, this is it. People are pissed.
People have lost total trust in government to the point of electing
Donald Trump to be the Republican
nominee. After all these politicians
have come out speaking against us,
I think we have a chance to make
some people who wouldn’t otherwise like us actually embrace this
idea. It could happen. I think it’s all
pretty unpredictable.
“What we see here are Democrats caving in to the extensive lobbying efforts of insurance companies
who want this measure to go away.”
Also on the ballot
There will also be two legislative-referred measures: Amendment T would remove an exception
to the prohibition of slavery that
allows individuals to be held in involuntary servitude if convicted of a
crime. Amendment U would grant a
property tax exemption for possessory interests whose value is $6,000
or less.

Supporters of the following
measures submitted signatures by
the signature deadline and are still
awaiting a decision by the Secretary
of State:
• Local Control of Oil and Gas
Development Amendment (I-75)
• Mandatory Setback from
Oil and Gas Development Amendment (I-78)
• Unaffiliated Elector Initiative (I-98)
• Presidential Primary Election Initiative (I-140)
• Tobacco Tax Increase (I143)
Saguache County tax questions on the ballot
Saguache County Commissioners approved two ballot questions for raising taxes. The first is
based on a proposal submitted by a
bi-partisan committee of citizens to
raise sales taxes by one percent (1%)
in support of Saguache County law
enforcement and to provide matching funds toward a new justice center to be located in Saguache County.
The second measure approved
by the Commissioners is to impose
a five percent (5%) excise tax on the
first sale or transfer of unprocessed
marijuana by a retail marijuana
cultivation facility located with Saguache County.
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Fall Festival & Quilt Show
in Saguache Sept. 17
At the 23rd Annual Fall Festival & Quilt Show, breakfast will
be served by the Saguache County
Museum (hot cakes & sausage for
$5, including a beverage), starting
at 7am. You can participate in the
Fall Colors Run/Walk—registration begins at 7:30am with the run/
walk starting at 8am.
Live music will be performed
throughout the day to keep folks
entertained. Listen to Seat of the
Pants String Band, Daniel Peden on
bagpipes, Mike Brill & Ed Johnson,
Cheap Therapy and closing with
Kicker. Stir up your appetite with
a performance by Crestone Love
Tribe African tribal dancers. Salida
Circus will be in the park starting
at noon. The Pitkin Avenue Baptist Church hosts fun activities for
children, including a bounce house
and free treats. Sample green chilis roasting in the park. Stay for

Signe Ramstrom.

Collaborate with the power of
Nature for peace
We welcome you to join us in
the deep peace of the heart, expressed through the creative process that unites the arts of dance,
poetry, sculpture and heart-centered sharing/communication.
Featured artists in this cocreation
Signe
Ramstrom,
master dancer of 43 years, mystic,
moves into the “mystical moment”
through the focus of body/mind/
soul communicating the feeling of
the music or story though the medium of ancient dances. Living to
Love, and visionary of The Ancient
Dance School. One student wrote
of their experience that: “Signe’s
dance workshop was a life shifting
experience for me. Her space and
her magically magnetic energy invited me to explore the possibilities
of my mind, body and spirit.”
Neith Sankofa, dancer, scholar, and embodiment consultant,
has performed her “dance peaces”
throughout the United States and
abroad, using dance advocacy to
bring light and love to the needed
spaces in our collective consciousness. Learn more about this artist

at: WriteDanceAdventure.com.
Sculpture artist John M.
Soderberg, PhD, philosophy on art:
“The act of encapsulating empathy
in some medium, be it dance or
music, painting or sculpture, simple stories or more complex forms,
is my definition of art. The feeling
and then the sharing of an emotion
or idea—which is the essence of
art—is what makes us human”.
Thanks to Noah Bean, visionary co-creator for The Ancient
Dance School aka Sacred Arts
Club’s “7th Annual Peace within
Peace without” gathering, a collaboration of artists, creating peace
within to create peace without,
held on International Peace Day.
You are invited to participate
in an open mic to present your own
thoughts & prayers on what peace
within means to you.
Celebration at Dancing Music
Mountain Sanctuary, 3564 Double
Tree Overlook, 5pm, September 21.
The suggested donation is $10, $5
for children.
For information: ancientdanceschool@gmail or ancientdanceschool.com/events.

23rd Annual Fall Festival
September 17, 2016

Otto Mears Park – Saguache, CO

Entertainment Lineup
10:00am – Seat of the Pants String Band
10:35am – Daniel Peden-Bagpipes (also 9:30am in the park)
11:15am – Mike Brill & Ed Johnson
12:05pm – Crestone Love Tribe
12:45pm – Cheap Therapy
2:00pm

– Salida Circus (also throughout park noon-4pm)

2:30pm

– Kicker

3:30pm – Winners Announced-Silent Auction & Quilt Drawing

the winners to be announcement at
3:30pm with a quilt drawing and silent auction.
The Saguache Sagebrush
Quilters will be featured at the
Community Building along with
other vendors. Outside in Otto
Mears Park starting at 9am you
will find a variety of vendors: food
booths, jewelry and artisans displaying everything from handcrafted items to artworks. The event is
hosted by the Saguache Chamber
of Commerce and is the primary
fundraiser for the Chamber to support community activities.
Otto Mears Park is located
on the east side of US 285 between
Pitkin and Christy (1st and 2nd
streets on the right when travelling
north on US 285 through Saguache
or the last two streets on your left
when travelling south on US 285).

7th Annual

Peace Within Peace Without
“Be the change that you wish to see in
the world.” ― Mahatma Gandhi

September 21st 5:00pm

International Peace Day
At Dancing Music Mountain Sanctuary
3564 Double Tree Overlook
Ancientdanceschool.com/event/
ancientdanceschool@gmail.com
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Shumei hosts Ikebana
flower arranging class in
the Shinsei style
On Sunday, Sepember 11, from 2 to 4pm, Shumei International Institute will share the art of flower arranging with autumn flowers. Learn from master floral arrangement artist Kazuko Sato as she takes you into the stunning world of Ikebana.
Ikebana is a style of floral design that originated in Japan. Best
known for its simplicity of line and form, Ikebana is primarily
practiced for personal enjoyment. Join us to learn first-hand how
to properly setup floral arrangements.
Kazuko Sato began studying Ikebana flower arranging in the
Shinsei school under Suiko Yamane in Japan in 1983. Since then,
she has continued studying this Ikebana style to deepen her knowledge. Kazuko received supreme recognition as a “Sei Kyoju Level”
instructor in 2002 from the current grand master who authorized
her to teach Ikebana in the Shinsei style. This will be her first time
in the United States. She now lives in Japan. This is also the first
time this style of Ikebana flower arrangement has been taught in
the United States. Please
contact Shumei International Institute to attend
this class at 719-256-5284
Learn from master floral arrangement artist Kazuko
or email amulya@shumei.
Providing Heart-Centered Care in Crestone for over 11 years
Sato on Sept. 11, 2 to 4pm.
us. There is a suggested
donation of $15 per stuSpecialty in the Abdomen
dent (15 people max). We will provide flowers and tools, if you have your own
scissors, vase, and floral frog pin (kenzan), please bring them.

Hands with Heart
• Chi Nei Tsang ~

‘Hands on Energy Work of the Internal Organs’
Abdominal Unwinding and Detoxification

• Therapeutic Bodywork ~

‘Search & Rescue of Tension in the Body

Anna Louise Stewart • LMT, LCT

970.290.7710

AnnaLouise55@gmail.com
secondbrainwisdom.blogspot.com

Lunch Buffet 11am-2pm
Dinner-Cocktails-Take-Out
Now serving choice of brown rice with
every meal.
New Sushi Bar @ Alamosa Location
Sushi Hour: Lunch 11:30am-2:30pm Dinner 5pm-9pm
Largest Vegetarian & Healthy Entrees
Alamosa: 589-9002 Monte Vista 852-2002
Twitter @GreatEats_SLV
Menu: www.ehunans.com • www.east-westgrill.com
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Artisans Gallery: Sculpture garden,
wine & cheese, featured artist

Louise Gilmore at the sacred site, Narwala Gabarnmung rock shelter, in Northern Territory, Australia.

Cosmic Listening: Teachings from
Australia with Louise Gilmore
by Winter Ross
Louise Gilmore, a shamanic
practitioner from Sydney, Australia, will be offering a daylong workshop on September 17 at 80 Baca
Grant Way in Crestone. Gilmore’s
visit to the area is sponsored by
Winter Ross of Ceremonial Visions,
a San Luis Valley practitioner. The
two women met through Sandra
Ingerman, an internationally respected teacher of Shamanism.
Gilmore has brought together
practices of deep listening as a spiritual practice from the Australian
Aboriginal tradition of Dadirri, the
Tibetan Bonpo tradition of healing
on a soul level through stillness and
listening, and the Hindu practice of
profound healing rest, through a
system known as “psychic sleep” in
which we learn to access the brainwave patterns of deep sleep, while
remaining awake and aware.
“This workshop will take you
on a clear pathway though stages
of preparing you to listen, through
the ancient indigenous practice of
stories, learning to listen and then
the practice of listening. There
will be opportunities to debrief so
that you can decode and retain the
meanings that come through your
listening,” explains Louise.
“Many indigenous traditions
learn and heal by listening: listening to elders, listening to the land,
the sky, to trees and other plants, to
the messages of the four elements
and by listening to the intuitive
knowledge within themselves. Listening in this way becomes a deep
and powerful practice that opens
us to everything we need. All our
senses work in the worldly dimension and the subtle realms. One of
the most neglected is our sense of
hearing/ability to listen. Australian Aborigines excel in this. Many
of their practices remain secret and
require initiation, but the practice
of Dadirri or deep listening is available for non-indigenous people to
share. There are some fascinating
similarities between some Aboriginal practices and those of the Bon
tradition of Tibet. Both believe
their origins are cosmic or celestial
and tap into the life force energies
that surround them.
The workshop will include
deep listening to attune ourselves

to silence. In this space we have
the opportunity to divine our direction, hear our intuition and catch
the quiet voice of our own bodies.
Quietness fills the soul and heals
the body.”
Louise Gilmore is a faculty
member of the Awareness Institute
in Sydney. She teaches meditation
in college, health and corporate
settings as well as shamanic practices. She has worked as a senior
journalist and researcher, community educator in area health services, trained graduate and palliative
care nurses and coordinated and
facilitated groups for people with
life-limiting illnesses. She has developed and taught many specially
tailored courses and one-to-one
trainings. She has also written and
currently teaches the Transformative Meditation and Shamanic
Practices courses and the advanced
course, Meditation Mastery, at
Awareness Institute. Louise offers clinic healing sessions using
ancient energetic and shamanic
healing systems and altered consciousness. She conducts individual meditation coaching and also
mentoring/supervision sessions for
people who are working as healers
and meditation teachers. She has
been awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia.
“Cosmic Listening: Teachings
from Australia” is scheduled for
9am-5:30pm. Lunch is provided.
There is a suggested donation of
$65. Scholarships are available.
Gilmore will also be offering oneon-one healing sessions on Sunday the 18th. For reservations and
more information please call Winter Ross at Ceremonial Visions,
505-423-3098, or email: wintersweb@gmail.com.

Ceremonial Visions presents

Cosmic Listening:
Teachings from Australia
Sept 17, 9-5:30

Savitri House,
80 Baca Grant Way, Crestone
Call or email Winter to register:
(505)423-3098 or
wintersweb@gmail.com

by Paula Hudson
Don’t things ever slow down
around here? Another busy month
passes and another is upon us. Patrick Moore has been working on the
design and realization of the sculpture garden. Perhaps you have
seen the big earth moving equipment out in front of the Gallery.
It is out there creating the paths
that will be winding through the
garden. These paths will be great
for viewing the sculptures, strolling and contemplation. There will
be places to stop and sit as well.
The garden patch already looks so
much better with the bumps and
lumps evened out a bit.
Rose Burek wants to remind
you of the upcoming wine and
cheese party at the Gallery. There
are new artists and new art, so
please join us September 3, 3 to
5pm. Next month: The Crestone
Artists Gallery Tour kick off party on the weekend of the 9th. It
is a great chance to see artists in
a natural environment, so bring
your binoculars—you don’t want to
scare them away.
This month’s featured artist at
the Crestone Artisans Gallery, Desi
Faraci, is also a new member and
resident of Crestone. Her art has
been exhibited in the valley at the
Great Sand Dunes National Park
as well as the Rio Grande Museum
along with numerous private shows.
Desi primarily paints in oils
over acrylic on canvas in palette
knife combined with brush techniques. She creates works of local landscapes as well as indigenous portraits and transitional
abstracts. Her style has been diversely classified from a mix of impressionism to realism and fantasy,
depending on the era.
Originally from upstate New
York and a daughter of an Italian
oil painter, Desi has painted for

over 30 years. Through time, her
style progressed, coming from an
illustrator background as a professional airbrush artist and graphic
designer for over 15 years, starting from the age of 17. Desi later
became a corporate art consultant
for biotech and medical companies
back at the turn of this century,
and an owner of two art galleries in
North Carolina.
Now she lives in Crestone
along with her husband, Greg,
who is a local potato biologist, and
their two children. She is a fulltime
mom first, a fine artist, a world
percussion facilitator and a fashion
designer for women’s clothing accessories. You can find more information about Desi Faraci at www.
faracistudios.com and www.hiplineusa.com or contact her at info@
hiplineusa.com. Her work is now
for sale at the gallery and she is
also available for custom work and
private art instruction.
Be sure to visit the gallery
to see her exhibited original art,
prints and greeting cards along
with all the other fine local artists
of Crestone.

CRESTONE ARTISANS GALLERY

Corner of Cottonwood & Galena
in Downtown Crestone
719-256-5280

September Hours
11-5 closed tuesdays

We represent 24 local artists
& crafts p ersons
Thank You for s h opping locally!

CrestoneArtisAnGAllery
CrestoneArtisAnsGAllery.orG

Debra Irizarry, M.D. FACS

Board Certified Plastic Surgeon
Highest Qualifications
+ Broadest Experience
= SUPERIOR RESULTS

Why trust
YOUR face to less?

~ specializing in ~
Minimally Invasive Aesthetics
• Injectables: Botox & Fillers
• Kybella neck contouring
• Laser skin resurfacing • Obagi skin care

MEMBER

®

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
PLASTIC SURGEONS

Call for your complimentary consultation

(719) 256-6600

www.doctordeb.co • contact@doctordeb.co
Crestone: Baca Professional Building • 46 Camino Baca Grande | Salida: Bella Vita Salon • 1447 G St.
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HAPS
Monthly Commissioner day
in Crestone

The Saguache County Commissioners have decided to change
their schedules for Commissioner
town days. One Commissioner will
be at each location—Center, Crestone and Saguache—the second
Monday of each month from 10 to 2
pm from now on. The Commissioners will alternate locations.

Nonviolent Communication

Healing Through Emotional
Awareness is an ongoing workshop/class that meets every other
Wednesday from 4:30-6:30pm. We
use the book Nonviolent Communication—A Language of Life, by
Marshall Rosenberg, PhD. You can
read the first chapter at cnvc.org.
This NVC class/workshop is a
practice group and learning circle
for support and healing “confused
perceptions” that lead to unnecessary suffering. NVC promotes safe
conflict. The next Intro class is on
Sept. 7 at 4:30. Please call Paul
Shippee for info and to register
719-256-4656.

Fine Art Collectibles, Jewelry,
Weavings, Pottery,
Custom Matting and Framing

Living Wisdom receives
$20k donation, seeks ideas

September 18 at 3:30 at Cloud
Station, Living Wisdom - Elders
Creating Community will give a
progress report to the community,
describing the results of the market study by Smoyer and Associates
and present next year’s plans. In an
exciting new development, an anonymous donor has pledged $20,000
to kickstart further progress in the
coming year. Living Wisdom is very
interested in hearing the community’s ideas for how this money should
be used. Join in hearing what Living Wisdom has accomplished during the past year and help create
next year’s program.
For more information about
Living Wisdom, see our website at
www.living-wisdom.org

Friends of Refuges meeting

The Friends of the San Luis
Valley National Wildlife Refuges
will hold their regular monthly
meeting on Wednesday, September
14 at 7pm at the Alamosa NWR
refuge office in the former Lillpop
ranch house at 8249 Emperius
Road. All members and the public
are invited to attend. For more information or directions, please contact the refuge at 589-4021 or Tim
Armstrong at 852‑2452.

Friends of Library to meet

The next monthly meeting
for the Baca Grande Friends of the
Library will be on Friday the 23rd
of September at 1:30pm in the Crestone Town Hall meeting/conference room. Ongoing relevant information will be shared. The heart of
a community is your library.

Thanks to Lori Nagel

...for the full page photo collage
of 4th of July festivities last month.
• Energy Healing • The Journey®
• Herbal Medicine
• Classes & Herb Walks
• House Clearings

Kids & adults alike had a blast getting creative with paints on a giant piece of cardboard
while listening to Rasul the Knowbody, Chances R Good & Brian Chi, and All Love at the
Cloud Station August 24. 
photo by Lori Nagel

Natural Human Movement classes offered

Katie Getchell offers a month-long series of classes in September, introducing the basic practice and principles of Natural Human Movement.
This series will explore the ancestral movements of sitting, squatting, getting up and down, crawling, climbing, balancing, lifting, throwing, jumping, hanging and more. All classes include progressive movement levels
safe for all ages, physical conditions and abilities.
Class times are Wednesdays from 10- 11:30am (September 7, 14, 21,
and 28). The first class will meet at 758 Camino Baca Grande, but expect
as much outdoor time as weather allows. The cost of the class is $50 in
advance for the session or $15 per class. Commitment to the whole month
is strongly recommended! For more information, and to register, contact
Katie at katie.getchell@gmail.com.

Exploring the contemplative art community in Crestone

The 5th Annual CrestoneArtists Open Studio Tour will be held October 8-9 from noon to 5pm each day. On this self-guided tour you’ll enter artists’ studios and be swept into their worlds. CrestoneArtists open
the doors to their studios for the general public, inviting close-up viewing,
conversation, questions and dialogue giving insight into the background,
training, philosophy and driving forces of each artist.
You’ll experience a wide range of visual arts in the form of fine craft
and fine art, from small and large work painted in watercolor, acrylic, oil,
encaustics or pastels; from knitwear to quilts, from stone carving to environmental installations, from copper sculpture to artist books.
This event is a project of www.CrestoneArtists.com.
Look for brochures with detailed maps and images, available in the
town of Crestone and throughout the valley, identifying each artist and
their studio location. To plan your stops, get more info and find downloadable maps go to: www.crestoneartists.com/crestone-studio-tour-2016.html
or call 719-256-4182.

Dorje Root,
RH (AHG)

Herbalist /
Intuitive Healer

719-937-7786
dorjeroot@yahoo.com

www.rootsofhealing.com

Easy • Convenient • Affordable • Friendly

608 Main St
Alamosa, CO 81101
(719) 589-6064
www.firedworks.com

121 Galena Street, Crestone
www.bistronova.com
719.937.7770

ELDERS CREATING COMMUNITY

3:30 - 4:30
Sunday, September 18th
Cloud Station
Progress Report:
• Market Study
• $20,000 donation

e

!
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Community Calendar—September 2016

Get the details at www.crestoneeagle.com // NOW UPDATED DAILY ONLINE!!!
If you would like more information on any of the below events, please consult our
online calendar at www.crestoneeagle.com/calendar.

calendar listing, with a discount for Eagle display advertisers. For more information call us at 719-256-4956.

It’s free and easy to place an item on our online calendar any time of month. Just
fill out the form at www.crestoneeagle.com/myevent.

To list your event in the upcoming edition of the Eagle, please submit it by the
22nd of the month via our website, www.crestoneeagle.com/myevent (preferred)
~or~ e-mail to: events@crestoneeagle.com ~or~ submit in writing to PO Box 101,
Crestone CO 81131.

The print calendar is free for non-profit events; for-profit classes/events are $5 per

Monthly Events
Thursday, September 1
• New Moon – All Day
• New Moon Fire Ceremony, Haidakhandi Universal
Ashram 10am-noon www.babajiashram.256-4108
• Riwo Sangchö: Buddhist smoke offering (outdoors) – Yeshe Khorlo (Choying Dzong) 10-11am
Friday, September 2
• Outdoor Living Skills Symposium, Earth Knack School/
Blankenship Residence $135 earthknack.com 256-4909
Saturday, September 3
• Reading to Youngsters – Baca Grande Library
12:00 pm Free 256-4100
• Gallery Wine & Cheese Party – Crestone Artisans Gallery 3:00 pm-5:00 pm Free
Monday, September 5
• Labor Day
Tuesday, September 6
• Crestone Planning Commission Meeting –
Crestone Town Hall 6-8pm 719-256-4313
Thursday, September 8
• Fall Baca Refuge Mgmt. Tour – Baca National
Wildlife Refuge 9:00 am-3:00 pm 719-256-5527
• Nourishing Ourselves with the Essence of the Elements, Sangre de Cristos colorado.ligmincha.org
Friday, September 9
• Bridging the Divide II: Managing the forests, Wolf
Creek Ski Area 4-7pm Free sanjuanheadwaters.org
Sunday, September 11
• Monthly Sampai – Shumei Sanctuary 10:30amnoon Free www.shumeicrestone.org 256-5284
• Ikebana Flower Arranging Class, Shumei International Institute 2-4pm $15 shumeicrestone.org 256-5284
• Qur’an Class & Potluck. All Welcome. Please
RSVP. 5-8pm nurashkijerrahi.org 719-588-8602
• Guru Rinpoché Tsok (Vajrayana communal
feast) Yeshe Khorlo (Choying Dzong) 6-8:00 pm

Monday, September 12
• County Commissioner hours in Crestone –
Downtown 10:00 am-2:00 pm
• Crestone Board of Trustees meeting – Crestone
Town Hall 1:30 pm-6:00 pm 7192564313
Wednesday, September 14
• Crestone End of Life Project meeting, Little
Shepherd in the Hills 7-9pm free 719-256-4211
• Friends of Refuges meeting – Alamosa NWR office 7:00 pm Free 589-4021 or 852‑2452
Friday, September 16
• Full Moon – All Day
• The Essence of the Seven Mirrors of Dzogchen retreat
– Naropa University, colorado.ligmincha.org
• Full Moon Fire Ceremony, Haidakhandi Universal Ashram 10am-noon www.babajiashram.org 256-4108
• Riwo Sangchö: Buddhist smoke offering (outdoors), Yeshe Khorlo (Choying Dzong) 10am-11am
Saturday, September 17
• Cosmic Listening: Teachings from Australia,
Savitri House, All Day $65 http://bit.ly/2bMHAO8
• Fall Festival & Quilt Show – Saguache, Various
locations
• Kit Carson Rod & Gun Hunter Rifle Sight-in 11:30am2:30pm kitcarsonrodandgunclub.org 256-5798
Sunday, September 18
• Headwaters Hoedown, La Garita Creek Ranch noon4pm $30 riograndelandtrust.org 719-657-0800
• Living Wisdom project update – Cloud Station
3:30 pm-4:30 pm Free
Tuesday, September 20
• The Phowa Practice of the Mother Tantra –
Chamma Ling, colorado.ligmincha.org
Wednesday, September 21
• 7th Annual Peace with in Peace with out – Dancing Music Mountain Sanctuary 5pm $10, $5 children ancientdanceschool.com/events

Thursday, September 22
• Autumnal Equinox – 8:15 am
• Sufi Intro & Dhikr – 7:00 pm-9:00 pm nurashkijerrahi.org 719-588-8602
Friday, September 23
• Baca Grande Friends of the Library meeting –
Crestone Town Hall Meeting Room 12:00 am
• Baca Refuge Elk Mgmt./Viewing – Baca National
Wildlife Refuge 9:00 am-3:00 pm 719-256-5527
Sunday, September 25
• River of Restoration: Restorative Yoga & self care
3:30-6pm $25 yourownyoga.com 310-924-9223
• Dakini Tsok (Vajrayana Communal Feast) – Yeshe Khorlo (Choying Dzong) 6:00 pm-8:00 pm
Thursday, September 29
• Rumi Study Circle. All Welcome. Please RSVP –
5-7pm nurashkijerrahi.org 719-588-8602
Friday, September 30
• New Moon – All Day
• New Moon Fire Ceremony, Haidakhandi Universal
Ashram 10am-noon www.babajiashram.org 256-4108
• Riwo Sangchö: Buddhist smoke offering (outdoors), Yeshe Khorlo (Choying Dzong) 10-11am
Saturday, October 1
• Fall Navaratri~Divine Mother Festival, Haidakhandi Universal Ashram 10am-noon www.babajiashram.org 256-4108
Saturday, October 8
• Crestone Artists Open Studio Tour, noon5pm free crestoneartists.com/crestone-studiotour-2016.html 719-256-4182
Sunday, October 9
• County Commissioner hours in Crestone –
Downtown 10:00 am-2:00 pm
Monday, October 10
• County Commissioner hours in Crestone –
Downtown 10:00 am-2:00 pm

Daily/Weekly Events

The Crestone Eagle does not carry events over to the following month automatically.
Daily
• Morning Aarati, Haidakhandi Universal Ashram,
7-8am, 256-4108, info@babajiashram.org, www.
babajiashram.org
• Tours, Temple, & Gift Shop ~ Haidakhandi Universal Ashram, 256-4108, info@babajiashram.
org, www.babajiashram.org
• Jyorei, Shumei Sanctuary, please be seated by
7:50am and 5:50pm, 256-5284
• Tours, gallery and Jyorei, Shumei, 9am-5pm,
256-5284.
• Evening Aarati, Haidakhandi Universal Ashram,
6-7pm. Chanting in Sanskrit and Hindi. All are
welcome. 256-4108, www.babajiashram.org
Sunday
• Sunday mass at Nada Carmelite Hermitage,
chapel 9-10am 719-256-4778
• Yoga w Cynthia Fellowship Hall, Little Shepherd
Church 10:00 am-11:15 am $10 719-298-0360

• Drop-in Meditation at Yeshe Khorlo Buddhist
Temple (Choying Dzong) 10:00 am-1:00 pm
• Alcoholics Anonymous open meeting Crestone
Town Hall 7:00 pm-8:00 pm www.slvaa.org
Monday
• Yoga w Cynthia, BeBop Studio 10:00 am-11:15
am $10 719-298-0360
• ‘Meet Your Crestone Board’ Mondays Crestone
Town Hall 1:00 pm-3:00 pm 719-256-4313
Tuesday
• Yoga & Yoga Nidra class Crestone 9-10:30am $15
dropin, 6 for $75 yourownyoga.com 310-924-9223
• Yoga w Cynthia Joyful Journey 10-11:15am $10
joyfuljourneyhotsprings.com 719-298-0360
• Continuing Ashtanga Yoga, Mysore Style Shakti
Sharanam 5-6:45 pm By donation 719-256-5668
• Narcotics Anonymous open meeting marijuana
users welcome Baca Grande Library back door
7:30 pm-8:30 pm 970-309-0710

Wednesday
• Yoga Fundamentals & Refinements Shakti Sharanam 8:30 am-10:00 am By donation shaktisharanam.com 719-256-5668
• Crestone Food Bank Crestone Town Hall 1-3pm
256-4644
Thursday
• Yoga & Yoga Nidra class Crestone 9-10:30am $15 drop
in. 6 for $75 www.yourownyoga.com 310-924-9223
• Smart Meter discussion group 10:00 am
• Alcoholics Anonymous Open Meeting Crestone
Baptist Church noon-1pm www.slvaa.org
• Continuing Ashtanga Yoga, Mysore Style Shakti
Sharanam 5-6:45 pm By donation 719-256-5668
Saturday
• Yoga w Cynthia, Valley View Hot Springs 10:00
am-11:15 am $10 olt.org 719-298-0360
• Dorje Trolo Practice White Jewel Mountain 10:00
am-12:00 pm no charge 719-480-5403

sand dunes swimming pool
“A q u a a n d H a t h a Yo g a C l a s s e s O f f e r e d E v e r y S a t u r d a y ”

FULL FOOD MENU & WE EKLY SPECIALS

O p e n 1 0 a m - 1 0 p m, La p S w i m 9am - 10am , Closed Thur sdays
Ph o n e : 7 1 9-3 7 8 -28 0 7
Ad d r e s s : 1 9 9 1 C o. R d. 6 3 , H oo per, CO 81136

REGULAR ADMISSION RATES:

Adults - $12.00
Children (Ages 3-12) - $8.00
Seniors, College,Military (Ages 65+) - $10.00
Children 2 & Under - FREE

w w w. s a n d d u n e s p o o l . c o m
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Lynda Kucin
Well, to start with, you could
say I like change—as long as it’s
change for the good! We came in
1992 and started the Sage, with
only 300 people here, kinda crazy
to start in the first place. But it
grew, and in 2-3 years, we built the
popular sunroom. Then I remember the Roadkill Café burning—now
the Sangre de Cristo building. It
could’ve been an eyesore for years,
but Katie Snider rebuilt it, along
with Melanie and Allen. We also
watched the new Post Office being
built—that was fun.
When the town decided they
would work on getting the grant for
the streets and sidewalks, I was all
for it—I believe it’s going to be good
for the town. The other day, Kizzen
and I walked around looking at the
places where they’re going to place
nice, big trees. People can adopt
spots to plant flowers, and I only see
that as a positive thing.
I think the current changes
we’re going through are going to be
OK. People are led to Crestone for
some reason or other, so let’s give
everybody a chance and see how it
all works out. Keep an open mind,
smile a lot, and wave at people. If
you’re friendly, I think you’ll notice
that so are they. What I really do
appreciate about living here all
these years is the quiet and the
lack of artificial light, and I would
like that not to change. I hope new
people will love it, too, and honor
that.

Elaine Johnson
For me personally, it’s changed
because I’ve lost so many people
here, like my grandparents, my father, my aunts and my uncles and
they’re all gone. That’s a big change
for me, that everyone who went
before is gone. The town and the
community itself have really not
changed very much—the reasons
why people come and why people
stay—they’re all the same. And I

think the better question is “How
should we change?” Crestone is so
small that it has such potential.
The change I think should
happen, that hasn’t happened—
it’s not about the number of people here, or whether we bring
business or don’t bring business.
It is that the people here need to
change their mindsets. They need
to be thinking about and working
towards the greater good as opposed to meeting their individual
personal needs. Even going beyond
your spiritual growth and your interactions with family—I’m talking
about really looking at this community and what meets the needs of
the greater number of people, and
if we all start focusing on that, this
community could be . . . limitless!

Nick Drake
I think it’s changing for the
better, and all the improvements—
the sidewalks and the parking areas and everything—have really
defined the spaces downtown, so
when people visit, they get an idea
of where to go. It’s nice having 2
separate grocery stores, a nice
hardware & lumber yard, our own
ice cream shop & brewery –how exciting is that?! I think it really is
changing for the better, but it still
has that hometown feel, and we
still have our Freebox & things like
that as attractions.
When the 21st Amendment
Liquor Store was here, you’d go
there on a hot summer day and
there’d be a mule—we called him
“Mulie”—who you’d have to push
out of the way to get into the store,
and there’s Katie Snider, who could
tell you what kind of beer the
friends you were going to visit were
having. And the Roadkill Café had
big band music playing from speakers on their little patio where they
served food with edible flowers—it
was so nice—ya just didn’t wanna
leave.
There’s new energy now for
sure. When I came in 1994, it
seemed a lot of people were moving from Santa Fe and Boulder
and building, and I’m seeing a resurgence of this—so it’s still a nice,
small community, which is progressing, I think, for the better.

ment, as the much needed sidewalks.
I was hoping for more eco-friendly
sidewalks, not massive concrete—
bad energetic. Maybe boardwalk,
from recycling and keep the villagelike feeling, or could’ve paved all the
roads in town for the same amount
money. I’ve envisioned this town
as being more alternative, progressive, and self-sufficient. How about
a grant to solar power the town
and make income from the investment—be self-sufficient. Crestone is
an international community, which
gives us great diversity. I see good
things for the progress and direction of the town if we look towards
the future and be progressive in real
needs, not the mascara of old.
Hanne Strong

Meryl Ennis
My husband and I moved here
in 1997, and the biggest change we
see is the growth—and fewer people
waving! More people, more houses,
more things happening, more businesses. The post office used to be a
single-wide trailer and didn’t have
enough boxes so you had to go during open hours. Monte, the Postmaster would look at you and go get
your mail, “Here’s your mail, dear.”
Now, we have a nice big post office
and credit union—instead of driving
to Moffat to get money or do banking. The Music Festival has grown.
Debbie Morley had this great idea
of music out on the golf course. Six
of us put that together the first year,
and look how it’s grown to be a multi-state event—the biggest party in
town!
What continues to make Crestone a wonderful community—despite the whirlwind of differences
of opinion—is everybody’s commitment to come together when people
are in need, whether on an individual basis or through Neighbors
Helping Neighbors, which I’ve been
a part of and have seen the remarkable amount of giving. They don’t
have that in the city. We have that
here, and that’s what’s just totally
awesome.

Roy Gould
I’ve seen much good change
come to Crestone over my 30 years
here—cultural, arts, music, merchants, school, and town develop-

When I got here in 1977,
there were 79 people. The biggest
change for me is there were almost
no children here. I could count on
one hand—Scott Johnson had some
children; one of the cowboys had a
couple of children. The ranch was
operating a regular cow operation,
and there were all the cowboys
and thousands of cattle and we
even had a rodeo ground up by the
POA—that they sold without telling anybody! (laughing) So, it was
the cowboys, the old-timers, and the
development that was supposed to
be a village for elderly people—so
the people that had bought lots here
were all old people. And when we
came in, people were astounded—
all of a sudden they saw shamans,
Hindu gurus, Tibetans and people from the Aspen Institute—this
whole new crowd of people came in
and it was like a shockwave going
through town. The New York Times
came in and did an interview with
the old mayor of Crestone, and the
question was, “What do you think
of all these changes? All these new
people coming in? Tibetans, and
this and that.” And the old man,
Jack Harlan, said, “Well, I’d rather
see people from Tibet here than people from New York!” (laughing)
We’ve got the Charter School
and the Moffat School—so, all of a
sudden, we have all these beautiful children here. And to me, that’s
the biggest change from back when
you never saw a child. We had all
the old-timers in Crestone—but no
kids. So anyway, that was the biggest change.
If you have feedback or ideas
for future topics, please email peacelorilove@gmail.com. In addition
to being the Staff Photographer for
the Crestone Eagle since 2012, Lori
Nagel is a Freelance Photographer,
Graphic Designer & Web Designer.
www.sunflowerstudios.us.com
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Lots of fun to be had at this year’s Crestone Music Festival!
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Indigenous protestors shutdown pipeline construction

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe files lawsuit against US Army Corps of Engineers
by Lisa Cyriacks
“As long as we maintain our
way of life and our sacred ceremonies, there shall be life. But when
we start negotiating with the mindset of the modern society, it’s not going to work.
“Once we cut the heart of
Mother Earth in half for negotiation and money, we will cut our own
hearts. One day, we will understand
how much we are connected to all
that is.”
—Arvol Looking Horse

Chief Arvol Looking Horse.

Dine In/Carry Out

Chief Arvol Looking Horse
joined hundreds at the August protest of the Dakota Access Pipeline.
Work at the site stopped as busloads
of Sioux and others arrived to join
the anti-pipeline movement. Tribal
members are protesting the pipeline’s crossing of the Missouri River
near the Standing Rock Reservation, for fear that it will rupture and
contaminate their water, and the
water downstream, and disrupt sacred historic sites.
Several miles of Highway 1806
were closed on August 17 because of
protests led by Native Americans
seeking to stop construction of the
Dakota Access Bakken Pipeline.
According to a spokesman for the
company that is building the pipeline, construction has halted at the
construction site, but continues
elsewhere.
Earthjustice, on behalf of the
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, filed
a lawsuit in July against the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and is currently seeking a court order to block

the pipeline’s construction. The
tribe’s water supply is threatened
by construction of the Dakota Access
pipeline, which was permitted by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
in late July, despite the objections of
three federal agencies including the
federal Environmental Protection
Agency, the Department of the Interior and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation.
In late August, The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and the International Indian Treaty Council
appealed to the
United Nations:
“We
specifically
request that the
United
States
Government impose an immediate
moratorium
on all pipeline construction until the
Treaty Rights and
Human
Rights
of the Standing
Rock Tribe can
be ensured and their free, prior
and informed consent is obtained.
This pipeline’s construction is being carried out without the Tribe’s
free, prior and informed consent in
direct contradiction to their clearly
expressed wishes.
“Its proposed route is in close
proximity to the Standing Rock
Sioux Reservation and the Missouri River, the main source of water for the Tribe,” the appeal said
of the $3.8 billion, 1,172-mile-long
pipeline, which would wend its way
through four states and carry up to
half a billion barrels of oil daily from
the Bakken oil fields. From there it
would either go to the Gulf coast or
east coast.
The Dakota Access pipeline violates tenets of the U.N. Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,
including the “right to health, right
to water and subsistence, threats
against sacred sites including burial grounds, Treaty Rights, cultural
and ceremonial practices, free prior
and informed consent, traditional

lands and resources including water, productive capacity of the environment, and self-determination,”
the appeal continues. It cites environmental racism stemming from
the Army Corp’s decision not to locate the pipeline north of Bismarck
over concerns it would endanger
the city’s water supply, while issuing permits to trench through burial
grounds and the Tribe’s main water
supply. “This is a direct violation of
the human right to water,” the appeal stated.
Chief Arvol Looking Horse,
the 19th successive keeper of the
sacred White Buffalo Calf pipe, led
more than 1,500 in prayer at the
gated entrance to the pipeline route.
After the prayers, the access gates
were propped open and the protesters continued on foot, horses, and
pickup trucks along the construction route to the Missouri River.
The Chief Big Foot Riders were
also at the protest camp to support
their relatives. The riders honor the
memory of Mniconjou Lakota Chief
Bigfoot and his band of 400 people
who were massacred at Wounded
Knee Creek by the U.S. Army 7th
Calvary.
According to the Bismarck
Journal, supporters of the pipeline
argue that it is “sorely needed in
North Dakota, where new oil pipe-

lines lagged behind surging output
in recent years”—which has led to a
reliance on rail transport.
Some North Dakota residents
are questioning why taxpayers are
footing the bill for law enforcement
manpower to protect a wealthy billionaire who owns Energy Transfer
Partners, the owner of Dakota Access Pipeline LLC, the company
that is building the pipeline.
Nac’a (Chief) Arvol Looking
Horse, 19th Generation Keeper of
the Sacred White Buffalo Calf Pipe,
founder of World Peace & Prayer
Day and Honoring Sacred Sites Day,
is spiritual leader of the Lakota, Dakota, Nakota Sioux Nations, known
as the Buffalo People.
Indian Country Today Media
Network was the source for much of
the material in this article.

THE MATRIX
INTERDIMENSIONAL
LIGHT CHAMBER
wMind Stabilization
wSacred Sound
wLiving Color Immersion wTactile Vibration
wEssential Aroma
wDeep Silence

(719) 937-7755

www.thelightchamber.com

DINNER and a MOVIE
First Run Movies
Every Weekend

TICKETS: Early bird $15 $20 at the door

Call
For
Showtimes
401 & 403 4th Street
719-655-2088 • 719-221-4159

PURCHASE TICKETS:
Green Spot, 711 State
Narrow Guage Newstand, 602 Main

www.societyhall.org
click “Buy Tickets Here”
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Beauty & simplicity at the open-air cremation site
by Gussie Fauntleroy
Ten years ago the idea of a
community open-air cremation site
in the Crestone area was a dream
in the minds and hearts of a handful of local residents. The pyre site
was sandy, scrubby land owned by
Steve Allen and Angelique Farrow,
whose Dragon Mountain Temple
is nearby. From those beginnings,
the parcel of earth donated by Steve and Angelique has continually
evolved, both through physical and
aesthetic improvements and on a
less tangible level with a sense of
sacredness imbued by the cremation ceremonies held there.
Maintained and operated
under the auspices of the nonprofit Crestone End of Life Project
(CEOLP), the site began simply
with a pyre hearth in the center of
a sandy circle marked by stones.
Later, poles went up around the circle’s circumference and shade tarps
were hung until sun and weather
rendered them unusable. Then a
beautiful bamboo fence was erected
around the circle, with openings in
the four directions.
All along, changes and maintenance at the site have been carried out by volunteers under the
guidance of CEOLP member and
site manager Paul Kloppenburg.
Some of the most recent physical
upgrades, completed this summer,
enlisted not only area residents’
skills and donated time, but also
resources from the larger community by means of a $3,000 Saguache
County Sales Tax Grant awarded
to CEOLP in the fall of 2015.
Among the grant-funded improvements were the design and
creation of 48 handcrafted terra
cotta finials (crowning ornaments)
to protect the tops of the wooden
vertical posts in the bamboo fence.
And crowning 18 of these finials
are small faceted crystals that create rainbows in refracted sunlight.
Local ceramic artist Lynn Drake

Informed Final
Choices plans
October events
Informed Final Choices
(IFC), the educational outreach
branch of the Crestone End of
Life Project (CEOLP), is planning several public events for
October: The annual Death Café,
held at Halloweentide; an Advance Directives workshop and
CEOLP Registration Party, and
a workshop on The Art of Dying:
Self Reflection On Our Mortality Through Artistic Expression.
Look for dates, times and locations in the online Eagle calendar and the Eagle’s October edition.
Abundant thanks to the Saguache County Commissioners
for approving a $2,500 2015-2016
Sales Tax Grant to IFC for use in
developing its new website. The
IFC and CEOLP board of directors is excited to announce the
launch of that site in October:
www.informedfinalchoices.org. It
will provide a spectrum of information on end of life issues and
details specific to CEOLP registration and local activities.

produced the graceful finials, which
were bisque-fired and waxed, rather than glazed, to retain an earthy,
micaceous clay look. Lynn and Paul
collaboratively worked out the design, to which the CEOLP membership agreed. “Lynn is really good at
what she does, and hence she could
adapt and produce what we and
the group envisioned,” Paul says.
Also thanks to the sales tax
grant, CEOLP was able to acquire
a new custom-fabricated, threesection grate for the hearth, constructed by former Crestone resident and metalworker Andy Pierce,
now living near Monte Vista. Andy
has produced the all-important
grate sections in the past as they’ve
needed to be replaced, and understands the structural requirements
of metal subjected to intense heat
over time. The remainder of the
2015 grant went to ongoing maintenance at the site, with Paul overseeing the work on a volunteer basis and doing much of it himself.
Regular site maintenance
includes weeding, snow removal,
reapplying sealant oil to the wooden benches, raking the gravel to
create a serene, Zen garden feel,
maintaining the bamboo fence, and
delivering and spreading tons of
fines (a mixture of sand, pea gravel
and clay) on the processional path
and around the hearth. Kenny Skoglund of Skoglund Excavating Inc.
in Moffat provides fines at nominal
cost, while excavator Mark Potter
donates his time and heavy equipment to spread them at the site.
“We are so grateful to the
County for their generous grant,
as are many other non-profits in
the area that benefit from the sales
tax grant,” notes CEOLP founder
Stephanie Gaines. CEOLP has applied for a $2,000 Saguache County
Sales Tax Grant for the 2016-17
funding cycle. If the application is
approved, the money will go toward
ongoing site maintenance that is
beyond the scope of volunteer efforts. A decision on the current application should be known by sometime in October.
Aside from changes made possible by the sales tax grant, Paul
and others have donated time, labor, and creativity for other site
improvements during the past
year. Paul designed and built a
new alter/shrine table on which
photographs, flowers, mementos
and other meaningful items are arranged for each cremation. Sturdy,
attractive, and weather-resistant,
the table was built of flagstone and
heavy timbers, with a table skirt of
recycled barn wood.
With input from CEOLP
members, Paul also designed a new
“Pyre” sign that stands at County
Road T at the turn-off to the road
leading to the site. CEOLP member Mark Talbot sent a digital file
of the design to Saguache County
Coroner Tom Perrin, whose plasma
cutting tools and skill produced
the eye-catching metal sign. Andy
Pierce did the welding, and the
sign was powder coated—tan with
red lettering and flame design—in
Alamosa, for extremely durable
color. “It takes a community to get
something like this made,” Paul
says, adding that he experiences
deep satisfaction through the fact

Bamboo fence and posts at the community open-air cremation site with clay finials.

Paul Kloppenburg and Lynn Drake with the finials they co-designed and Lynn created.

that “we as a diverse group of people can come together and make
this kind of service possible.”
Other local residents who
have contributed artistic talent on
behalf of CEOLP include watercolor painter Jo Anne Kiser, whose
images grace CEOLP cards (which
will be available for purchase on the
organization’s soon-to-be-unveiled
new website); Shahna Lax, who
creates copper plaques commemorating those CEOLP has served;
and Louis Acker, who produced the
metal gong that is sounded during cremation ceremonies. CEOLP
member McGregor Gaines and
woodworker Adam Kinney were
highly instrumental in the creation
of the bamboo enclosure. McGregor

contributed to the fence’s design,
financial support and construction,
and Adam Kinney was one of the
primary builders.
“Everything used at the site
is very intentionally designed and
crafted with simplicity and beauty
in mind,” Stephanie says. “For me,
and I believe this is also the experience of other people, over time the
site becomes more and more consecrated and sacred and intentional.
As that feeling grows stronger, it is
enhanced by the formal completion
of these details, like the finials and
alter table. We want to truly honor
those we are able to serve here.”
For more information, see
ceolp.org.

Crestone End of Life Project

Promoting informed end-of-life choices and supporting their fulfillment

P O B o x 1 2 3 8 , C r e s to n e , C O 8 1 1 3 1
www.crestone-end-of-life.org • 719.588.7415 or 719.937.7802• ceolp.info@gmail.com

Let’s be bodacious enough to create ourselves daily
- Maya Angelou
Attend our meeting Wed., September 14th at 7pm, at the Fellowship Hall of the
Little Shepherd Church, Crestone. Call 719.588.7415 for information/directions.
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‘End of Life Options’ initiative
headed to the November state ballot
by Marta Shoman
Registered Colorado voters
may have the opportunity at the
November ballot box to vote on
bills that address local control over
fracking and universally affordable
health care for Coloradoans. In addition to these issues, The “Yes on
End-Of-Life Options” Campaign
collected 164,000 signatures on petitions state-wide to support a Colorado End-of-Life-Options bill. As of
August 1, the signatures were sent
to the Secretary of State for review
with the anticipated outcome of
98,000 valid signatures to catapult
this bill onto the ballot.
This Act is based on the Death
with Dignity Law that has been in
effect in Oregon for 20 years. The
goal of this measure is to make selfadministered aid in dying available
to Coloradans who meet strict criteria, including being mentally capable, diagnosed with a terminal
illness likely to cause death in six
month, 18 years of age or older and
able to self-administer the medica-

a place to gather, to browse, to explore,
to reach out, to find great literature and good reads

In historic downtown Salida

tion without the direct help of any
person.
Three requests by the patient
in a specific period of time must
be made to a health care provider
in order to qualify to make use of
the option. Under this act, an insurance company cannot deny
payment on a health, life or annuity policy simply because someone
used the law. The proposed law
does not authorize euthanasia or
mercy killing, which remain felonies under Colorado law.
Medical aid in dying is now
authorized in five states: Oregon,
Washington, Montana, Vermont
and California. Depending on the
decision of the voters, Colorado
could be the sixth state to provide
choice in a painful dying process.
The national organization Compassion and Choices reports that support for such laws is greater than
70% nationally. For more details
about the End of Life Options Act:
www.coendoflifeoptions.org.

Banned Book Week
Sept. 25 - Oct. 1st
15 % off
ALL displayed
banned books!
719-539-9629
135 F Street

I have a disability &
I support End-of-Life
Options
by Aliyah Alexander
I am a 62-year-old disabled mother and
grandmother, diagnosed at 52 with progressive
multiple sclerosis. A competitive athlete my
whole life, I can no longer move from the neck
down, leaving me completely dependent on caregivers for survival.
Aliyah Alexander.
Despite being bedridden I have adapted to
living a regenerative life with a degenerative illness. Having faced extreme suffering, I can foresee a time when I can no longer bear the pain. I strongly support the
Colorado End-of-life Options Act.
I have always been a fighter. I have come to terms with the loss of
my autonomy and inability to interact with my community outside of my
home. Should my pressure sores became septic or if I have a recurrence
of pneumonia, I would qualify for this bill.
Disability organizations like Not Dead Yet do not speak for all disabled people in their opposition. They call it assisted suicide, which it definitely is not. Having been a psychotherapist for decades, I am offended by
the word suicide, which is misleading and disrespectful to the dying and
their families. People
who are suicidal are
reactive and want to
die. In most cases, this
is transitory and treatable which can result
in a productive life.
People
facing
death want to live, but
can’t. They just want
to choose how they will
die, with less suffering for themselves and
their loved ones.
This law is sensitively crafted and
protective of the rights
Caregiver holds the “Yes on End-Of-Life Options” camof the dying. If someone paign petition so Aliyah Alexander can sign it.
was deemed unable to
make an informed choice
by the two physicians required to make the assessment, a referral would
be made to a licensed mental health provider. Assisted suicide is illegal
and would remain illegal in Colorado.
Please support this bill and allow Coloradans the option to choose
what medical care to seek in living and dying.
Aliyah Alexander, a highly adventurous outdoors woman deeply tied
to nature, received her diagnosis of MS ten years ago. Aliyah wrote the
powerful book, Meet Me by the River: A Woman’s Healing Journey, chronicling her joys and struggles. The book tells of how a battle with illness
transformed into opportunities for incredible introspection and spiritual
growth . . . her triumph. Aliyah’s blog was the inspiration for her book,
and you can visit it at http://aliyahonline.wordpress.com. Aliyah Alexander is a nature lover and author residing in Crestone, Colorado.

An HRRMC Community Wellness Event

Women’s Health Day
Saturday, Oct. 8 • 8:30 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Walk o
your bik r ride
event t e to this
ob
in a dra e entered
win
great p g for
rizes.

SteamPlant Event Center • Sackett and G St., Salida, CO 81201

Take Charge of Your Body, Take Charge of Your Life
Kathrine Switzer, the first woman to officially enter the
Boston Marathon, has long been one of running's most
iconic figures. Switzer went on to run 39 marathons and
win the New York City Marathon in 1974. She is now an
Emmy award-winning TV commentator and author who
continues to motivate audiences to make fitness a part of
their lives and take charge of their health and well-being.

CHOOSE FROM 8 SEMINARS:
• Optimize Your Health!
• Happy Feet
• Challenges of Elder Care
• Sex After 40
• Oh, My Aching Back!
• Dealing with Grief and Loss
• Tai Chi for Better Balance
• Body and Brain Energy Yoga

Cost: $25 includes gourmet lunch catered by chef Michelle Gapp.
Register by October 3 online at hrrmc.com or call 719-530-2417.
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Who We Are
Carmin Teeple:

The arts of making, building, & thinking for herself
by Gussie Fauntleroy
Imagine an early 1950s 4H
project in which teenagers studied
home furnishing by learning to draw
floor plans. They likely would have
cut out a little paper bed, desk and
chair and used them to rearrange
their bedroom furniture. Carmin
Teeple, one of those 4H members,
may have started by rearranging
bedroom furniture in the rural Iowa
farmhouse where she grew up with
her parents and two younger sisters. But she didn’t stop there. By
the end of high school she was using
her imagination and floor plan skills
to draw complete house designs. By
the late 1960s she was fascinated
with the budding field of alternative
building. In the late 1970s she was
helping build cabins for fellow residents at an intentional community
based around an alternative school
near Austin, TX.
Today Carmin, now 75, lives
in a passive solar, post-and-beam,
strawbale/earthbag house of her
own design on a wooded in-town
Crestone lot. The comfortable gridtied, photovoltaic-electric home has
more than once been part of the
home tour with the Crestone Energy Fair, an event Carmin helped
organize in its early years. She designed her house to incorporate interior walls of various materials,
including cordwood, adobe, wattle and daub, and cob, as teaching
tools for alternative building. She
did much of the construction herself, including most of the interior
work. Whimsical touches include a
patio gate made of bedsprings and
multiple abstract outdoor sculptures from rusted metal that was on
the property when she bought it in
2004. With a studio, screened porch
for crafts, sewing room, and carport
set up for hand-making paper, her
home is a custom fit for someone
who has always enjoyed working
with her hands.
Crafts and books
Growing up, when not busy
with household chores or helping
with farm work, Carmin’s hands
were engaged in sewing, crocheting,
and other needlework, inspired by
traditional women’s crafts of the day.
A shy, quiet girl, she loved spending
time in the woods and by the creek,
or reading. In school, she remembers reading “everything I could get
my hands on.” When it came time
for college she considered going into
architecture but wasn’t interested
in the required five-year academic
commitment. Instead, her college
experience spanned four schools and
multiple time-out gaps for marriage,
work, and motherhood.
In 1970 Carmin earned a degree in secondary education/fine
arts and industrial arts from Texas
A & I (Arts & Industry, now known
as Texas A & M) in Kingsville, TX.
She had no intention of teaching in
a structured environment, although
through the program she became
aware of the alternative school
movement, which later had a significant impact on the direction of her

Carmin designed and was involved in building her house, which is passive solar, strawbale/earthbag construction with grid-tied photovoltaic electricity.  photo by Carmin Teeple

Carmin Teeple.

life. Instead, she chose education
because it was the only program at
Texas A & I that offered the courses
she wanted to take. “Every craft
that came my way, I wanted to try,”
she says in her warm, friendly, lowkey manner. Among other forms of
creative expression, she explored
painting, drawing, sculpture, printmaking, woodworking, pottery, jewelry making, and photography.
Intentional living
Following graduation Carmin
lived briefly in Santa Fe, where she
ran a small Canyon Road shop with
an artist friend, selling clothing,
woven belts, and other crafts she
designed and made. Her next major stop lasted a total of 23 years,
off and on: the 170-acre Greenbriar
intentional community and alternative school (which still exists)
east of Austin. At Greenbriar, along
with learning and practicing carpentry and running a small community grocery store for a time, she
created handmade clothing, macramé, metal and feather jewelry, and
later, armadillo shell jewelry, selling her work at an Austin street
market and a Dallas-area Renaissance fair. She was divorced while
still in college, and her son Bryan
Zirkelbach spent much boyhood
time with her at Greenbriar.
Finding a niche in Crestone
In 1999 and again in 2000,
Crestone was a stopover for Carmin between visits to family in
Iowa and spending time in northern
New Mexico, where she thought she
might like to live. She knew a few
people in Crestone and Salida and
was ready to leave the Texas heat.
After her second visit here, she returned and stayed. She started a
sewing business but soon realized
that between the freebox and excessive production of new clothing in
the world, she didn’t need to make
new clothes. That business evolved
into a thrift shop. The shop grew
and later merged with the CYP
(Crestone Youth Plaza) thrift shop,
which Carmin co-managed for a
while. Since living in Crestone she
also has volunteered at the library
and with the food bank, served periodically as an alternate on the Crestone Town Planning Commission,

Carmin and her son Bryan Zirkelbach at Crestone Saturday market, selling things they
made.

Ragpickers Used Books in downtown
Crestone. 
photo by Carmin Teeple

assisted in founding the Crestone
Historical Museum, helped organize the Energy Fair, and was on the
Crestone Peak Community Housing
Board.
Ragpicker
In 2010 Carmin “retired” and
built an addition to her house. But
she missed the frequent interaction
with people, and realized that in
the thrift shop, “one of my favorite
things was always the books,” she
says. So in 2013 she opened her

present business, Ragpicker Used
Books, where she also sells her
jewelry, cards featuring her photography, and other items she handcrafts. When she started the shop
it was about eight feet square, and
after a wall was removed the space
expanded to a more comfortable
size. Open Thursday through Saturday from noon to 4pm, Ragpicker—
downstairs in the Sangre De Cristo
Inn building—contains numerous
non-fiction genres and some fiction.
“I acquire books that either especially interest me, or that sell well
here,” Carmin says. “I have a lot on
building, arts, crafts, and photography, and a lot on Buddhism and other spiritual groups. I have Christian
or Jesus books, but not the preachy
kind.” In fact, her choice of books
seems to echo her way of experiencing life: open, tolerant, curious, willing to let others have their place in
the world and happy to have found
hers. “I’m not a conventional person,” she says with a smile and a
low chuckle. “I like to think for myself instead of following what others
think. I like to do things on my own
and in my own way.”
Gussie welcomes ideas for this
ongoing series on Crestone area
residents:
gussie7@fairpoint.net,
gussiefauntleroy.com
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Rick Wertz opens Sunshine Acupuncture
Rick Wertz is back to help people improve their health and wellbeing.
He has opened Sunshine Acupuncture which now serves Alamosa and the surrounding San Luis
Valley. It has been 5 years now since
Rick moved on from leading the Saguache County Credit Union to return to school and earn a Master’s
degree in Classical Five-Element
Acupuncture from the Institute of
Taoist Education and Acupuncture
in Louisville, CO. As a certified,
licensed acupuncturist, he has set
up his office in Alamosa and with

house calls, serves all of the San
Luis Valley.
Five-Element Acupuncture is
a unique form of acupuncture that
diagnoses and treats the root cause
of a person’s dis-ease. Inspired by
the wisdom of nature, it uses observation of the five elements (fire,
earth, metal, water, and wood) in
both our external environment and
within ourselves to help diagnose
and inform treatments. Instead of
treating the symptoms directly, it
treats the underlying cause, helping a person get well and stay well.
The vast majority of physical symptoms are expressions of
problems at deeper levels within a
patient. Treating the physical level
is of little use, except temporarily, if
the problem resides at the level of
the mind or spirit. The ancient Chinese knew that all human beings
manifest on all 3 levels all the time
and that we are one interconnected

whole. Therefore, one cannot be
imbalanced at one level without it
affecting the others. Five-Element
Acupuncture treats the body, the
mind, and the spirit.
Five-Element
Acupuncture
recognizes that the health of each
unique individual’s body, mind, and
spirit must be taken into account to
fully understand and treat the cause
of illness. Thus, no two patients are
ever treated the same, and each patient receives an individualized care
and treatment. The benefits of acupuncture extend to a wide variety
of conditions including emotional,
digestive, respiratory, neurological,
and gynecological issues, as well
pain management.
Sunshine Acupuncture is at 214
Edison Avenue in Alamosa. Please
call 719-580-8916 to discuss how acupuncture may be able to help you or
to set up an appointment. Email is
rickwertz2@gmail.com.

GREAT COFFEE
LOCAL ART

Open Every Day 8am to 4pm

IN MOFFAT NEXT TO THE POST OFFICE
OUR ICED COFFEE
IS THE BEST!

719-207-5095

719-256-4357

WWW.MIRAGETRADINGCO.COM
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Sri Aurobindo Learning Center
The Yoga of Transformation
by Rod Hemsell
In a series of teachings at our
annual Savitri Immersion Workshop in August this year, we were
able to observe closely, over six
days of readings and meditations,
the important connections between
yogasutra, yogamantra and yogashakti. Instead of treating each
separately, as distinct stages in the
practice of Yoga, we could see how
the three movements in combination can intensify and illumine such
practices in a particularly powerful
way. For example, in a sutra teaching such as Sri Aurobindo’s Sapta
Chatusthaya, combined with the
Savitri mantra, the presence of the
Divine Shakti is invoked, and received directly, by a clarified mind
and opened heart, which is truly
transforming.
In the Sapta Chatusthaya
(seven sets of four yoga siddhis
or perfections), Sri Aurobindo explains what it means to be a yogin. “The basis of internal peace
is samata, the capacity of receiving with a calm and equal mind
all the attacks and appearances of
outward things, whether pleasant
of unpleasant, ill-fortune and good
fortune, pleasure and pain, honor
and ill-repute, praise and blame,
friendship and enmity, sinner and
saint, or physically, heat and cold,
etc. The completeYogin receives all
of this with with an equal, a sama
ananda (delight in all). He comes
to change all the ordinary values of
experience . . .”
This sutra teaching, followed
by an invocation of the mantric
transmission, is then seen and
felt as a vivid, tangible possibility,
above the mind’s natural doubts or
attempts to understand how such a
thing could be. For example, reciting the Canto titled In the Self of

Mind, we see and hear: “He stood on
a wide arc of summit Space/ Alone
with an enormous Self of Mind/
Which held all life in a corner of its
vasts./ Omnipotent, immobile and
aloof,/ In the world which sprang
from it, it took no part:/ It gave no
heed to the paeans of victory,/ It
was indifferent to its own defeats,/
It heard the cry of grief and made
no sign;/ Impartial fell its gaze on
evil and good,/ It saw destruction
come and did not move./ An equal
Cause of things, a lonely Seer/ And
Master of its multitude of forms,/
It acted not but bore all thoughts
and deeds,/ The witness Lord of
Nature’s myriad acts/ Consenting
to the movements of her Force.”
Such descriptions of the yogic state of udasina, being seated
above the ordinary reactions to
things, are repeated frequently, and
typically followed by an inflow of
blissful force: “It led things evil towards their secret good,/ It turned
racked falsehood into happy truth;/
It’s power was to reveal divinity./ .
. . All grew to all kindred and self
and near;/ The intimacy of God was
everywhere,/ . . . A constant touch
of sweetness linked all hearts.”
Into the silence that follows such
an invocation there actually flows
a luminosity and peace that shifts
one’s consciousness into a sphere of
possibilities that is perhaps always
there, within—the tantric force.
This “immersion” week was
attended by a delightful group
of devotees from seven different
states of the US, plenty of good
food, pleasant rainfall, flowing
streams, and a darshan moon.
Teachings and meditations
are held at the center weekly on
Tuesday evenings and Sunday
mornings. For information please
call 719-256-4917, or 719-256-6010.

P.O. Box 88
83 North Baca Grant Way
Crestone, CO 81131
719-256-4917
sriaurobindolc@gmail.com
sriaurobindolc.org

Illuminated Therapies
Amulya Beechwood, RCST®, LMT, CEIM

Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapy

719-256-4743
illuminatedtherapies.com
relax@illuminatedtherapies.com

The “Divine Mother”, from the cover of
the Ashram’s 2017 calendar.

News from the
Haidakhandi
Universal Ashram
by Ramloti
Our annual Family Week and
Real Love Workshop was great.
Lots of Crestonians took part, and
we were happy to provide the opportunity for all. We have a Real
Love Group from 1-3pm on Tuesdays in the Ashram Dormitory Living Room. The meeting is open to
all.
We also hosted the Annual
American Haidakhan Samaj Meeting which is the broader Babaji
organization that helps to connect devotees throughout America
and spread Babaji’s message of
truth, simplicity, love, and service
(to find out more about this work
go to www.babajisamaj.us) At this
meeting we announced the Ashram
Board of Directors for the coming
year. They are:
Ramloti, Jonathan Yates,
Rita Berault, Vesper Gers, Denise
Vandewalle, Kelly Hossner, Mark
Rosen, Linda Joseph, Alycia Chambers, Ajay Pradan, Sastry Jayanti,
and Shashi Agarwal. If you have
questions about the Ashram, any
of these folks would be excellent resources. Please know that all Ashram Board meetings are open to the
public. We wish to always stay in
good communication with you all.
Our new-moon fire ceremonies
this month are on Thursday, September 1 and Friday, September
30. Our full-moon fire ceremony is
on Friday, September 16. The fire
ceremonies begin at 10am and are
followed by a meal. Morning aarati
is at 7am and evening aarati is at
6pm. There is generally a small fire
ceremony after morning aarti at
about 8am each day that we do not
have a large one at 10am. Please

50% off

on
Gently-Used Saris,
Blouses, and
Punjabi Suits.
Mention this ad
and receive a 10%
discount on all
non-sale items.

call the Ashram at 719-256-4108
or email us at info@babajiashram.
org for proper protocol for attending
fire ceremonies and any other questions. Please note that this year
Fall Navratri (Divine Mother Festival) will be from Saturday, October
1 to Sunday, October 9 so you can
mark your calendars now.
The Maha Lakshmi Shop is
full and ready to serve you. We are
proud to announce the arrival of an
exquisite 12”x12” full color calendar
of our Divine Mother photographed
by J.D. Marston. It sells for $25 and
is going quickly. You may pick one
up at the Shop or order it on line at
https://mahalakshmishop.wazala.
com/products/divine-mother-of-crestone-2017-calendar/
We are offering 50% off all of
our gently used saris, Punjabi suits,
and blouses. The Shop is open every
day from 10am until 5pm. We invite
you to come in and if you mention
that you are an Eagle reader, we
will happily give you a 10% discount on your non-sale purchases.
We deeply appreciate your support.
You may view some of what is in
our Shop on our website at http://
mahalakshmishop.wazala.com.
For more information about
the Ashram, please visit our website
at www.babajiashram.org where
you will find a calendar of upcoming events, many stories by devotees, writings about Shri Babaji and
the Divine Mother, and the Ashram
schedule. We also invite you to visit
the Ashram at any time. We love to
share Shri Babaji’s and Mother’s
home with others. Just drop by or
give us a call at 719-256-4108.

Water from the
Heart of Nature

$199.00 (+tax)

NOW ONLY $189.99!
• Ionized • Energized
• Oxygenated • PH balanced

Your Body Says YES!

CALL 9 7 0 . 2 9 0 . 7 710
annalouise55@gmail.com
LivingVortexWater.com

Maha Lakshmi Shop
Incense, scarves, shawls, saris,
candles, jewelry, oils, diffusers,
prayer flags, singing bowls, CDs,
crystals, books, purses, statues,
clothes, Weleda products, & more.
Open 10am - 5pm Everyday
Call: (719) 256-4108
email: at shop@Babajiashram.org
www.BabajiAshram.org
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Enjoying Everyday Life

Aging as an art

Peace: The immediate
answer to life’s frustrations
by Joyce Meyer
Peace is so important. Life
isn’t worth living if you don’t have
peace.
I know what it’s like to live
with no peace at all. I grew up in a
house that was full of turmoil, and
I learned to respond to my frustrations with anger and bitterness
and a lot of yelling and screaming.
It was just the normal atmosphere
that I lived in. But thankfully,
God gave me a husband who is extremely peaceful, and that helped
me realize what peace is and how
I can have it.
There was a time when Dave’s
peaceful temperament actually aggravated me because I wanted him
to get upset when I was upset. At
first, I thought it was because he
just didn’t care if I was upset. But
that wasn’t the case at all. He just
knew how to cast his care on God
(1 Peter 5:7), and his peaceful consistency became an example to me.
Dave didn’t preach that message
to me. He became the message.
We live in a world that’s full of anger, stress and strife. Even though
many people have a desperate
need for peace, they may not be interested in hearing about God and
what He’s doing in your life. But
you can share Christ with them by
maintaining a peaceful attitude
week after week, and month after
month. Sometimes it takes years,
but God will use you in an amazing way if you will consistently
walk in the fruit of the Spirit.
Peace is not something that
comes naturally to people. Sometimes it is downright difficult to
stay peaceful. Jesus said in John
14:27 (AMPC), “Peace I leave with
you; My peace I now give and bequeath to you.”
Peace is a gift God gives us,
and it grows in us just like fruit
grows on trees—with time and
nurturing. As we work with the
Holy Spirit to develop the fruit of
peace in our life, He teaches us
how to deal with our frustrations
in a completely different way. One
thing I learned is that it wasn’t
my circumstances that made me
upset, it was how I responded to
them.
I remember getting so tired of
being upset all the time. Finally, I
decided I was going to learn to walk
in peace if it was the last thing I
ever did.
I started paying attention to
how I responded to people and situ-

ations
and
made a real
effort to change my behavior.
Sometimes you need to learn
what the root of your problem is
before you can make any real progress. For example, if I lost my
peace every morning, I’d have to
stop and ask myself why. It may
have been that I didn’t spend any
time the night before getting prepared for the morning when just
taking a few extra minutes to get
organized and lay out my clothes
would have been an easy fix. But I
realized there was a deeper problem underneath.
God showed me that I had
to start taking responsibility for
my own happiness, instead of doing what I had always done before,
which was blaming everyone but
myself.
In those days, whenever I
started to get upset, I could feel the
anger bubbling up inside me and
my main goal was to stop it before
it ever got out of my mouth, because saying what I wanted to say
right then would have made the
situation ten times worse.
The bottom line is, if what
you’re about to do is not peaceful,
it’s not God’s will. More than anything, we need to follow peace.
It takes a lot of growing and
maturing to let the Holy Spirit
have His way in your heart. God is
not nearly as interested in changing our circumstances as He is
in changing us. As a matter of
fact, our circumstances are what
we must use to practice having a
peaceful attitude. When something
or someone pushes your buttons today, let God have His way and say,
“I refuse to live without peace.”

SHAKTI SHARANAM

by Ammi Kohn

The last question
A thought experiment: Your
parent is dying. There is strength to
answer one question. What would
you ask?
Who changed your life? How?
Whom did you love and lose? If you
could live your life over, what would
you do differently? Your deepest regrets? Your most intense joys? Your
greatest frustrations? Your most
transcendent moments? Your secret desires that have never been
told to anyone? How much of what
you showed the world was real, how
much a façade? And when you became older and wiser, what lessons
had you learned? Why did you not
tell them to me?
But are these really the questions we would ask? I recently took
a vacation with my daughter and
grandchildren and tried the thought
experiment with them.
From my snippy young grandson: Isn’t it your turn to do the dishes?
From my daughter: Oh dad,
that’s a morbid question.

Neither my grandson nor my
daughter have been with a dying
person. I have been with my mother
and my brother when they passed.
The last questions are fine theoretically, but the reality is that I would
not want to ask these questions of
the dying. When your mother is in
and out of a coma, your father in
pain, there is only the need to comfort and be there.
We need to ask these kinds of
questions when parents and children
are able to sit and talk comfortably
with each other, before the dying process is advanced. Did/do you have
the kind of relationship that would
allow these questions and answers
with ease? Did you ever ask them?
If I could replay my life, and if
my parents were open with me now
as they could not be then, here is the
first question I would ask:
Is this how you want your last
years to end?
Readers, send me your “last
question” and I’ll publish them in
a future column. Email newammi2011@yahoo.com.

YOUR OWN YOGA
Increase your Vitality and Joy!
PRIVATE Yoga Instruction
WEEKLY Group Classes
MONTHLY Workshops
Jyoti Linda Stuart
Master Teacher
E-RYT 500
20+ Years
experience

Call/Text Jyoti 310-924-9223
email: jyoti@yourownyoga.com
Complete info online: www.yourownyoga.com

yoga shala

Now offering:
Ayurvedic oil treatments
Community classes by
donation
Private instruction and
consultation
Yogic cooking
Therapeutic and custom
courses of study

annie

-JWF4JNQMZ
&BU8FMM

256-5668

shaktisharanam.com

Joyce Meyer Article

Sponsored by the Free Spirit Christian Church
Corner of Hwy 17 and Moffat Way

Sunday Services
Bible Study Thursdays
Prayer Services Mon & Fri
Food Bank Tuesdays
Events at Sangre de Cristo Trading Post in Moffat:
Prayer Breakfast every 2nd Saturday
Shabbat Celebration every 1st Friday

3ALIDAS LOCALLY OWNED FRESH FOODS GROCERY
WITH A WIDE SELECTION OF YOUR FAVORITE
ORGANIC NATURAL AND GOURMET FOODS

3:00 pm
6:00 pm
10:00 am
2-4 pm

 s  s

8:00 am
6:00 pm

 ' 3TREET
3ALIDA #OLORADO

* Please feel free to call Earl LeRoy at 719-650-9737
or Tim Brenner at 588-1857 if you have any questions.

WWWSIMPLEFOODSMARKETCOM

10%
off
/0%.
Second
$!93
Sundays
! 7%%+
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Moffat School News is
sponsored by
Trust & Strength Since 1899

Alamosa
589-6653 or 587-4035

Monte Vista
852-5991

Moffat School welcomes new teachers
and spending time with her family
and dog.

boxes. She will be getting married
in March. Megan’s motto is to, “Be
Kind, Be Happy and Be Healthy.”

Megan Granzella is the new
science teacher here at Moffat Consolidated Schools. Megan grew up
in Salida and attended Salida High
School. Upon graduation Megan
moved to Denver to attend the University of Colorado-Denver. Here
she double-majored in Biology and
Psychology while being a part of
the Honors program. Ms. Granzella has done much work in immunology and endocrinology laboratories. Currently Ms. Granzella
is working on her Masters through
Regis University. In her free time
Megan is a CrossFit coach and
athlete. She spends her weekends
competing and coaching at various

Dawn Lee Mayo began her
teaching career at Moffat Schools
and has returned this year. She
has a Bachelor of Arts in Spanish and Political Science from Adams State College and a Masters
of Arts in Foreign Language with
an emphasis in Spanish teaching
from the University of Northern
Colorado. She has worked for the
College Board and Educational
Testing Services for the writing
portion of the Advanced Placement
Spanish Language and Culture
Examination. Presently, she is

Please welcome Melinda Callihan, our new high school English
teacher. Ms. Callihan is a graduate of Western Carolina University
with an MA in English. She continued her education at UNC-Asheville for her teacher certification.
Ms. Callihan has 17 years of teaching experience in grades K-12, with
additional experience on the college level. She is new to Saguache
County, having lived most of her
life on the east coast. In her free
time she enjoys baking, knitting,

teaching high school Spanish and
middle school Language Arts. Outside of school she enjoys spending
time with her family, going to the
mountains, training horses and
helping others. She loves animals
and owns horses, ponies, mules,
dogs, and cats.
Stay tuned for more new staff
bios!

~ Repairs

Crestone
719-256-4498

Crestone Mercantile
Grocery Store: 191 E Galena Ave
Open 7 Days a Week 8a.m. to 8 p.m.
(719) 256-5887

Hardware Store: 182 E Galena Ave
Open Mon.-Sat. 8a.m to 5p.m.
(719) 256-5885

Bob’s Place: 182 E Galena Ave
Open 7 Days a Week 7a.m to 3p.m.
(719) 256-2627

Laundromat: 191 E Galena Ave
Open 7 Days a Week
8a.m to 7p.m.

September 2016.pub

1950 - Do you know who these cute kids grew up to be?

It’s Time for Fall Projects & the
Hardware Store has what you need!

Late 1920’s -- Early Crestonians. Can you find “Bob”?

Shop Local! Spending money in Crestone:





Creates jobs & allows young families to live here;
Reduces pollution;
Provides a sense of community;
Puts tax dollars into Crestone and the County for
schools, police protection, roads, social services.

A NEW paint mixer is on the way!
*
*
*
*

Winterize your car with batteries, tires, fluids
Insulation, gutters, roofing, window plastic
Canning supplies
Shovels, ice melt, ice scrapers
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CCS students, teachers & families look forward to an amazing year
The Crestone Charter School
year will be kicked off with a backto-school night on August 29 and
an all-school campout on September 8.
Crestone
Charter
School
teachers are continuing to develop
their model of Proficiency Based
Learning, which builds on Crestone’s unique and diverse culture
to create a school environment that
fosters independent learning and
academic excellence. And as always, CCS will be placing a strong
emphasis on outdoor and experiential learning. Kindergarten
and first grade students can look
forward to learning science, art,
and environmentalism during Forest Fridays, while fourth and fifth
graders prepare for a three-day
historical Rio Grande Corridor trek
in late September. The students
will research a historical San Luis
Valley character of their choice,
make a costume that character
would have worn, and dramatize
that character throughout the expedition along the banks of the Rio
Grande. An old-time pioneer chuck
wagon will follow behind the students, serving up pioneer-style dinners and cowboy entertainment!
High school students also
have a year of unforgettable educational experiences lined up, including a trip to the Winter Count
primitive skills camp in Arizona’s
Sonoran desert. This coming spring
high school students will participate in a service learning trip to
Costa Rica, where they be assisting
with rainforest ecology and sustainability.
Crestone Charter School is
thrilled to announce that MarieLouise Baker will be serving as
Interim Director for the 2016-2017
school year. Marie-Louise has been
part of the school community since

her daughter Sofia began kindergarten ten years ago. Since then
Marie-Louise has served on CCS’s
governing council and played the
pivotal role of Project Director during the construction of our new
school building four years ago. As
Interim Director, Marie-Louise’s
vision is to support the continuing
development of CCS’s proficiencybased curriculum and to foster positive communication and collaboration between the school and the
Crestone community. CCS could
not have asked for a more perfect
person to guide the school through
its transition to a new permanent
director.
The Charter School is also
pleased to welcome Audrey McDowall aboard as the new middle
school language arts and social
studies teacher. Audrey is a Colorado native who spent some time
teaching in Maryland before landing in Crestone. For Audrey, teaching is about inspiring students to
learn and discover on their own.
She wants her students to become
readers, writers, and lovers of human advancement and history.
Two of the main themes for
this school year are service learning and community collaboration.
CCS teachers are very interested
in finding more local organizations
to partner with to get students involved in meaningful service work.
And more than ever, CCS needs
positive participation from families
and community members. There
are so many ways, big and small,
for CCS parents to get involved
this year. Whether it’s organizing
an outdoor adventure, planning a
fundraiser, or helping to keep the
campus in good condition, every
contribution is important.

CCS early elementary class participates in Forest Friday. 

photo by Lyndsay Duebber

CCS middle school students on a learning adventure in Moab, UT.

photo by Daya Scheide

Addante Chiropractic, PC

Addante Chiropractic / Crestone
Please call 719-539-9493 to schedule your Tuesday appointment

STILL MOUNTAIN
Classical Five-Element

ACUPUNCTURE

Jan Foster Miiller, M.Ac., L.Ac.

Treating the whole person~body, mind & spirit

719 - 256 - 4775

ListeningForLovePoetryforScientists.com

F a l l atI n t o Fu n

Children's Books
Travel Toys
Baby Gifts
Fun Jewelry
Playmobil
Puzzles

OPEN: MON - SAT 10-6 • SUN 12-5

Lego
Arts & Crafts
Novelties
Puppets
Educational Toys
& Games

116 F Street • 530-0533 w w w. k a l t oy s. c o m

✿Full Service Catering
✿Personal Chef Services
✿Special Occasion Cakes
✿Gourmet Box Lunches
✿Cooking Classes
✿Gift Certificates

Organic French Press Coffee + Pastries + Breads
Thurs - Sat at our booth at the Welcome Kiosk!
FREE Coffee, tea or chai with $15 purchase
719-221-1003 graciesurbanfarmstead@gmail.com
www.graciesfarmstead.com
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The Washington Beat
Is it really over? Thank God
for Khizr & Ghazala Khan
by David Nicholas
It’s September and many pundits are saying that the Presidential
race is all over—barring the serious
unforeseen, and of course your vote.
There are signs of a massive Hillary
Clinton win, and she has luck currently running in her favor.
TheDonald has been branded
as “unqualified” and “racist” since
the successful Democratic convention in late July and it has stuck. No
amount of blowback or attempts to
shake-up the faltering Trump campaign will alter that perception, so
much so that the Republican Party
considered giving TheDonald an ultimatum: Get better or vacate the
nomination and let Mike Pence take
over. Even though this revelation
has been floated in the media but
not to the nominee personally, it’s revealing of the down-ballot concerns
GOP stalwarts have for the future.
The latest NBC/WSJ/Marist
Brothers poll conducted over the
second week of August in the swing
states of Colorado, Pennsylvania
and Virginia has the Democratic
candidate leading by 17, 14, 11
points respectively. The lead is massive and unprecedented for this
time in an election year. The Hillary
campaign has dropped media advertising for three weeks in August in Colorado and Pennsylvania.
That is confidence. Really. More, the
Hillary Campaign appointed San
Luis Valley native and former-Department of the Interior Secretary
Ken Salazar as chief of the Hillary
transition team.
However, now is not the time
to be complacent. The conventional
wisdom (CW) says that at this time
in previous election cycles no candidate—this year down by a 9-point
margin nationally (50-41% same
poll)—comes back to defeat the poll
leader.
This year, third party candidates figure prominently in this
presidential election. Both the Libertarian candidate Gary Johnson
and Greens candidate Jill Stein figure prominently in the same poll. If
you include their support, the count
is Clinton 43%, TheDonald 34%,
Johnson 10%, and Stein 5%. This is
still a 9-point lead by Ms. Clinton.
In Colorado the four-way count is
41%, 29%, 15%, and 6%.
But it’s never over until the
last vote is counted and the Electoral College designates the victor
as having more than the required
270 delegates as president. I would
like to think it’s over but I know better. Remember there is no President
Al Gore. He won the majority of the
popular vote in the 2000 campaign
but lost Florida’s 29 EC votes by
wrongly-counted computer punch
card “chards” and a seriously political Supreme Court decision.
September is also the last full
month of presidential campaigning
before voting starts across the country. While election day is Tuesday,
November 8, there are other dates
to mark: mail-in ballots will start
going out October 17 to registered
voters (and in most states can be
handed in anytime up until polls
close on November 8), and early in-

person voting begins
in Colorado
on Wednesday October 24 (per
RocktheVote website).
There are presidential debates, and the schedule is listed
below. While at time of writing the
schedule remains as decided last
year before TheDonald became the
GOP nominee, it is unlikely the
dates will alter. Other details, such
as who hosts and the format, may
be subject to further negotiation.
Will TheDonald show up, for that
matter?
Just as important are the
down-ballot races and this year the
US House race in Colorado’s US
District 3 is important. It is considered this year that the way District
3 goes so goes Colorado and how
Colorado swings so goes America.
This race is considered a bellwether, closely watched in Washington
by all national pollsters. US House
District 3 is the largest district in
the state, which includes Saguache
County and the other five counties
in the San Luis Valley as well as cities over the divide like Durango and
Grand Junction. So your vote matters this year, more than ever.
Thank God for the Khans—
a pivotal turning point in the
race
Presidential races often come
down to luck. So while Ms. Clinton
had a great convention, it would also
be telling how she holds up for the
remaining weeks of the race. She is
not the greatest campaigner (actually she’s pretty bad at it), but the
Hillary campaign had a plan to surround the candidate with all-star
campaigners such as Presidents
Barack and Bill, Veep Joe Biden,
and former New York mayor Michael Bloomberg, and of-course the
best campaigner for Hillary Clinton: TheDonald, whose mouth only
a mother could love (and there’s
some doubt about that).
Before the Democratic convention it looked like a bruising battle
between TheDonald and Ms. Clinton. Then the Democratic Presidential nominee Hillary Clinton was
given the testament of the Dr. Khizr
and Mrs. Ghazala Khan. And what
a testament it was. It has changed
the race, and history may well mark
this as a turning point in favor of
Democratic candidate.
The Khans’ son, US Army
Captain Humayun Khan, died in
Iraq running toward a suspicious
Baghdad taxicab when the bomb it
was carrying exploded. Just prior,
Captain Khan sent his squad away
from danger, also saving the lives of
many soldiers who were breakfasting in a barracks close by. Captain
Khan received the Bronze Star and
after his action is investigated by
the Medal of Honor office in the Pentagon it is likely he will also receive
America’s highest military honor.
But on the last night of the
Democratic convention, the audience was spellbound—as was this
writer—as Captain Khan’s dad
spoke his testament for his son.
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Two memorable lines from his
speech stand out:
“Donald Trump, you’re asking
Americans to trust you with their future. Let me ask you, have you even
read the United States Constitution?
I will gladly lend you my copy.
“Have you ever been to Arlington cemetery? Go look at the graves
of brave patriots who died defending the United States of America.
You will see all faiths, genders,
and ethnicities. You have sacrificed
nothing—and no one.”
The Greens in this election
Greens presidential candidate
Dr. Jill Stein and her Vice Presidential candidate Ajamu Baraka
appeared in a town hall format on
CNN on August 17. One would really wish that their policies (a decent living wage; serious attempts
to curb climate change; and forgiveness of student loans) were a more
intense part of the Democratic Party
policy. But wishing in this election
gets drowned out. At the moment
Dr. Stein stands at 5% nationally. To
get on the national debate stage later this month you need a 15% average across five major polls selected
by the Commission for Presidential
Debates.
Dr. Stein is an organizer, physician, an environmental-health advocate and a mother. Dr. Baraka is
an activist, writer, intellectual and
a fellow at the progressive Institute
of Policy Studies, as well as a grandfather.
The nonpartisan commission,
which determines the lineup for
every U.S. presidential election,
said the polls that will determine
this year’s lineup would be those
conducted by ABC News-Washington Post, CBS News-New York
Times, NBC News-Wall Street Journal, CNN-Opinion Research Corporation and Fox News. Currently,
Libertarian former New Mexico
Governor Gary Johnson has a better chance than Dr. Stein of getting
on that national debate stage.
So could Jill Stein be a spoiler
and deny Hillary Clinton victory
in November? She was asked this
question on the CNN Town Hall.
Her answer was no, but it is anybody’s right to run for elected office
and for President. People who are
as long in the tooth as I am recall
Ralph Nader running as a Green
in Florida who received roughly
80,000 votes and was considered a
spoiler by unforgiving critics. I am
not of this opinion in that Mr. Nader
was on the ballot in many states but
not the entire 50. While he pulled
in votes, Mr. Gore prevailed in all of
those states.
Surrogacy, the enemy of rational truth
Have you been watching Anderson Cooper’s 360 and Don Lemon’s Latenight on CNN or any of
the pundits on MSNBC, Fox News
Channel? Then you will probably
have seen TheDonald’s surrogates/
apologists espousing his latest
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thought bubbles. Hillary Clinton
has them on the same program in
the name of balance: David Axelrod, political advisor to President
Obama; Democratic commentator
and now DNC chair pro-tem Donna
Brazile; Democratic presidential
advisor Paul Begala; and David
Gergen, former advisor to four Republican presidents. They provide a
bit of sanity in the political debate.
What you see are TheDonald’s surrogates—and I have a list
of them—espousing TheDonald’s
words and his cause. They should
give all of us pause. TheDonald
surrogates are rabid. If TheDonald
speaks on any particular day saying that the world is flat, they argue it chapter and verse like their
life depends on it. The most rabid
TheDonald surrogates tend to be
thin, blonde white women, followed
by white, angry, overweight middleaged men, no matter which cable
news network you watch.
TheDonald says that President Obama is the founder of ISIS
(he isn’t) and they quote that line
of attack as gospel with fresh, angry energy. When TheDonald advocates that Second Amendment
sympathizers should do something
about Hillary or the Supreme Court
justices she may choose (reckless
and irresponsible), or that Dr. Khizr Khan is an ISIS sympathizer (he
isn’t), they quote his words chapter
and verse.
Yes, he walks these despicable comments back a few days
later, sort of, maybe, but only after
he has run off at the mouth at various events and whips up the fervor
of the crowds, making the nightly
newscasts, dictating the narrative
for several days (it beats political
advertising after all).
But it’s not stopping TheDonald as he has started to drop significantly in both national and swing
state polls in August. He is getting
more shrill, aiming to be more outrageous; so are his surrogates.
If you are following the race
MSNBC’s Morning Joe with former
GOP Congressman Joe Scarborough
with Mica Brzezinski is soothing for
Democratic voters. Every weekday
morning: the daily dirge over TheDonald’s latest utterings can be
music to the ears of those worrying
about Ms. Clinton winning. They
are not pro-Democrats, but the pundits they bring on talk reality.
Sly lies and excrement
TheDonald’s foreign policy
statement was delivered August 15.
He cast this pearl before us swine
at Youngtown University in Ohio,
to sound intellectual and forthright
while refusing to allow the foreign
policy academics to attend. While
it was said that he was speaking
from notes and prompters, history
would contradict him in some detail. He avoided mentioning President George W. Bush who was the
one responsible for the Iraq debacle.
TheDonald’s grand plan, from

.etc
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what he has disclosed publicly, is essentially what Barack Obama is doing now, which is tricky because in
his wisdom the nominee has chosen
to keep the details secret and not
disclose them to the enemy! Sigh.
He will ban all immigration
from countries in conflict or antithetical to US interests, promising
a return to cold-war vetting, whatever that means, but TheDonald
calls it “extreme vetting,” and by
God that’s what he is going to get!
Yes, folks, he will be working to
fight ISIS with America’s allies like
the insightful Russian President
Vladimir Putin, the great Egyptian
military thinker and current dictator President Ahmed Fatah al-Sisi,
and current King of Jordan Abdullah II. Lotsa luck, bud!
All this great thinking came
on top of the fact that his campaign
chairman, Paul Manafort, has received payments from the government of the Ukraine, when the
pro-Russian President Viktor Yanukovych was running things, his way,
autocratic and way out of control.
But this crap is going to get
worse. This issue augured to be
more of distraction than TheDonald
could afford. It put the Trump Campaign in panic mode and on August
16, Mr. Manafort got demoted. Stephen Bannon, the executive chairman of Breitbart News LLC, will
become the Republican campaign’s
chief executive, and Kellyanne Conway, a senior adviser and pollster
for Mr. Trump has become Campaign Manager.
Mr. Bannon has a reputation
for creatively spreading much of the
trash emanating from TheDonald’s
mouth, such as raising the question of Ms. Clinton’s health, which
is a theme the nominee has begun
to raise at campaign meetings. Ms.
Clinton’s health is not an issue at
time of writing and doesn’t have
traction thus far, but that could
change under Mr. Bannon’s media
efforts. So we can hardly wait for
this round over the next seventy
days.
TheDonald’s tax policy
Big tax cuts for the rich and
much less for lower and middle income families with a loophole which
allows TheDonald’s billions (?) to increase significantly, unencumbered
with much Internal Revenue oversight is his proposal.
Now the conventional wisdom
The CW from the seasoned politicos, who have been in presidential politics—either as campaign
directors, political candidate handlers, or presidential advisors—
since I was yea tall, is that they
have never seen anything like this
election. There is discussion also
about whether TheDonald really
wants the job.
They wonder and say privately
that what he is doing is to lose to
Ms. Clinton by a small percentage
point—say 0.5%—so he can be seen

to be a winner, yet not have to do the
job, which he doesn’t want.
If this is so, then it’s pretty
destructive not only for the Republican Party which is seeing its integrity destroyed, it’s also bad for the
republic. TheDonald’s candidacy is
having short and long-term ramifications.
In the short term it means the
GOP the possible loss of control of
the House of Representatives and
certain loss of the Senate. It casts
American democratic values and
the three arms of government to a
place where disrespect grows and
can be perceived as being dispensable. It throws into question the
integrity the office of the Speaker—
whether it is currently Paul Ryan or
whoever succeeds him—because the
Speaker is third in the line of succession after the President and Vice
President, should anything happen
to either in quick succession.
The long term is that the
world and the allies who depend on
the US for strategic protection start
hedging their bets about American
endeavors keeping a global balance.
NATO obligations are particularly fragile right now, due to TheDonald’s remarks, particularly his
pro-Putin/Russian stance. Also his
remarks are affecting the rise of
Middle-East rivalries, such as pending hostilities between Iran and
Saudi Arabia.
This is what the CW frets
about as it watches this election
process. You find this discussion on
the Politico, NBC News, and ABC
News websites or in The Washington Post and The New York Times.
The CW also says that TheDonald has reached his ceiling
of voters at around 40-45%. That
seems right in my view. But the unforeseen is the unforeseen.
The other thing the CW frets
about is that this election could be
very close no matter how the polls
ride in August. The big test is the
first debate on September 26, which
most of America will be watching.
The other debates not so much, but
the first one settles the question
for a lot of independent voters, and
once they decide they rarely change
their minds. Right now there are
about 10% undecided, voters both
campaigns need to bring them over
the top. Right now, the debates are
more needed by the Trump campaign than the Hillary campaign.
The Colorado down ballot
races
A) US Colorado House District 3. This race, between seasoned
Democratic challenger state Senator Gail Schwartz and Republican
Congressman Scott Tipton, has national prominence. If there is a major swing away from the GOP this
year, it could signal that the Republican Party could lose control of the
US House of Representatives.
The reason for this is the large
Hispanic vote in the San Luis Valley and around Durango and Grand
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The good, the bad & the ugly
—Movie recommendations
by Ish
1/ Hotel: A collage of various odd characters converge at a grand hotel in Venice. There is a documentary film crew, who are following another crew filming
a period tragedy. The producer and director engage in a
battle of wills while the staff is conspiring against them
all. Lots of symbolism and a sense of surreal acting.
Stars: Salma Hayek, Lucy Liu, Burt Reynolds, David Schwimmer and
others. (3 stars)
2/ What a Man: Alex, a typical “nice guy”, goes out of his way to
accommodate his petulant and demanding girlfriend . . . so there is a
complete surprise for Alex when he finds out she’s cheated on him and
thinks little of their relationship and ends it. It is a film that tackles the
“gender issue” very well and sends Alex through various situations as he
tries to find himself. (3 stars)
3/ The History of Future Folk: Two aliens from the planet Hondo
come to take over our planet but when they hear our human invention,
music, they abandon their mission and head to a tiny Brooklyn bar where
they play as a Hondonian bluegrass duo. The movie has some delightful
twists and is worth the watch. (3 stars)
4/ The English Teacher: Linda Sinclair (Julianne Moore) is a
40-year-old HS teacher in a small town in Pennsylvania. Her life is, in a
way, lifeless as she devours the thrill and drama of the books she reads.
Her life becomes delightfully involved when former star pupil Jason
Sherwood (Michael Angarano) returns to his small town after trying to
make it as a playwright in New York. He’s on the verge of giving up as
he’s pressured by his father, Dr. Tom Sherwood (Greg Kinnear) to go
to law school. Linda feels he shouldn’t give up and decides to produce
the play for the school, with the flamboyant Nathan Lane as the drama
teacher. A fun and well done movie. (4 stars)
5/ The Emperor’s Club: A sobering film about a principled but
flawed prep school teacher played by Kevin Kline and a rebellious student (Emile Hirsch) whose father is a senator. The film spans a 25-year
period where his students grow into situations that perhaps the teacher
influenced. Well acted and deeply human. (4 stars)

Junction. The last time District 3
changed hands was 2010 when Congressman Tipton (who lives in Cortez) beat out the San Luis Valley’s
John Salazar. Mr. Tipton is running
for a fourth term, but it is thought
that TheDonald’s racist anti-Hispanic comments hobble his chances
for re-election given the high Hispanic presence in District 3.
By contrast Gail Schwartz, a
regular visitor to Crestone and the
San Luis Valley, is well thought of.
She was elected to the Colorado
State Senate in 2006.
b) US Senator Michael Bennett is up for re-election and seeks
to be returned so that Democrats
can regain control of the Senate.
He is opposed by Republican Darryl Glenn, an El Paso County Commissioner and former Lt. Colonel in
the USAF. In the Republican caucus
held in June, a caucus which went
for Ted Cruz, he received 37.6%
votes of those who attended. Not
exactly a vote of confidence. Against
Senator Bennett, he is given very
long odds to win. But surprising
things have happened in Senate
races; we shall see.
The Presidential debate
schedule & formats, courtesy
Election Central
a) Monday, September 26,
2016 The first presidential debate.
Location: Hofstra University,
Hempstead, NY.
The first debate will be divided into six time segments of approximately 15 minutes each on
major topics to be selected by the
moderator and announced at least
one week before the debate. The
moderator will open each segment
with a question, after which each
candidate will have two minutes to
respond. Candidates will then have
an opportunity to respond to each
other. The moderator will use the
balance of the time in the segment

for a deeper discussion of the topic.
Wright State University in
Ohio originally agreed to host but
had withdrawn from holding the
first presidential debate due to
budget issues.
B) Tuesday, October 4, 2016.
The one and only vice-presidential
debate. Location: Longwood University, Farmville, VA.
The vice presidential debate
will be divided into nine time segments of approximately 10 minutes
each. The moderator will ask an
opening question, after which each
candidate will have two minutes to
respond. The moderator will use the
balance of the time in the segment
for a deeper discussion of the topic.
c) Sunday, October 9, 2016.
The second presidential debate. Location: Washington University, St.
Louis, MO.
The second presidential debate
will take the form of a town meeting, in which half of the questions
will be posed directly by citizen participants and the other half will be
posed by the moderator based on
topics of broad public interest as
reflected in social media and other
sources. The candidates will have
two minutes to respond and there
will be an additional minute for the
moderator to facilitate further discussion. The town meeting participants will be uncommitted voters
selected by the Gallup Organization.
d) Wednesday, October 19,
2016. The third presidential debate
Location: University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, NV.
The format for the third debate will be identical to the first
presidential debate.
The formats may change as
TheDonald has foreshadowed format changes and input as to who
moderates.
And the beat goes on.
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NAME :KRISTAL ANNE REISINGER
HEIGHT : 5'7"
WEIGHT : 150
AGE : 29
EYES : BLUE
HAIR : BROWN
UNIQUE SIGN : Has gauged ears and several
tattoos.

LAST SEEN :
July 13, 2016
Crestone, CO
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Saguache County Sheriff’s Department

(719) 655-2525
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Rock art
in the San Luis Valley
by Mary Lowers
Rock Art is images carved,
drawn or painted onto solid rock
surfaces. Carved or engraved images are petroglyphs, drawn or
painted images are pictographs,
and images including both techniques are known as painted petroglyphs. These rock art pieces dot
the western US.
In the San Luis Valley (SLV)
there are many known sites and
probably sites yet to be discovered.
Ron Kessler in his book SLV Rock
Art talks about the culture around
rock art, when it stops being graffiti and becomes art is a function of
time. Kessler says, “One of the ironies of the west is that if you chisel

your name on an outcrop of soft
rock on public land, you’re a vandal. But if your great grandmother
did the same at Register Rock along
the Oregon Trail one hundred and
fifty years ago she wasn’t a vandal;
instead, she created a historic artifact worthy of full protection of the

Petroglyph, possibly a hunting panel, near La Garita.

Rock art sites in
the San Luis Valley

• Sheep Creek area west of
Saguache: take CO Hwy 114.
• Carnero Creek, Penitente
Canyon, Witches Canyon, La
Garita Creek, Elephant Rock
and Barrel Springs are all north
of Del Norte on US Hwy 285.
• La Loma de San Jose, a
homestead site, Stone Quarry,
Dog Mtn, Large Kiln Gulch,
Bonafacio Gulch, Raton Creek,
Dry Creek, and Rock Creek are
located in the Del Norte area off
CO Hwy 160 or CO Hwy 159.
• The Fort Garland areas
having rock art are in the vicinity of Smith Reservoir and Trinchera Creek near CO Hwy 159.
• Cerro Ojito is a rock art site
east of La Jara at the south end
of the SLV.

Interactive map

Go online to use an interactive map of the
San Luis Valley showing images and locations of local rock art:
www.slvarchaeo.net/slvrockart.html

Petroglyph on lava near Ojo Caliente, New Mexico. 

photo by Caren Kerschner

National Park Service. And if your
rock-scribing ancestor was a Spanish soldier of three centuries ago,
or an even earlier Ute or Ancestral
Puebloan, the scratched stone surfaces gain even more historical significance.”
Most of the known rock art
sites in the SLV are found on the
west side of the valley. The art
takes many forms and may include
anthropomorphic human-like elements, zoomorphic animal-like
elements, or abstract/geometric
elements. Common colors used in
ancient pictographs or painted
petroglyphs include tan, white,
green, yellow, and red. They were
created using brushes made of animal hair or plant fiber. Caren Kershner, thirty-some-year Mineral
Hot Springs resident and knowledgeable rock art enthusiast, told
me she was marvelling to a friend
about how the ancient artists managed to make perfect concentric circles. “That’s easy,” he told her, “just
take an antler and rotate it like a
compass.” Deciphering the ancient
art often comes down to discussion

A pictograph of Our Lady of Guadalupe created in the 1940s or
50s in Penitente Canyon near La Garita.
photo by Avery Runner

that enlightens a person as to the
purpose and technique of a rock art
piece.
It is often difficult to date
rock art. As Caren Kershner said,
“I have seen rock art inside a cave
in NV so ancient they were barely
visible.” Horses and firearms depicted in the rock art indicate it
was produced after Europeans
came to the area. An Apache rock
art panel in La Jara Canyon depicts a huge horned monster slayer
with a musket. Some groups have
added to older rock art without
obliterating the original work. A
painted petroglyph in the Carnero
Creek/La Garita area is Apache in
origin with Hispanic sheepherders
added at a later time. Christian
religious iconographic images are
also a way to get an idea of how
old a rock art piece may be. Penitente Canyon, also near La Garita,
was a site where the Spanish holy
men, Los Hermanos Penitentes,
lived in prayer, fasting and seclusion. In the 1940s or 1950s some of
the brotherhood lowered an artistic
member of their group down a cliff
on a tire to paint a lovely Virgin of

Guadalupe high on a cliff wall. Underneath her image are the words
“courage” and “comfort.”
The purpose of a rock art piece
is often another mystery. Obvious
answers include hunting guides,
wherein the rock art depicts deer,
elk and other game found in the
SLV. Author Kessler thinks rock art
found at the Dry Creek site in the
Del Norte area indicates it was on
the route of an ancient Ute hunting trail.   Sometimes more onsite
research leads to a more complete
picture of why a piece is put in a
specific location. Ken Frye, retired Forest Service Archeologist,
SLV native and rock art expert,
tells an illuminating story about a
“polychrome two color” pictograph
called Three Flute Players found in
a rock shelter around the Carnero
Creek area. After visiting the site,
now-deceased Hopi Elder Thomas
Banyacya thought the pictograph
depicted “the Gray Flute Clan that
migrated to the Durango area” in
ancient times. Ken Frye brought
a flutist friend to the site, “who
continued on page B-8
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by Kim Malville
The first two weeks of September lie in the current eclipse
season. There will be an annular
solar eclipse visible in Africa on
September 1 and then two weeks
later there will be a lunar eclipse
visible practically everywhere on
the earth but the Americas. But,
despair not. Next summer on August 21 we shall have a marvelous
total eclipse in North America,
lasting over 2 minutes in Wyoming,
for instance. This month we can
see Venus in the evening soon after
sunset. Saturn and Mars are brilliant objects in the southwestern
sky in the constellation of Scorpius.
September 2-4: Watch the
slender crescent moon in the west.
On the second a beautiful tiny crescent will be close to Jupiter and below Venus above the horizon some
20 minutes after sunset. The next
night it will have moved above and
to the right of Venus. On September 4 the moon will be above the
bright star Spica.
September 8-9: The half
moon will be moving eastward
above Saturn and Mars. Below Saturn will be red Antares. Note how
it twinkles, unlike the two planets.
September 22: Autumnal
equinox occurs at 8:21am when the
sun crosses the celestial equator.

temperature
rise that destroyed the oceans. Without an
ocean to absorb carbon dioxide,
that greenhouse gas built up in the
atmosphere making it the hottest
planet in the solar system, with
an average surface temperature
of 860°F. Although its original atmosphere may have been similar to
that of the earth, today its atmosphere is made up almost completely of carbon dioxide. Whatever life
that may have formed in its warm
oceans two billion years ago was
boiled alive, like the unfortunate
frog in a pan of warming water.
Today, its atmosphere has
bizarre weather patterns that are
similar to some on the earth, in
fact, similar to some that we experience in the Front Range. Winds
blowing over our mountains set
up regular wave patterns in our
clouds. Hot winds on Venus that
blow across Aphrodite Terra, a
15,000-foot mountain range located
near Venus’ equator, rise high up in
its atmosphere and produce striking patterns, which are related to
the mountain waves that we often
see above Boulder, laid out in parallel lines, like the white keys of a
piano.

Artist’s depiction of a singing black hole.
Caltech


Mountain waves over Venus. 

NASA

Venus, the sad victim of
global warming
Venus may have been habitable early in its history. It once held
a shallow ocean, which evaporated
because of the planet’s close proximity to the sun. During perhaps
two billion years, the haze due to
water vapor resulted in a climate a
little cooler than that of the earth
right now, not unlike foggy San
Francisco. However, that water vapor eventually led to a greenhouse

Singing black holes
I have heard the mermaids
singing, each to each./I do not
think that they will sing to me.
-T. S. Eliot, The Love Song of
J. Alfred Prufrock
The frenzied feeding of gigantic black holes fills the universe
with powerful X-rays, creating an
ever-present background of cosmic
music. Although this cacophonous
choir singing in the language of
high-energy x-rays has been heard
for some time, the individual singers have remained obscure.
An instrument aboard the
Chandra satellite, known as the
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Artist’s depiction of a river on Titan. 

Radar image of a river on Titan. 

Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope
Array, (NuSTAR) is beginning to
identify the individual singing black
holes that had previously been hidden behind thick clouds of gas and
dust, like x-rays can penetrate skin
and flesh to reveal bones. For the
first time we now have sharp images of many of these black holes.  
They pull in huge amounts of gas
and dust, some of which is heated
and accelerated close to the speed
of light, producing powerful X-rays.
We can’t see the black hole
itself, but we can see the x-rays
produced just beyond its edge. And
we can see the reflection of those
x-rays in the disk of gas and dust
that orbits the black hole, as shown
in the figure.  We have hundreds of
billions of galaxies in our universe
and most contain supermassive
black holes at their centers, which
sing “each to each,” and now they
sing to us.
Titan: Saturn’s greatest
moon
Much like the water that
carved Earth’s Grand Canyon over
millions of years, liquid methane has cut a network of canyons
on Saturn’s moon of Titan, a new
study of radar images captured by
NASA’s Cassini spacecraft has revealed.
Titan is the largest moon of
Saturn, one and a half times larger
than our moon, with a surface temperature of -292°F. A most intriguing recent discovery of radar images is a glint, a reflection of dim
sunlight, coming from inside some
deep canyons. Liquid methane
lies within them, sculpting them
now as it has for millions of years.
These canyons lead to a sea the size
of Lake Superior, a vast reservoir of
methane with a depth of 600 feet.

by Carlos Oliveira

NASA

While water once carved canyons on Mars, flowing liquid water
largely disappeared a billion years
ago. Earth and Titan are the only
two worlds in the solar system
known to still harbor stable liquids. On Earth’s we have a hydrological water cycle. On Titan, it’s
a methane cycle. Methane in the
lakes and seas evaporates, rises to
condense as clouds, then returns to
the surface as rain. Methane flows
in rivers to the sea. The longest
river, Titan’s version of the Nile, is
some 250 miles long.
Once we though the Antarctic
was uninhabitable. Now it’s a home
to scientists during the Antarctic
winter when temperatures drop to
-128.6°F.   Sometime in the distant
future, perhaps people will explore
the surface of Titan. What an alien
place they will encounter. Titan is
rotationally locked with Saturn,
meaning that at certain latitudes,
Saturn will be hanging overhead.
Faintly visible in hazy brown light,
it will appear eleven times larger
than our moon, with its magnificent
rings extending far beyond. Saturn
has more moons than any other
planet, 64 at last count. Some of
these may be visible moving in its
dusky sky. The interior of Titan may
contain “magmas” of liquid water
and ammonia, which could harbor
strange forms of water-based life.
But, this is the place to go if you’re
looking for life unlike anything
we know on Earth. Instead of being water-based, it may use liquid
hydrocarbons as a solvent. If such
life forms exist, they would demonstrate a Second Genesis and reveal
the ease with which life could populate the hundreds of billions of galaxies in our cosmos.
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Hemp in the San Luis Valley
continued from page 1
panels.   Hemp also makes lightweight insulating material equivalent to R-13.   It is a nutritious
food providing a complete protein
and makes milk, beer, pasta, seeds
and oils. Thomas Jefferson grew
hemp which was used to make
rope and canvas products for ships
and pulp for paper.  Hemp is used
for phytoremediation for removal,
degradation, or containment of
contaminants in soils. Around the
abandoned Chernobyl nuclear power plant in Ukraine, hemp is helping to reduce soil toxicity.
Healing properties
Hemp contains the chemical cannabidiol or CBD. CBD has
many potential medical applications without side effects and no
psychoactivity. Research has shown
it to have strong anti-inflammatory
properties. It  is effective in reducing cancer cell growth, minimizing
seizures and convulsions, mitigating pain and providing therapeutic
relief.
Department of Agriculture
presentation
Duane Sinning said the
State’s industrial hemp program
registers growers of industrial
hemp and samples the crop to verify that the THC concentration does
not exceed 0.3% on a dry weight
basis. Registration is required for
both commercial production as well
as for research and development
with industrial hemp. Certified
seed assures it is a true agricultural product. Profits from hemp

range from $250-400/acre. Sinning
said Colorado is setting a standard
and the SLV plays a critical role.
Though the largest hemp farm in
the United States is in Eaton, CO,
many southern Colorado farmers
see a profit to be made in hemp,
including those in the SLV. In one
year registrations have nearly doubled as have indoor and outdoor
production in the state. Sinning’s
advice was that the County should
not step in and regulate distances
between hemp and marijuana. Information on registration can be
found at www.colorado.gov/pacific/
agplants/industrial-hemp.
Participants agreed that educating people about hemp’s benefits and addressing their fears was
critical. Twenty-three states have
now enacted pro-industrial hemp
legislation.  
Advantages to the County
Jason Knox, CEO and founder of Feno Seed Bank in the valley
cultivates seeds. In 2015 a 16-acre
field yielded 10,600 lbs of hemp material from 1.76 lbs of hemp seed,
a 6022:1 ratio. This worked out to
5500 lbs of hemp flower material,
2500 lbs of hemp stem material
and 2600 lbs of hemp seed.
All the attendees felt hemp
could generate jobs and contribute to the county’s economy. Ken
Anderson, County Commissioner,  
said one day it might be possible to
set up a processing plant here. The
market for hemp seed and fiber in
the U.S. surpassed $600 million
last year alone.

“We are affordable!”
$5 to $8 per hour

Depending on apartment style
Everything included:
• All care
• Transportation
• RN oversight • Housekeeping
• Food
• Laundry
• Utilities

$11 per hour

$25 per hour

Nursing home
Including all living
expenses

In-home care
Does not include food,
housing, utilities, etc.

3407 Carroll Street, Alamosa, CO
719.587.3514
www.alamosaassistedliving.com
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Smoke Column

Community information on first response

Surface fire climbing into the canopy in the Pioneer Fire in Idaho in July.

2016 FireWise funding approved
On August 16 the Saguache
County Commissioners voted to
approve funding for the 2016 season. Although they decided not to
vote on the proposal to unify the
program, as submitted by Daniel
S. Johnson, funding was allocated
to continue offering free wildfire
hazard assessments and handson mitigation to Saguache County
residents in fire-prone areas.
This year, a team of wildfire
experts has been assembled from
Saguache, Crestone and the Baca
to work together. This will allow
quicker response to requests for
services and more manpower for
larger projects.
Any firefighter in the county
who wishes to participate in the
program must attend a training
day run by Johnson to ascertain
skill levels, on which pay will be
determined. A red card for wildfire
and higher qualifications will also
be taken into account. Association
with a fire department is necessary for insurance coverage, unless personal liability insurance is
in place.
Homeowners, or those needing a site assessment before building, can call for a free assessment. A qualified expert will be

dispatched to do a full assessment
of the structure, building materials, flammable vegetation which
might lead fire to a structure, and
many other aspects of protection.
If work needs to be done, homeowners are invited to work with
the team to learn how to protect
your own property in the future. If
a homeowner is unable to do the
work, the team will complete the
job gratis. All persons wanting
this service are required to watch
an educational video found on the
Saguache County website, or request a DVD version to view at the
time of the assessment.
“We expect to achieve Firewise Communities certification for
numerous towns or geographical
areas of the county this year,” says
Johnson. “This will aid in continuing funding for the future.”
Anyone who has called in the
past few months is already on the
list for service, which will begin in
September. The team will call to
schedule a good time to meet with
the homeowner. All others will be
added to the list in order of calling.
To sign up for the training day or
to get on the list for services, the
number is 719-480-9764.

Free	
  Wildfire	
  Mitigation	
  Continues	
  in	
  2016	
  
• For homes in wildfire-sensitive areas
of Saguache County
• Hazard assessments & mitigation plans
• Hands-on work with homeowners
• Required for most home insurance
• By a team of wildfire experts	
  

	
  

Call	
  Daniel	
  S.	
  Johnson	
  at	
  (719)	
  480-‐9764	
  
From	
  Saguache	
  County	
  and	
  FireWise	
  Communities	
  

Building our community one project at a time since 1993

Potter Excavation, Inc.

PO Box 523

719-256-4063

by Chris Botz
If you call for the ambulance,
please remember to turn on your
car’s emergency flashers if you are
able, especially if you don’t have an
address sign. Thanks.  
This has been a busy summer—much Search and Rescue and
a number of small fires.  
We are continuing to recruit
for both Fire and EMS. Please feel
free to stop by any of our trainings
or give us a call at 719-256-4781.
This is the Baca Firehouse number
but we will pass along your calls and
inquiries to the Search and Rescue,
EMS and either Crestone or Baca
Fire service.  Thanks.  

Baca Fire and EMS had a benefit on August 20. Thanks to those
that came out and supported us!  
Remember the Haunted House that
Baca EMS and Fire will be putting
on for Halloween, Saturday October
29.   There will be details in next
month’s Eagle.  
There is information about
FireWise at the Baca POA office
and firehouse.   Daniel S. Johnson
is handling all mitigation requests
with the funds provided by Saguache County. His number is 719480-9764. Remember that defensible space is key.
We continue to train and respond.  Thanks for your support!

SAVE THE DATE
Hosted by the Saguache County Treasurer
Online Tax Sale Seminar
Seminar for Bidders
*October 4 @ 1:pm
*Road & Bridge meeting room, 305 3rd Street, Saguache CO
*The purpose for the seminar is to educate bidders on the process
for registering and bidding on the online tax sale.
*A representative from SRI will be on hand to answer questions and
demonstrate the system
*Anyone interested in participating in the online sale is encouraged
to attend.
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In Search of Economic Reality
Prison should be for those who endanger others
by Ed Lyell
The US federal government
and most states have created laws
and punishment that focus on lifestyle choices while not punishing
those who damage others. We put
thousands into prison because they
use illegal drugs. Not just those
who sell drugs that hurt others,
but just for smoking pot or crack
themselves. Meanwhile we do not
punish drunk drivers, street racing
drivers, Wall Street con artists or
arsonists.
I have written before about
why we are soft on drunk drivers.
We have many judges, lawyers, legislators and cops who have drinking problems and they write and
enforce the laws that do not take
the dangerous off the streets. Europe and other countries have stiff
penalties for drunk driving and
thus have less than 10% as many
people damaged by drunk drivers,
adjusted for population differences.
Denver is having a streak of
street racing crime, many of which
is damaging other people or their
property. Recently an innocent
driver in another car was murdered
by such an irresponsible driver. Often the police know who is doing
this but cannot stop them before
the race, and find that the courts
do not punish them when caught.
Wall Street traders and their
big banks committed multiple il-

legal fraud acts in lying to people
about home mortgages; and to investors about derivatives based on
multiple layers of home loans and
related insurance schemes. Yet
almost none of these white collar
criminals have done a day in jail
or even lost their job. Instead the
US fines them and their company
a small percentage of the ill-gotten
gain. Even worse, the company
pays the fine and can deduct that
cost from their taxes.
The big banks are exploiting
the rest of us again. They focus primarily on the ill-educated and poverty stricken. An expanding category of fraud is in the programs that
offer financing for homes and cars,
calling them rent to buy. This is
again trapping people in high cost,
low value cars and homes. Some
dealers have been discovered selling a lemon car as many as 7 times
to 7 different people. That scam
puts people in cars with recalls not
fixed or electrical damage from being in floods. When the car breaks
down, or that individual misses
even one payment, these exploitative contracts permit the dealer to
repossess the car without notice.
Any payments by the borrower are
lost since no equity in the car is
ever created. Then that same car
can be sold again and again.
Now many large real estate
investment trusts (REITs) are

purchasing thousands of homes in
failing neighborhoods and selling
them as rent to own. Contract details show that the buyer/borrower
builds no equity and often must
pay for all repairs and damages.
Some of these deals involve people
moving into and living in homes
that the city has tagged for demolition and made illegal for occupation. Yet when the renter/buyer is
discovered and thrown out on the
street the big business owner of
the property is left with no penalties and gets to keep any money received in the deal.
This white collar type of fraud
continues to wipe out thousands
and perhaps now millions of low
income, limited literacy people who
are not making living wages even if
working more than one job. These
desperate people see no option but
to take the car deal, or the house
deal, even if they suspect something is wrong. These big business
exploiters should be losing their
money and their freedom as they
are put in prison for years.
My most recent category of
bad guys not being punished are
the many arsonists that have
been setting wild fires in the west.
These individuals destroy lives by
taking away someone’s home and
possessions, leaving them with
nothing. Hard working people and
older people on pensions find that

their home has been burned to the
ground and many have no insurance protection. Yet the arsonist
is often not caught and if caught
is seldom charged with a felony.
Arsonists, like the one who set at
least 3 major fires in and around
Lower Lake, CA, will be subject to
a felony charge, but one wherein
the penalty is usually fewer than 3
years. Those fires destroyed thousands of acres of land, over a thousand homes and buildings, and destroyed the lives of innocent people.
Smoke a joint and go to jail
for decades, but burn down hundreds of homes, destroy people’s
future and you do less time than
some of those families will spend in
tax payer or charity based shelters
and trailers. We should make such
crimes worthy of 20 or more years
in prison, perhaps building pre-fab
homes for those damaged.
Letting out some pot smokers
will not damage others and that
would create space for other far
more damaging criminals.
Ed Lyell, Professor of Business and Economics Adams State
University ehlyell@adams.edu

For Sale By Owner

House located on greenbelt, creek
with lots of beautiful trees.
Great income property for retreats
and vacation rentals.
6 bedrooms/3 baths, 3,100 s.f.
$245,000 or best offer
24 hour notice for viewing

globalspirit13@gmail.com
719.588.2114

Life is busy, so convenience is
key, that’s why I do all my
banking at Aventa. Not only
can I walk into a branch where
they know my name, but I get
the 24/7 convenience of their
Online and Mobile Banking
service, plus free Bill Pay*.
-EthAN, 28

aventa.com

Aventa Credit Union...Your Money. Your Life. Your Way.
For more information, visit aventa.com or call 719.482.7600.
*Some features may not be available on mobile bill pay. Bill Pay is a free service if you utilize the service monthly, after 90 days of non-use you will incur a $5.50 monthly charge. Federally Insured by NCUA. Membership
Qualifications Apply.
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Dara Blumenhein
303.709.3995
Zillow Premier Agent

Shirley Motz 719.937.1691
Top Producer 2013
Top 1000 Trends Journal Realtors

$975,000 4BD 4BA Completely off-grid, 4,325 sq,ft.
magnificent
masterpiece
home built & remodeled by
owner. Greenhouse, sauna,
hot tub, studio, horse corrals. Backs to National park.

$490,000 Very unique Feng
Shui retreat built on 4 acres
with earth changes in mind.
3 sep living spaces, off-grid.
Beautiful stone & tile
throughout. Meditation Kiva
w/stained glass. 707695

REDUCED

REDUCED

$335,000 Spacious 3BD
2BA home with passive
solar. Majestic views, low-E
windows. Custom detail
throughout, high ceilings,
lots of natural light, oversized master shower. On 3.2

$257,000 2BD 2BA. Million
dollar views of Crestone Needle & valley! Beautifully situated contemporary home build
in 2014. 1 acre next to the
creek. New appliances. Deck
and screened-in porch. 717326

$225,000 Preppers, Hunters,
those that like indoor gardening and seclusion-Here it
is! This home is on 40 acres,
completely off grid, surrounded by BLM Owner
financing available. 719842

$475,000 Owner financing
available on this income
producing property includes main home, cottage
apartment, Geometric Sacred Space, and tons of
garden space. 719847

$420,000 2BD 1BA 41
pristine acres in the Grants.
Great retreat property. Solar
system. 3550 sq,ft, with
home and meeting/retreat
building. Creek runs through
property. 703497

$395,000 3BD 2BA premier
custom built Lee Mitchell
home. Exterior Cempo
walls, indoor stucco, R32
insulation, very energy
efficient, open floor plan.
On 3 creekside lots. 718277

NEW LISTING

REDUCED

$254,000 Motivated seller!
1.5 story 2BD 1.75BA, tile
& wood floors w/radiant
heat. Sunroom, fenced yard,
steam shower. Private cul-de
-sac, high on the mountain!
699605

$235,000 Lovely off grid
home, attention to detail,
high ceilings, custom kitchen, excellent views, fenced
in yard. Green house, amazing views. 721893

$225,000! Unique property
with 2 units and office
space, 3BD 2¾BA, full
sauna, 33’ grow dome, orchard. Borders greenbelt &
creek. 699764

SOLD

SOLD

REDUCED

$225,000 Oversized garage,
2/2 on 1 acre with grow
dome, screened porch ,
fenced yard, great views,
garage could have apt.
710119

$220,000 2BD 2BA, spacious straw bale home. Radiant heat, wood burning
stove. Amazing views off
decks and patio. Creak meanders through the property!
699757

$219,500 3BD 2 BA on 3
consolidated lots, garage,
fenced yard, garden, hot tub,
open floor plan, hearthstone
stove. Lovely treed, close to
town, with wonderful mountain views. 715889

$199,000 Spacious store/
shop with large garage door,
located on 1.5 acres. Commercial town well, commercial kitchen. 2BA & laundry
room. Quonset hut, plenty of
storage & garages. 716243

$194,900-Special little hideaway Deltec home in Chalet
11. Features art studio, sauna, beautiful little fenced
garden& deck, all one level

$199,900 3BA 2BA, attached garage. Home for
large family; spacious
rooms, vaulted ceilings, 6
panel doors, tiled floor,
fenced yard, deck. Sits on 3
lots, on private cul-de-sac.
709053

$375,000 Partially finished
construction, this property
is part of an estate. Taking
offers-price
reduced
$100,000 for quick sale!
call Crestone Realty for
details. 709800

$229,500 Cozy 3BD 2BA
1500 sq ft beautifully situated Victorian Ross Chapin
cottage. ETS & baseboard
heat. High ceilings, sky
lights & fenced-in back yard.
699770

$199,900 3BD 2BA, spacious, light home. Fireplace,
vaulted ceilings, new carport; sits on 3 consolidated
lots, at the end of the street.
Downstairs has own entrance. 708971

REDUCED

$199,000 4BD 1BA Large
home on 7+ acres in the
Grants. Tons of charm!
Built in 1998, 2555 sq.ft.
with add. guest cottage,
outbuildings, off-grid for
self-sustainability. 717290

$194,500
Cheerful-Great
builders home near Cottonwood creek, contemporary
styled 2 story , oversized
carport, mtn. views and
balcony on 2nd story.
721597

REDUCED

$189,500 Recently remodeled, bright, spacious, cozy
duplex with private patios
5BD 2BA. Conveniently
located on the edge of town.
Close to Charter School &
grocery store. 699772

$189,000 Secluded, close to
Willow Creek with views,
surrounded by greenbelt.
Spacious kitchen, appliances. Green construction, fire
resistant, kitchen gardens,
solar shades . 711195

REDUCED

$179,500 3BD 2BA 1434 sq
ft cute Victorian Ross Chapin cottage home. ETS &
baseboard heat. High ceilings, skylights, private balcony with amazing views.
Convenient to town. 699771

$179,000 Unique home on
1.5 acres, 4BD 2BA. Beautiful wood walls, spacious
living room with sunroom.
Large, fenced-in yard, carport. Adj. shop with commercial well also for sale.
716242

$175,000 Motivated seller!
2BD 1½BA. Backs to greenbelt & creek. Passive solar,
year-round warm earth mass
floor. Custom kitchen. Bathroom with garden tub,
screened-in porch. 699761

$171,000 2BD 2BA close to
Crestone Charter school.
New paint, newly remodeled
kitchen features stainless
appliances, Brazilian granite
counters. Lovely sunroom,
and workshop/studio 721535

$169,500 2BD 1BA Last
century feel! Private, mountain views. Home sits on 1
acre, has a deep well, landscaped, with new roof, new
paint. Wood shed, partial
fencing, woodstove. 717458

$159,000 An adorable café
with commercial well on 3
acres. Excellent views. Commercial kitchen & appliances, spacious dining room,
2BA, office space and storage room. 716246

$159,000 Surrounded by
trees, spacious 3BD 2BA.
1817 sq.ft. living room,
dining room, large family
room, fireplace. Master
suite has 5pc bath. 2-car
garage. Qualifies FHA, VA

$150,000 Nestled in between the town of Crestone
& Chalets I. 2 floors, 2BD, 2
BA, bright, spacious living
room with high ceilings,
private balcony and patio.
699773

$145,000 Nestled in Downtown Crestone, this cozy
1024 sq ft home is bright &
spacious, with great views of
the Sangre de Cristo Mountain range. 712504

$144,000 Beautiful Baca
Meadows Town Home. 2
floors, 2BD 2BA, spacious
living room with high ceilings, private balcony & patio
areas. Convenient to town.
699781

$144,000 2BD 1½BA vacation home, high up on the
mountain,
unsurpassed
mountain & valley views. 1
car garage, all appliances,
chest freezer, washer/dryer.
Large windows, solar .

$139,500 Great getaway
home near Cottonwood
Creek. Builder’s own home,
great room with vaulted
ceilings, quality craftsmanship; loft could be guest
area. 699734

NEW LISTING

$139,000 7.71 acres, town
artesian well, 1352 sq ft.
2BD 2BA, great views,
plenty of storage. Detached
garage, storage container,
shed. Commercial/residential
zoning. 710441

$119,000 Eclectic, artsy
home in traditional adobe
style, surrounded by privacy
wall, gardens & trees. Guest
quarters, 2 wood stoves, art
studio. Amazing deal!

REDUCED

UNDER CONTRACT

UNDER CONTRACT

SOLD

$99,900 Reduced from
$175,000 to $99,900. Owner
paid more than this for the 5
creek lots. Finish this home
and have one of the best
spots in the Baca GrandeBuilders, this is your chance
to make a quick flip! 709580

$72,500 Nice 3BD 1BA
starter on retirement home.
Wood stove, garage, metal
roof. Situated on 6 lots with
expansive mountain views &
garden space, on shared well.
FHA, VA or USDA. 705685

$68,500. Fantastic views in a
secluded area. Large living
room 3BD 2 BA. Built in
2000. Swamp cooler, pantry,
new deck. 723295

$25,000 14X64 on 1 acre in
Lazy KV estates. HOA fee
includes, water bill for the
year, fishing pond, and clubhouse. Bank says sell!
421948
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Rock art in the San Luis Valley
continued from page B-1
played his flute right here. You
could hear it all over the area. This
spot’s a natural amphitheatre.
That’s probably why they put that
image here.”
Birds including cranes, eagles and other winged creatures
are a theme in SLV rock art. The
Big Bird Petroglyph site which because of its rarity and its location
(so remote there’s only vehicle access through private land), is kept
secret by the Rio Grande National
Forest (RGNF) was discovered in
1984 in the wilderness near Monte
Vista/Del Norte. According to the
RGNF, “The Big Bird Petroglyph’s
thought to be a rendition of a Sandhill or a Whooping Crane from
the Archaic Period fifteen hundred
years ago.” Projectile points and
stone tools found near the rock art
helped date it.
Caren Kershner told me one
of her favorite SLV rock art sites is
located on the southeast side of the
valley near Fort Garland. Located
in the Trinchera Creek area, the
site at first looks like an abstract/
geometric piece but as you look
closer you see what appears to be
“corn and other nut-like things.”
A field and irrigation map may be
part of this site. Caren said, “The
people who did the glyphs are very
artistic. There are many ways to
interpret them. Some are utilitarian in nature depicting a trail or
water. Some look as though maybe
someone saw a shadow and was
inspired.” A site near Smith Reservoir, also near Fort Garland, depicts a round human head with obvious Pueblo influences.
So get out there before the
winter winds blow cold and check
out some of the SLV’s rock art galleries.

Be aware
All rock art sites are protected by state & federal laws
including:
• Antiquities Act (1906)
• Archeological
Resources
Protection Act (1979)
• Native American Graves
Protection & Repatriation Act
(1990).

Rock art etiquette
• Sites are very fragile &
once damaged cannot be restored.
• Never touch rock art surfaces with bare hands. Oils
from skin can chemically alter
the rock surface. Insects and
animals can be attracted by the
smell of skin oils.
• Never try to take chalk
rubbings or attempt to alter an
image in any way.
• Watch where you step at
rock art sites so you don’t step
on rock panels which you may
not have noticed.

Caren Kerschner, local rock art enthusiast next to a petroglyph in southern Colorado/
northern New Mexico.

RAPIN & COMP
TER Builder Since 1976 ANY
Shield Petroglyph in the southern San Luis Valley/northern New Mexico.

photo by Caren Kerschner
Richard & Elinor Laurie

719.256.4032

• New homes • Additions
• Remodels • Decks
elinor1320@fairpoint.net
Licensed and Insured

IN VALLEY LUMBE
A
T
N
U
R
MO
Route 285 / County Road X ~ Saguache

655-2400

Architectural & Interior Design
Sustainable
| Healthy | Energy
Efficient
Architectural
& Interior
Design

New Construction | Renovations
Sustainable | Healthy
Residential
| Energy
| Commercial
Efficient
New Construction | Renovations
web | carriecaverly.wordpress.com
Residential | Commercial
303.885.8665 | carriecaverly@gmail.com
web | carriecaverly.wordpress.com
303.885.8665 | carriecaverly@gmail.com

Crestone Mountain
Crestone llc
Mountain
Builders
Builders llc
20 Years Experience Building
in theExperience
San Luis Valley
20 Years
Building
in the San Luis Valley
Design-Build
Construction
Design-Build & Renovation

Construction & Renovation

Shane Caverly
(719) 239-4111
Shane
Caverly
ShaneCaverly@gmail.com

(719) 239-4111
ShaneCaverly@gmail.com
Experienced
| Local

| Trusted | Insured
Experienced | Local | Trusted | Insured

House Logs  Beams  Aspen Paneling
Lumber  Fencing  Firewood  Animal Bedding

Quality Forest Products
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GardenGuru
Ramblings about native treasures
for harvesting when the little petals
that covered the seeds fell off, exposing the ripe seeds beneath. Also, the
back of the head turned yellow: earlier in the season it would be green.
“To harvest the larger heads, I
put a basket on my back, and knife
in hand, passed from plant to plant,
cutting off each large head close to
the stem; the severed heads I tossed
into my basket. These heads I did
not let dry on the stalk, as birds
would devour the seeds.
“My basket filled, I returned to
the lodge, climbed the ladder to the
roof, and spread the sunflower heads
upon the flat part of the roof around
the smoke hole, to dry. The heads
were laid face downward, with the
back to the sun.”
“When the heads had dried
for about four days, the seeds were
threshed out, and I would fetch in
from the garden another supply of
heads to dry and thresh.” “To thresh
the heads, a skin was spread and the
heads laid on it face downward and
beaten with a stick.”
Later she describes parching
the seeds in a clay pot, stirring them
and testing them with her teeth until they “bit dry and crisp”. We can do
this over low heat in a heavy skillet.
Buffalo Bird Woman says her people
then ground the seeds, presumably
without shelling them, into a meal
that was added to other dishes. The
fat they contributed was an important addition to their diet. In our
day, it is a healthy fat that can offset
some of the saturated fats prevalent
in American diets.
Rocky Mountain Bee Plant
is the beautiful pink-purple flower
that grows along roadsides and in
our gardens.   Originally thought to

Rocky Mountain Bee Plant (cleome serrulata). 
photo by Ron Dessain

Sunflower. 

be a cleome, it has recently been reclassified as a legume, based on genetic testing. While it is beautiful, it
has an offensive aroma that keeps
it safe from predators. The young
plants were used as a spring green,
after parboiling and draining the
water. This may need to be done a
few times.
In Wild Plants of the Pueblo
Province by Dunmire and Tierney,
the authors say, “An alternative
method employed by the people at
San Juan Pueblo to remove the bitter flavor has been to boil the greens
with a piece of corncob. Supplementing meals with beeplant continues to be so widespread that many
Puebloans refer to it as “wild spinach” or “Indian spinach.”
Natives also harvested the greens,
pounded them into a pulp and fermented them, then dried them into
a cake that could be stored for later
use. Several years ago when I was
visiting Acoma Pueblo in New Mexico, a woman told me they used the
fermented cake as a traveling food.
She also used it to make the black
paint that decorated the beautiful
black-on-white pottery that she was

selling. The seedpods yield small
edible beans, which can be used as
green or dried beans, although they
should be parboiled and drained and
cooked before seasoning.
While these native plants are
not commonly used as food plants
in our time of abundant commercial foods and prepared snacks, we
can remember them as important
backup foods, should that time of
commercial availability end. I like
to leave space for a few of these valuable native plants in my garden
every year. Besides their beauty,
they act as a seed bank for possible
future needs. Who knows what the
future holds.

photo by Ron Dessain

John Nelson Masonry
50+ Years’ Experience

719.588.1034

Website: nelsonjohnt.wix.com/
john-nelson-masonry

WOODMAN DESIGN

by Matie Belle Lakish
Native food plants have been
an obsession of mine for many years.
Possibly it’s the genetic heritage of
my Cherokee great-great grandmother, or maybe the panic I sometimes feel about being too dependent
on the multi-national food industry.  
Whatever the reason, the beauty
and versatility of our native plants
intrigue me. Sunflowers and Rocky
Mountain Bee Plant, two of those natives, adorn our meadows and roadsides in August and into September.  
Most of us have picked up a
package of roasted and salted sunflower seeds to snack on, and sunflowers often volunteer in gardens
around the base of the birdfeeder.
Many of us enjoy watching the Goldfinches and other seed-eating birds
eagerly harvesting the high-energy
seeds to fuel their migration. Recently sunflowers have become a favorite
ornamental, with new colors and
shapes appearing in catalogs yearly,
but very few of us actually raise sunflowers as a food crop.
A favorite book of mine is Buffalo Bird Woman’s Garden, Agriculture of the Hidatsa Indians by Gilbert L. Wilson. Buffalo Bird Woman,
born about 1837, and an old woman
when she was interviewed for the
book, describes the sunflower varieties and practices that her people
used to grow this high-energy seed.  
Sunflowers were the first crop to be
planted, as soon as the soil could be
worked, and were planted about 2”
deep in hills of three. The heads were
one of the last crops to be harvested. Her people harvested the large
heads, some up to 11” across, separately from the smaller heads. She
says, “Our sunflowers were ready

256-4252

Planning on building?
The most important place to put the money for
your new house is into your plans.

It’s a small percentage of the cost of the entire
job, but thinking it all through and putting it on
paper now will aid clear communication with
your builder and ensure the most enjoyment
and economy to you for years to come.
Let’s talk.
Janet Woodman
719-937-3767
woodmandesign@fairpoint.net
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There’s No Such Thing
As A Weed


by Dorje Root, RH (AHG)

Cow Parsnip (Heracleum lanatum)
Although the Umbelliferae
family contains several wellknown poisonous species, such as
Poison Hemlock and Water Hemlock, Cow Parsnip could not possibly be mistaken for one of those.  
With its dinner plate-sized deeply
lobed leaves and white flowers in
an umbel up to 12” across, it’s fairly distinct from its delicate-leaved
cousins.  Cow Parsnip grows along
the creeks of Crestone and the
Baca.  This is a plant that I have
been taught about, and harvested,
but never used, so the knowledge I
pass on about this plant is not experiential.  

I have heard that the plant
is edible in parts, but based on its
smell I probably wouldn’t venture
there unless it was a matter of survival.   The young, tender shoots
and the older stalks, peeled, can be
eaten if necessary, boiled in many
changes of water.  Again with the
caveat of survival food.
The seed and the root of Cow
Parsnip are used medicinally, both
for the stomach and nervous system. The seeds are considered to
be anti-spasmodic and carminative.   Both parts should be dried
before using internally, fresh or
dried for external use.   The seed

Join us for a lecture and workshop on:

can be put in a blender with olive
oil to be used for sore gums; it’s
less irritating than clove oil. A
tincture of the dried seeds can be
used for nausea, usually in doses
of one or two drops.
The tea of the dried root is also
a tonic for nausea and cramping.
The fresh root can be made into a
tincture or strong tea and put into
a bath for recent paralysis, spinal
or nerve injuries or inflammation.
It has also been useful as an oil or
salve for sciatica.
Harvest with gloves on—Cow
Parsnip can be irritating to the
skin and cause rashes in some people. Not for pregnancy.
As a flower essence:   “For the
highly sensitive individual who has
covered it up with being overly responsible, takes life too seriously
and feels that they are responsible
for everything, often with an underlying sense of insecurity. Promotes
inner strength; assists with the
process of adapting to a new environment; encourages peace of mind
and contentment with present circumstances, even during times of
intense transition and change.”

Cow Parsnip (Heracleum lanatum).

Dorje Root, RH (AHG) is an
herbalist and natural healer, also
working with Plant Spirit Medicine, Intuitive Energy Healing and
‘The Journey’ cellular healing. For
an appointment call 719-937-7786
or visit www.rootsofhealing.com

How to Grow Your Own Edible Food Forest
A two day seminar presented by
Founder & Director, Jerome Osentowski
of Central Rocky Mountain Permaculture Institute.
Learn to design, install, and maintain a perennial forest garden.
$10  Lecture / $55  Handson Workshop
or
$60 for both classes
Thurs. Sept. 15th 7pm9pm
&
Fri. Sept. 16th 9am5pm

CRAIG ELECTRIC
STEVE DOSSENBACK
ME29753

Home 719-256-5951
Cell 719-588-9626
sdossenback@gmail.com

Held @ Crestone Meadows, Crestone, CO
For ticket info, call: 7199377664

Picture Your New Life

P.O. BOX 1178
CRESTONE, CO 81131

Make it a Reality
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Yo ur Ho me

Vivia L awson
Broke r/Owne r

, 2 bed , 2 bat h,
505 Arrowhead Way
, stu dio/shop &
addition al apartment
let I. $265,000
Cha
in
High
.
ouse
gre enh

323 Holiday Way. Single-lev el on
private cul de sac near town. 3 bed,
2 bath, garage. Nic e views!

Yo ur Ne w Lif e

NE
W
LI
ST
IN
G
!

4 bed, 2 bat h, studio 1,520 sf,
2-c ar. Tre e s, landsc aping,
loc at ion. $2 27,500

359 N. C haparral, 4 bed, 2 3/4
bath. Great C hale t I loc ation.
Updat e s & lots of spac e!

3356C Camino del Rey, 1981 sf
Nic e house! Sunroom, views!

S OL D!

3919 C ordia l Way
1552 Fore st Hill OL
114-115 Sky view Way

Unde r C ont rac t
4417 Twin vie w C our t
High up, fabu lous vie ws!

1202 Hilltop Way

3885C Capric e Way

tow n.
3 ac re s ne ar
spa c e s.
ion /prac t ic e
it
hib
ex
io/
S tud

www.SangreD.com

116 South Alder S treet, Suite A
Sangre de C risto Inn Building
Nor th of the post of fic e in
downtown C restone

719.256.5800
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Mountain Mamas
Tell Tall Tales
Circle S Ranch: The joy
of farm animals

by Kizzen Laki
Chickens!   Let’s get chickens
and goats and maybe some rabbits
and a dog and cat and be homesteaders, maybe farmers and grow
our own food.   Young greenhorns
with stars in their eyes turned loose
upon the landscape.
In 1973, after nearly a year
of living on the 1000-acre Gumm
Ranch near Nathrop, CO my husband and I, young 20-somethings
new to Colorado, moved closer to
Buena Vista. By hanging out at her
downtown cafe we became friends
with Marie Skogsburg, the grand
dame Mrs. S, relic of old mining
days, St. Elmo and owner of the
Circle S Ranch. The Circle S sat
about 6 miles west of Buena Vista
up against the foothills, on the
south side of the road right before
you enter Cottonwood Creek Canyon, within walking distance of the
Cottonwood Hot Springs.
The Circle S had a main house
where the grand dame lived, and a
smaller ranch caretaker cabin near
by.  Mrs S needed someone to do odd
jobs on the non-working ranch, we
needed a place to rent.   A perfect
match.   The cabin was in a sweet
spot. Mount Princeton swept up
behind, the valley stretched out in
front and below. Close enough to
town to hitch a ride if the old truck
broke down.
We got a dog. A black pup we
named Ena. Cuddly, wiggly and
silky.   The cabin came with an old
chicken house, some pens near an
irrigation ditch. Everything needed
fixing up.  Handyman husband was
in heaven. I wanted chickens.  And
a goat.  
We met some people who were
moving and had chickens to give
away.  About half a dozen hens and
a rooster for free to protect the flock.  
Great! We saw an ad in the local
paper for a nanny goat for sale for
$10.  Such a deal (beware of deals).  

When we went to get the goat she
was in a pen and as we approached,
she reared up and slammed her
head against the fence—repeatedly.
“Stop that!” said the owner. “It’s ok,”
said I, “she’s only being friendly”.  I
fell in love immediately.   My very
own goat.  This former city kid now
owns a goat! A half-Nubian halfsomething-or-other real live goat!  
We’d have goat’s milk and cheese
that I’d learn to make—once she’s
“freshened”. We were in the small
homesteading business.
Did you know that chickens are
descended from dinosaurs? I didn’t,
but the rooster did.   Tyrannosaurus Rex. We let the chickens go free
range—that’s what Ms. S said to do.
Red the rooster took his job seriously.   Every time I tried to approach
the coop, or sometimes just step into
the yard, he would fly at my legs,
racking them with his claws.  Ouch!  
I’d run away and he’d give chase.  
I’d run to the safety of the porch
while he patrolled the yard, keeping
one dinosaur eye on me.   I wanted
to make friends. We did this for a
couple of weeks, me running around
the house and coop being pursued
by the emboldened rooster. Finally
I’d had enough of this and picked up
a long stick and gave that rooster a
smack. We battled—a fight for dominance—a scene fit for a movie—me
smacking the rooster, him flying at
my legs.  I’d smack him again like a
softball with feathers flying through
the air until I had HIM running
around the yard.  
I made my point. We made our
peace, sorta.  From then on I never
went out to the yard or chicken coop
without my stick. He’d watch me
with his beady eyes looking for an
opportunity to strike.   Sometimes
I’d smack him just for the hell of it.
The goat didn’t give milk. We
just fed her food, expensive stuff
from the feed store.   When I’d enter her pen, she would sometimes

Crestone Mobile Veterinary Service
Providing local high quality, compassionate
veterinary care for your pets.
Call with any questions or to make an
appointment
719-588-4024
CrestoneMobileVet.com

come up behind me and give me a
head butt in the butt.  I’d scratch her
ears, give her some good goaty love,
and she’d rear up and lower her
head to butt.  I smacked her on her
horny head with the stick. She could
smack harder. This was not the idyllic animal farm I’d pictured.
On the advice of other goat
owners we hooked a chain to her collar and tied that to an old tire.  She
could roam around the yard dragging the tire and graze and wouldn’t
go too far—we were told.
That worked out pretty well
for a while.  She was happier wandering.  Then one late afternoon we
noticed she was gone.  We looked all
around the houses and then found
where she had crossed the ditch and
headed up hill into the forest.  She
made a pretty clear track dragging
that tire.   Up and up we followed
her track, through the trees, over
logs and bushes, up the mountainside, half way up Mount Princeton.  
We couldn’t believe she could drag
that heavy tire so far!
Huffing and puffing and
swearing about stupid goats we
climbed until we finally found her
tangled up in some brush bleating
mournfully over her fate.  I led the
goat while Earl carried and rolled
the tire all the way back home.
Fall arrived. I conceived my
daughter, Mrs. S needed to put

someone else in the cabin who
worked for her at her cafe, and we
moved into a little house in town.
The chickens and Dinosaur Red
found a new home with “friends”.
The goat went to live on another friend’s ranch north of town,
joining a herd of cows and horses on
the open plains.  From there, during
hunting season, she disappeared
never to be seen again.
A year or so later we moved
into an old cabin up Chalk Creek
Canyon with our baby girl.   The
spring brought a nice milking goat
and sweet baby chicks from the feed
store.  No roosters.
In the 1970’s Kizzen and her
family lived in the mountains of
central Colorado with other assorted
young folk. They chopped wood and
hauled water. This is a story from
those days.

CRAZY HEIFER RANCH
Healthy beef
raised in a responsible
organic pasture
Available for sale
Contact Amber Felmlee

303-886-9436

CRESTONE MOBILE VETERINARY SERVICE
Providing local high quality, compassionate
veterinary care for your pets.

Call with any questions or to make an appointment.

719-588-4024

CrestoneMobileVet.com
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L O C A L

www.crestoneeagle.com

L O D g i n g

you can link to these lodging websites online at www.crestoneeagle.com

Casa del Soul

Downtown
Crestone
Lodging

E l e c t r u m’s R e n t a l
Spaces
Retreat and Enjoy!!

Welcome

Baca Townhouse No. 9

Nestled in the woods you can

The Downtown Hobbit House or
Baca Shamanic Healing House
Nightly/Weekly 2 night min.

• Reasonable nightly and weekly rates
• cable • WiFi • smoke-free

719-256-5788

Call or text: 719-588-2114
globalspirit13@gmail.com

Advanced Reservations a Must
mswingard@gmail.com
http://www.bacatownhouse.com/

LOVER’S WAY B&B

www.casadelsoul.net





Room with bath
Private entrance
Quiet greenbelt location
Continental breakfast

719.256.5654
bonniedellegar@gmail.com

GG’s Bed and Breakfast

Adjacent to
the UFO Watchtower

Pet friendly!
Call for reservations
805-886-6959

Two . Two . Two
Floors . Bedrooms . Baths
Accommodates two guests
In each of the two bedrooms
In a gentle and relaxed setting
$70 each bedroom each night
Internet Access/WiFi
Near the Desert Sage
Or an easy walk into Crestone
...
Mark Wingard, 505.983.1343
505.670.0126 (cell)

Like home
away from
home!
• Exclusive 1, 2 & 3 bedroom units,
with individual bathrooms
• Fully furnished kitchens
• Spacious and Private
• Beautiful views
• Long-term, Group, and Off-season
Rates Available

DANCING MUSIC
MOUNTAIN
SANCTUARY

crestonebacath@gmail.com
719.256.4243
www.crestonerentals.net

Reserve your breathing space today!

• Located on 4.5 acres
• Private rooms available

www.airbnb.com

DragonflyHouseCrestone.com
719-256-4859
Bed & Breakfast

Tas hi Gomang Retreats
40% 3 MONTH WINTER SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON
CABIN 2!
Wilderness Cabins and Retreat Residence
on Sacred Land near the Tashi Gomang Stupa
in Crestone Colorado

www.KTTG.org

It is the perfect time for a fall retreat.

Email: collcrestone@gmail.com
Web: www.collhouse.com
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by Suzanne McGregor
We wish all the young people
who started school a great year
full of exciting experiences, new
knowledge—and lots of reading!  
For the little ones who were left
behind, we have something for you
here at the library.   Miss Penny
from the Saguache Public Library
will start the fall reading program,
“Stories for Little Ones,” on Tuesday, September 6 at 11am until
everyone gets cranky!  Babies, toddlers and their caregivers can hear
a story, do crafts, and have healthy
snacks, along with valuable social
interaction.   There is no charge
for the program, and drop-ins are
most welcome.   The program will
be held each Tuesday morning for
eight weeks.
And another story time!  
Michele Zampillo will read a very
special book to the youngsters that
she wrote and illustrated.  She will

be at the library on Saturday, September 3 at noon to read her story
and talk about it afterwards. Of
course, adults are cordially invited
to listen as well.
The library will have a shelf
of a special book collection called
“This Reader Recommends...”  
Patrons are encouraged to come
in and select a favorite book that
they enjoyed reading and would
encourage others to read.  Sugandha Brooks has graciously taken
on this project and would like personal comments included with the
book.   Details are in the library,
and we encourage folks to participate in this sharing of “good reads.”
If you are not a registered
voter in Colorado and need to fill
out the form in order to vote in the
coming election, the library can
help.  We will print out a form for
you for free and include a stamped,
addressed envelope.   If you have
online access at home and need
a form, the address is saguachecounty.net.   Go to Clerk and Recorder and click on Colorado Voter
Registration Form.  
Notice:   The library will be
closed on Labor Day, Monday, September 5.                                          
Baca Grande Library, 2564100. Hours: Mon.-Fri. 11:30am5pm; Sat. 10am-2pm.

EXCAVATING SKOGLUND
PIT
Water/Sewer/Elec
Septic & Leach
fields
Roadwork
Driveways

ww

w.k mo
ens re
kogat
lun

Pit Run
Cobble
Drain Rock
Road Base
Fines & More

Ken Skoglund
Owner/Operator

Main 719.256.4447
Cell 719.588.2367

d.c

om

TIN MAN SERVICES
Prompt

Founding Partners Of

Reliable
Affordable

Please donate to
Pet Partners for the
health of our
community’s pets.

Fun!
Patrick

Shawn

At Your Service!

Landscaping
Fire mitigation
Patio, deck, paths
Stone work
Greenhouse maintenance
Gardening
Mouse & critter proofing

Renovations
Interior Painting
Light plumbing &
electrical
Sheetrock &
plaster repair
Tiling

Exterior housepainting
Stucco repair
Wood staining
Deck construction/repair
Irrigation installation/repair
Gutter/snow guard installation

For prompt reply: epmdomone@gmail.com 719-588-6431

ACROSS
1. It makes waste?
6. Ambulance crew
9. June 6, 1944
13. Amnion, pl.
14. Le ____ LÈman, a.k.a. Lake
Geneva
15. Sandy color
16. Watts events, 1965
17. Health resort
18. Remove lid
19.*TV chemistry teacher gone bad
21. *Varsity jacket decoration
23. Always, to a poet
24. Toward sunrise
25. Glide in Aspen
28. Fat and flour sauce
30. Kick the bucket
35. “____ Brinker, or The Silver
Skates”
37. UPS competitor
39. Saint in Mexico
40. October stone
41. Opposite of heads
43. *High school student
44. Ancient Roman’s garb
46. Half-man, half-goat
47. “All for one, one for all” sword
48. “Don’t you ____ ____ my blue
suede shoes”
50. Tow rope alternative
52. Don’t do this at home?
53. Part of air terminal
55. New Zealand parrot
57. *”ABC, It’s easy as 123, as simple as ____”
60. *Mirriam’s wordy counterpart
64. *Begin, began, ____
65. *The state sets a minimum one
to start school
67. Intense
68. Rekindled
69. Marbled bread
70. *Do this in math class
71. End of prayer
72. Basic unit of electric current
73. Plural of #62 Down

THEME: BACK TO SCHOOL
DOWN
1. Stay out of its way
2. Gulf V.I.P.
3. Mountain cap?
4. One tenth
5. Less taxing
6. Additional
7. *Geography classroom prop
8. Milan’s La ____
9. Bad impression
10. Vegas cube
11. *Biology lab supply
12. Casual affirmative
15. Monument Valley landforms
20. Rainbow fish
22. Sixth sense, for short
24. Make reparations
25. *American Academy of Pediatrics’ recommendation
26. On the fritz
27. Absurd
29. Sky defender
31. Assign PG-13 or R, e.g.
32. Incompetent
33. “____ clear”
34. *Miss ____, Matilda’s teacher
36. Woman’s underskirt
38. Lump in yarn
42. Above “Don’t tread on me”
45. Powerfully persuasive
49. Viet____
51. Sales lure
54. Miss America’s headdress
56. British race track
57. Regard
58. Eye up and down
59. The Colosseum today
60. “Read’em and ____”
61. Desmond ____, apartheid opponent
62. Evening purse
63. Sales force
64. Lingerie staple
66. *PE

Crossword solution: www.crestoneeagle.com/crossword
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Classifieds
Buy - Sell - Rent
Trade - Wanted
Personal - & More!

$12 for the first 175 characters
+ $1 for 25 additional characters
+ $2 for live link online from our
website to your website or email.
This fee includes 30 days online
(from date of approval), and 1
month in the Eagle print version.
Payment must accompany ad.
Pay online or send to:
The Crestone Eagle,
Box 101, Crestone, CO, 81131
Deadline: Ads & payments must be
received by the 22nd of the month
to be included in the print version.

Classifieds Online
crestoneeagle.com!

Get us your classified + payment
and it will be listed online
within 2 business days.

Houses & Property for Sale

Lot for Sale

Enormous views. Lot 276, Unit 1.Grants.
4.34 Acres. $6,000 720-810-4346

430 Acres South of Moffat

3.5 miles south of Moffat with Hwy 17
frontage, new well, and excellent term.
$399 per acre, must talk all. Call Steffens
& Company Realty, Inc and ask for Bruce
719-873-1700.

BUY YOUR SACRED LAND NOW.

Beautiful Building lots in Chalet II.
Tap Fees Paid. Secure your spot in
Crestone, CO. This amazingly powerful
energy vortex in the Sangre De Cristo
Mountains & San Luis Valley. NOW IS
THE TIME TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE
A PLACE in this amazing location. CALL
NOW. 719 256 5768 or go online www.
enchantedforestcrestone.net

• Income potential
• Owner financing
• Low price for quick sale
• $249,000

www.crestoneeagle.com

New Classifieds online daily. Check www.crestoneeagle.com!
Straw Bale Home, Westcliffe, CO

2 bedrooms, 5 forested acres. Needs finish
work. Hard work is complete. $125K View
Details at: http://strawbalecolorado.webs.
com/

LOTS FOR SALE

Several Exceptional Building Lots For Sale.
Chalet I: #1480-81, 1537, 1548, 1554,
1848-9. Chalet II: 2638-39-40, 4083,
4200. Grants: 1205-06, 1210, 1250-51.
Chuck. 720-480-2066

STUPA HOUSE

5 bedroom, 3 bath beautiful home on FIVE
lots (consolidated) against Natl Forest/
mountain in Chalet 2. Eagle Views, Income
potential, Owner financing, Low price for
quick sale. 249K 719-480-0010

6 Acres in the Grants
with Views

Amazing 6 acre parcel in the Grants with
incredible views! Consolidated lots 318319 off of Wagon Wheel. $8,500 www.
crestonelandforsale.com
Houses for Rent

Beautiful Home & Views

Curb appeal 3 BD/2BA hard wood floors,
granite counter tops, stainless steel
appliances, garage. $1,100 1st,last & SD
Call to rent today Seva Home & Property
MGMT 719 9374226.

Lg. Studio Log Cabin Furnished

600sf, ample storage, chalets, www.
thelongandshortofrenting.com for details/
pics/contact info. 505 728 0244

Home For Rent

Home for rent in the Baca, Chalet 1, quiet
in the trees and great views. 2bd 1bth.
1400 mth 1st last and security. 719 480
3427.

Gorgeous Townhouse for Rent

Gorgeous Baca Townhouse, all remodeled
2B/2b with outstanding views. Must
see. $900/mo. 1st/Last/SD No children,
smoking or pets. Avail 10/1. Sanctuary
House: 719-588-4258

2BR/2BA Lovely Furnished Home
in Grants

long or short term – ETS heating, stunning
views, 1st, last, SD, pet/cleaning fee www.
• STUPA HOUSE
• Beautiful 5 bedroom, 3 bath home
• On FIVE consolidated lots
• Against Nat’l Forest/ Mountain
• In Chalet II
• Eagle Views

thelongandshortofrenting.com for pics/
info/contact info. 505-728-0244

Furnished Home for Rent

Furnished 3BR/2BA in Chalet 1. Wood
stove/ETS. Backs to creek. 1-2 people, no
pets. $800 + utilities. Nov. 1 – May 31.
719-937-7786. Crestonegenie.com
Apartments/Rooms/Misc. for Rent

Convenient Location

In town location. 2 bedroom 1 bath large
sunroom. No Dogs or smokers. $800 a
month plus security deposit. 608-347-5030

Enchanted Forest
Accommodations.Ideal for
RETREATS.

ENCHANTED FOREST LODGING/RENTALS
Cozy/Comfy/Relax/Rest/Renew/Revitalize.
Queen Rooms, Cottage & Luxury Suite.
Sacred Space for Yoga/Meditation. Call 719
256 5768 www.enchantedforestcrestone.net

Rooms for rent

Rooms for rent in nice house in the Grants,
Great court yard, Great views, private baths,
easy access to town. No pets, no smoking
indoors. $500 per month plus utilities. First
last and damage deposit required. Month
to month. Available October 1, 2016. 719588-1038.

Services

Craig Electric Services

Craig Electric for all your electrical needs.
Prompt, reliable, generous rates. Contact
Steve at 256-5951, sdossenback@gmail.
com

SKYHAWK CONSTRUCTION

Are you interested in energy efficient
construction and indoor air quality? Call
Paul for remodels or new homes. 2564505. paulkoppana@yahoo.com

Computer Service/Repairs

PC consultant/technician since 1985 with
a full shop in the Baca. VIRUS fixes and
prevention, hard drive data recovery,
networking. Call Dennis 256-4110

Mini Excavator with Bucket,
Thumb & 6 1/2 Blade

Owner
Operator
Travis
Mayo:
719.256.4142. • Back Filling •
Demolition Work • Ditch Cleaning •
Ground Clearing • Percolation Test Holes
• Stump Removal • Trenching

Custom Home Builder

HarrellQualityHomes.com
1038

•

719-588-

Green Rental

1/2 mobile home – bedroom/bathroom at
separate ends – kitchen, dining and living
area in the middle. $325/month + 1/2 of the
charges for environmentally conscious use
of water/sewer, trash, electric, & propane
services. Crestone – 303-818-2317
House Rental Wanted

WORKING COUPLE SEEKS WINTER
RENTAL HOME

Middle-aged gainfully employed couple
seeks affordable rental or house sit
opportunity for the winter months SeptApril. Matthew Hall has practiced massage
therapy in the Valley for 10+ years &
Christina Foy works remotely from home
as an Executive Recruiter. Together we are
responsible, happy & make good neighbors.
719-480-4755 http://goo.gl/UJ7Vv6

Town of Crestone
Public Notice
ORDINANCE NO. 2016-002
The Town of Crestone
Board of Trustees approved
Ordinance # 2016-002 that
amends Ordinance # 2013-001,
which imposed a temporary
moratorium on designated marijuana stores.
This Ordinance is published by title only as per CRS
31-16 - 106.
To read Ordinance No.
2016-002 in its entirety, please
visit Crestone Town Hall, 108
W. Galena Ave., Crestone, CO
81131.
Allyson Ransom, Town
Clerk
Published: September 1,
2016 The Crestone Eagle

Moffat Family
Health Center
Call 719.480.0010

545 Moffat Way
in Moffat
Please call for an
appointment

719-589-3658
vwhs.org

SHOP LOCALLY!
Call us for ALL your
building needs!

INSULATION
HARDWARE
PAINT

ph: 719-539-4754 fax: 719-539-9101
ponchalumber.com
10021 West Highway 50 • poncha springs, CO 81242
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New Classifieds online daily. Check www.crestoneeagle.com!

...Classifieds
continued from
Page B-14

Help Wanted

Notice of Vacancy: Moffat School
Board

Recycling

Bring your recyclables to the parking lot
across the street from Aventa the first &
third Saturdays of each month, 10am-2pm.
Waste Free SLV will be asking $10 for the
average household, less for small amounts,
more for larger. 719-588-2703.

Sam’s Contracting Services

Whole house construction, remodeling, decks
installed, chimney sweep, duct cleaning/
replacement, plumbing, electrical, subflooring,
hardwood flooring, ceramic tile, VCT &
roll vinyl, interior/exterior painting. Local
references. 719.256.5217 or 719.480.2661

David W. Walker, Accountant

38 years experience. Financial Planning,
Business Consulting, Monthly Accounts,
Income Taxes. Call for appointment in your
area. 719-379-2988.

Notice of vacancy: There is a vacancy on
the Moffat Consolidated School District #2
Board of Education Director District #3.
(Basically the beginning of County Road
66T and Willow Creek East and South.
Please see district map for specifics).
Persons interested in being considered
for appointment by the present Board
to serve as a Board member until the
next regular election in November 2017
should submit a letter of intention to
serve along with a brief résumé to: Board
of Education, Moffat Consolidated School
District #2 P.O. Box 428, 501 Garfield
Avenue, Moffat, CO 81143 • Letters and
résumés may be directed to Moffat School
by one of the following methods: • Email
to khazard@moffatschools.org • U.S.
Mail to the address above • Delivered in
person to the District Office at the address

Job Opening - Administrative Assistant - Baca Grande Property Owners Association

above during regular business hours of
Monday through Thursday 8:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. All letters and résumés to be
considered for the Board must be received
in the Office of the Superintendent by
Monday, April 11, 2016 at 3:00 p.m. •
To be appointed by the Board, you must
be at least 18 years of age, be a citizen
of the United States, a resident of the
School District in the director district,
be registered to vote for at least one

year in the school district with no felony
convictions. This is a great opportunity to
serve your community.

BOOKKEEPER

The Town of Crestone has a part-time
position open for a bookkeeper. Applicant
must be over 18, dependable, have working
QuickBooks experience, government
experience is a plus and pass a background
check. Pay rate is $12/hr. Applications are
available at Town Hall, 108 W. Galena Ave,
open Mon-Fri, 9-1 pm. Please include
resume and references when submitting
application. The Town of Crestone is an
equal opportunity employer.

Billing Technician/Administrative
Assistant

Service • Safety • Satisfaction

THE VALLEY’S HOME
FOR THE SOAPSTONE STOVE

The POA is hiring an Administrative Assistant. This job is well rounded and
involves many duties in addition to answering phones.
You must be a team player, a quick learner, able to work well unsupervised,
have excellent communication skills, a strong initiative, able to multitask and
function in a high paced environment while providing excellent customer
service on a consistent basis. Proficient in Microsoft Word, Excel and Outlook
programs. Quick Books familiarity would be a plus. Excellent organizational
and time management skills are very important.

Baca Grande Water and Sanitation District
is accepting applications for a part-time
Billing Technician/Administrative Assistant.
Candidates must have excellent customer
service and organizational skills, proficient
use of Microsoft Office Suite and have the
ability to learn new software programs.
High School diploma or equivalent is
required. Prior customer service and office
experience is preferred. Understanding of
the operations of special districts or local
government a plus. Applications can be
downloaded here. Submit a completed
application and resume to: Baca Grande
Water and Sanitation District PO Box 520
Crestone, Co 81131 Application deadline:
Open until filled. No phone calls please.

Music Teacher

Moffat School District is taking
applications for a music teacher for a
class running from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Call (719) 745-7821 for an application
or visit the website at www.moffatschools.
org. EOE

Educational background and experience required: High School Diploma,
accounting experience in A/R and A/P, clerical/administrative and customer
service experience. Need to have reliable transportation and a valid Colorado
driver’s license. This job is full-time and provides benefits.

Misc. for Sale

Firewood ~ Pine

Firewood ~ Pine ~ Free Delivery ~ 4 Cord
Min. Cash Only ~ Call or Tx 719-395-6253
• Sublers Nursery

Please visit www.bacapoa.org for an application and job description.
Applications can be dropped off at the POA office or emailed to
info@bacapoa.org.

Batteries For Sale

Batteries for sale. 5 Year old gel batterieswork good for solar. 24 available. $75
each. Call Mike: 256-4901.

Thank you!
The Baca Grande POA Management

Free

Free Manure

Free horse manure. Call the Baca Grande
Stables to arrange pick up. 256-6200.

GRASS HAY
BARN STORED
HORSE HAY / COW HAY

Call Nathan today to see how
we can save you money on
your heating bill!

( 7 19 ) 2 5 6 - 4 76 8

www.shangrilahstove.com
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303-525-3882
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Remote Home Control
Closed Circuit TV - Internet Access

30

T

SECURITY
FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS

26620 20th Ave. Moffat, CO 81143

azezadenver@gmail.com
Providing Security Services
to the Valley Since 1996

3’ x 3’ x 8’ BALES
101 LAND & CATTLE
SAGUACHE, CO
SCOTT ALEXANDER
719-221-0159

!
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Please direct all inquiries to Kizzen Laki,
Editor@CrestoneEagle.com
All inquiries will be mutually confidential
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From the Editors of E - The
Environmental Magazine
Dear EarthTalk: Where do
the VP choices for the upcoming
Presidential election (Tim Kaine
and Mike Pence) stand in terms
of environmental track record and
commitment?
 -Mitchell Finan, Butte, MT
Not surprisingly given the
current political climate, the respective Vice Presidential candidates differ on most of the issues,
including their policies on the environment and energy.
On the Democratic side,
Hillary Clinton’s VP choice Tim
Kaine has opposed big oil companies since his career as Virginia
State Senator. He first endorsed
a “25% renewables by 2025” goal
back in 2007, and has continued
his staunch support ever since.
He has been a champion of diversifying America’s energy portfolio.
“We’re not going to drill our way
out of the long-term energy crisis
facing this nation and the world . .
. we can’t keep relying on oil,” said
Kaine back in 2008. He reinforced
this position again in his 2012 Senate race by arguing against tax
subsidies for major oil companies.
As far as environmental protection, he has not shown much of
a track record in support or against.
In May of 2013, he did vote affirmatively on a bill to protect ocean,
coastal and Great Lakes ecosystems. The League of Conservation
Voters (LCV), which puts out an annual national environmental scorecard for politicians, has attributed a
91% lifetime score to Kaine, clearly
naming him as one of our nation’s
leading politicians. More recently, in
late 2015, Kaine voted against a bill
that attacked Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) carbon pollution limits. Of course, a Republicandominated Congress passed the bill
anyway, although President Obama
quickly vetoed it to maintain stricter limits on carbon pollution.

www.crestoneeagle.com

Across the aisle, Donald
Trump’s VP selection, Mike Pence,
lacks any sort of environmental
agenda in his political career. The
LCV gives him a lifetime score of
only 4%, meaning he is no friend of
the environment. Pence, who served
in the U.S. House of Representatives from 2001-2013 when he assumed the Indiana governorship,
voted against a “Cash for Clunkers”
recycling program in 2009 and also
voted no on a bill improving public
transportation in 2008. Meanwhile,
he voted affirmatively for deauthorizing critical habitat zones and approving forest thinning projects in
2005 and 2003, respectively.
As for energy policy, Pence
supported the “25% renewable energy . . .” goal in 2007 like his opponent Kaine. However, since then, he
has supported offshore drilling, opposed EPA regulation of greenhouse
gases and voted without any environmental conscience. He also voted
against incentives for alternative
fuels, for the construction of new oil
refineries, and against criminalizing oil cartels such as OPEC.
“I think the science is very
mixed on the subject of global
warming,” Pence stated in 2009.
His record of the environment
since then reflects his continued
skepticism toward environmental
protection efforts.
For environmentalists, Kaine
is the obvious choice over Pence,
which is no surprise given the
Presidential candidates who selected each of them as running mates.
While Hillary Clinton may have
focused more attention on other
political issues over her career, she
has continuously supported environmental protection and the transition away from fossil fuels, while
Donald Trump has fought environmental restrictions on his ability to
operate his real estate empire and
recently told reporters he would
consider reneging on U.S. commitments to reduce greenhouse gases
made at the recent Paris climate
summit. Contact: League of Conservation Voters, www.lcv.org.
EarthTalk® is produced by
Roddy Scheer & Doug Moss and is
a registered trademark of the nonprofit Earth Action Network. To
donate, visit www.earthtalk.org.
Send questions to: question@earthtalk.org.

The two vice presidential candidates (Democrat Tim Kaine and Republican Mike Pence)
could hardly be farther apart on their respective stances on conservation, environment,
energy and what to do about climate change. 
photo by Joel Rivlin, Gage Skidmore

Crestone-Baca
Weather Report

by Keno
July 21 to August 20
Total precipitation for period:
Liquid precip: 2.50”
Snow: 0.0”
Measurable precipitation fell on
12 days.
Measurable rain fell on 12 days.
A trace of rain fell on 7 days.
5 thunderstorms occurred.
No measurable snow or hail fell.
Total precipitation year to date:
Since Jan 1: 8.83”
Total snow to date:  
Since Jan 1: 45.9”
Snow Season *: 0.0”
*Snow season runs from July 1 to
June 30
Temperatures for the period:
High temp: 89.9°F on July 28
Low temp: 42.7°F on August 18
Avg. high: 81.5°F
Avg. low: 50.2°F
Number of days with the high
temperature at or above 90°: 4 (all
in July)  
Number of days with the high
temperature at or above 80°: 20
Number of days with the low temperature at or below 50°: 15
Winds for the period:
Avg. speed: 3.5 mph
Highest gust: 39 mph on August
20  
Main direction: Out of the east at
night, out of the southwest during
the day.
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Weather summary
What has happened in every
month so far this year, and which
is very unusual, is that on the
very first day of the new month,
the weather totally changes from
what we saw in the preceding
month. That happened again
during this time period. The last
11 days in July, like all of that
month, were on the dry side and
hot. Then August came around
and the temperatures cooled off
big time, to below average for
daytime highs, and it started to
rain a lot, with above average
precipitation. Plus snow fell and
accumulated on 4 separate days
in our mountains above 12,000
feet during the week of August
14. Dime-size hail also fell and
covered the ground in downtown
Crestone in the afternoon of August 16, yet no hail at all fell a
mile and half away at the weather station.
Only one record was set,
when the low temp of 59° on July
28 was a record high low for the
date. The old mark was 58°, set in
1995. Seven days of 90° or higher
temperatures were reached this
year, the most since 10 days above
90° were seen in 2012.
Outlook for September
Very nice, but cooler weather
can be expected this month. The
average high and low temperatures in the first week average
75° and 44°, and by the end of the
month they fall off to 66° and 35°.
The record high temperature for
the month is 87°, reached on September 5, 2013, while the coldest
reading was 18°, set on September 29, 1999.
Precipitation-wise, we average 1.42” in the month, with
the record being 3.71”, set in
2013. In the past, this was the
month were we might see our
first accumulating snowfall,
with a one-in-three chance of
that, but in the last 20 or so
years, that hasn’t been the case
at all, and accumulating snow
has only occurred 3 times since
1996.
The 30-day outlook for September from the NWS is calling
for above average temps along
with average precipitation.
Note: For current Crestone weather
conditions visit Keno’s web site:
www.keno.org/vws.

